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of 12 feet. The berthing basin is almost a square area 400 feet on a side at the
12-foot water depth contour. The explosive craters were broad and shallow with
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Preface

This report is a summary report for Project Tugboat, the explo-

sive excavation of a small boat harbor. It is the only formal report that

will be published for the project and therefore includes results of all

technical programs conducted under it.

The editor and contributing authors to this report wish to acknowl-

edge the participation of persons in the many agencies who helped make

this project a success.

The project marks the initial attempt of the Explosive Excavation

Research Laboratory to apply to an actual civil works project the knowl-

edge and expertise derived during its participation in the Plowshare

program. Despite some detonation prcblems, the project was success-

fully excavated with explosives without any postdetonation reliance on

conventional dredging to finish the job.

The U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station

(USAEWES) Explosive Excavation Research Laboratory (EERL) was the

USAEWES Explosive Excavation Research Office (EERO) prior to 21 April

1972. Prior to 1 August 1971 the organization was known as the USAE

Nuclear Cratering Group.

Directors of the Explosive Excavation Research Office (and NCG)

during the 2-yr period over which this project was conceived and exe-

cuted were LTC Bernard Hughes, COL William E. Vandenberg, and

LTC Robert L. LaFrenz.
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Abstract

A portion of a planned small-boat harbor was explosively excavated in a

weak coral material using twelve 10-ton charges of an aluminized ammonium

nitrate slurry explosive. This experiment-demonstration executed by the U.S.

Army Engineer Nuclear Cratering Group, now designated as the U.S. Army

Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Explosive Excavation Research Lab-

oratory (EERL), was code-n'imed Project Tugboat. The charges were em-

placed approximately 36 ft deep in the coral reef which was overlain with a

water layer averaging approximately 6 ft in depth. Charges were spaced 100

and 120 ft apart. A series of five calibration tests preceded the main harbor

detonations. Apparently because of inadequate boostering, two of the main

charges did not fully detonate and one charge deflagrated. An additional

array of sixteen 1,'2-ton charges was subsequently emplaced and detonated to

clear that portion of the channel. The detonations resulted in a channel vary-

ing in width from about 150 to 260 ft at a minimum project water depth of 12 ft.

The berthing basin is almost a square area 400 ft on a side at the 12-ft water

depth contour. The explosive craters were bL'oad and shallow with no lips and

were actually better suited to harbor excavation than the less wide and deeper

craters typical of dry land cratering detonations. The cratering mechanism

appears to be one of densification of the coral through crushing and subsequent

settling. The crater remains devoid of water for several seconds after deto-

nation and then is filled by coral and water as the crater walls fail into the

crater. The extent of the crushing action of the detonations was crudely de-

fined by acoustic profiling surveys.

Several technical programs were conducted including a wave measure-

ment program, a study of the effect of the detonations on the marine environ-

ment, a ground-motion measurement program, a structures response study,

an airblast measurement program, and a measurement program to determine

the peak pressure and the acceleration and velocity of the water directly over

the charge positions. Results of all of these programs are included in this

report.
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Conversion Factors

Units of measurement used in this report can be converted to metric units as

follows:

Multiply By To Obtain

inches 2.54 centimeter--

feet 0.3048 meters

cubic feet 0.02832 cubic meters

cubic yards 0.764555 cubic meters

pounds 0.4535924 kiiog' ams

pounds per square inch 0.00o8 9 476 meganewtor, per square meter

pounds per cubic foot 16.02 kilograms per cubic meter

Fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius or Kelvin degreesa

foot-pounds 0.138255 meter-kilograms

aTo obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) readings, use the
following formula: C (5/9) (F - 32); to obtain Kelvin (K) readings, use: K (5/9)
(F - 32) + 273.15.
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EERL TECHNICAL REPORT E-72-23

PROJECT TUGBOAT

EXPLOSIVE EXCAVATION OF A HARBOR IN CORAL

Section 1
Introduction

PURPOSE OF REPORT planned nuclear excavation experiments.

The experience gained and the technology

This report presents the final results developed in accomplishing these experi-

of Project Tugboat, the explosive excava- ments have led to an expansion of the
tion of a small boat harbor. The report EERL research mission. The mission

includes details of site investigations, has been expanded to include the develop-

experimental programs and procedures, ment of chemical explosive excavation

preliminary and final design, results and technology to enable the Corps to more

analysis of data, and a statement of con- economically accomplish Civil Works

clusions for each technical program. Construction projects of intermediate

size. The Project Tugboat was planned to
OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT provide data that could be used in the

development of both chemical and nuclear
The U.S. Army Corps oi Engineers excavation technology. It was also the first

(CE) and the U.S. Atomic Energy Coin- experiment to be conducted at the specific

mission (AEC) have been engaged in a site of an authorized CivilWorks Construc-
joint research program since 1962 to tion project for the purpose of providing a

develop the basic technology necessary to u.efulportion of the planned project.
use nuclear explosives in conjunction with Therefore, the objectives of Project

the construction of large-scale civil engi- Tugboat can be generally stated as (1) to

neering projects. The Explosive Excava- provide a useful portion of the authorized
tion Research Laboratory (EERL) of the Civil Works lightdraft boat harbor planned
Waterways Experiment Station (U. S. for Kawaihae Bay, Island of Hawaii, State

Army Engineer Nuclear Cratering Group of Hawaii; (2) to test the applicability of
at the time of the experiment) has been the cratering technique for harbor con-

accomplishing the Corps' portion of this struction in a coral medium at a reason-

joint program. The major part of the able scale with chemical explosives; and
program has been the execution of chem- (3) to provide technical data which can be

ical explosive excavation experiments, used in the design of other chemical or

In the past, these were preliminary to nuclear explosive harbor excavations.
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SCOPE OF PROJECT TUGBOAT two of the three detonation phases, while
others were more or less continuous

Project Tugboat extended over about a throughout the period of execution of the

2-yr period from the initiation of planning entire project. The programs conducted

to the completion of a postdetonation in- during each period of field operations are

v~stigation program. A site investigation briefly dep-ribed in the paragraphs that

program was the first on-site work and follow.

was conducted during the summer of 1969.
This was followed by a series of five site Site Investigations

calibration detonations in November of A site investigation program was initi-

1969. Execution of these detonations was ated during the summer of 1969 which

officially designated as Phase I of Project included geophysical surveys of the proj-
Tugboat. These tests were followed by a ect area, hydrographic and topographic

period of data evaluation and the subse- mapping, geologic investigations, wave

quent reworking of the )riginal conceptual analysis for the proposed conceptual har-

design into the final explosive harbor bor design, collection of site meteorolog-

design. Execution of this explosive exca- ical data, archeological explorations and

vation design occurred during late April mapping, an initial documentation of the
and early May cf 1970 and was officially fish and other marine life in the blast

designated as Phase II of Project Tugboat. area, and a preliminary structural engi-

During the summer of 1970, a breakwater neering survey.

was built to provide some protection to

the excavated berthing basin. Because of Crater Measurements

a misfire and incomplete detonation of Engineering surveys were conducted

two of the charges during the execution of following the Phase I, Phase II, and
Phase II, a nortion of the entrance chan- remedial explosive excavation detonations

nel did not meet the project criteria. A by the Honolulu Engineer District to de-

small remedial explosive excavation pro- termine the crater profiles and the result-

gram was successfully executed during ing entrance channel and harbor basin

December of 1970 to clear the channel, dimensions.

This program was followed immediately

by a postdetonation engineering proper- Seismic Motion Measurements

ties technical program that extended in A comprehensive seismic motion meas-

time through to early 1971. This report urement program was undertaken during

will cover all phases of the described both Phases I and II. The objective of the

work. Phase f program was to provide data as a
function of yield, range, and depth of

MAJOR TECHNICAL PROGRAMS burst specific to the site that was subse-
CONDUCTED quently used to determine the maximum

Many programs of a technical nature safe yield for detonations in Phase II.

were carried out during the 2-yr period. During Phase 11, measurements were
Some were one-time programs on one or made to verify safety predictions and to
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provide seismic motion and structural motion and building response recorded

response data as a function of range and during Phase 1, and to submit revised

firing conditions. The planned firing con- recommendations.
ditions were (1) four 10-ton charges in a 5. To resurvey structures following

row fired simultaneously, (2) four 10-ton Phase II to determine whether any

charges ir, a row fired sequentially, and changes had ock-urred.

(3) four 10-ton charges in a square array

fired simultaneously. As described in Intermediate Range Seismic
Measurements

Section 2. problems occurred with the Seismic measurements were attempted
firing of items (1) and (2) which negated by the University of Hawaii on other is-
some of the objectives of the technical lands in the Hawaiian chain using instru-
program.

ment stations already established for aThe program was accomplished bypersonel roram te Wat ysExer- bcontinuing earthquake study. Because ofpersonnel from the Waterways Expert-

some operational difficulties, recordsmerit Station (WES) of the Corps of

Engineers. suitable for a detailed analysis of the

magnitude of motion were not obtained.

Structural Engineering Survey Close-in Air-Overpressure

John A. Blume & Associates, an engi- Measurements

neering firm specializing in the effects of A comprehensive program of ground

seismic motions on structures, was en- level air-overpressure measurements
gaged to advise EIRI. in this vital area. was conducted during the execution of

The objective of the program was to both Phases I and I by the Sandia Labo-
assist in the determination of the maxi- ratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico. The

mum yield which could be safely fired objective of the Phase I program was to

during the Phase 11 harbor excavation provide air-overpressure data as a func-

detonations. The scope of the program tion of yield, range, and depth of burst

was as follows: specific to the harbor site and the slurry

1. To make an initial survey and explosive. These data were subsequently

examination of structures in the vicinity used in conjunction with other safety data
of the project site to ascertain present to estimate the maximum safe yield for

conditions (accomplished during site the detonations of Phase II. The objective

investigations), of the program during Phase 1I was to

2. To estimate the level of ground verify the safety predictions and to pro-

motion at which incipient architectural vide data as a function of range and firing
damage could be expected. conditions. As described in Section 2,

3. To make recommendations for problems occurred with the firing of the

j changes in the planned ground motion and first two detonations during Phase II

structural-response measurements to be which negated somewhat the comparison
made during Phase I to provi de needed data. of air overpressure from a simultane-

4. To assess the results of initial ously fired row with that from a sequen-

survey and estimates based on the ground tially fired row of charges.

-3-
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Fish and Wildlife Studies Wave Measurements (Phase II)

A comprehensive program was per- The Coastal Engineering Research

formed by the State of Hawaii, Department Center (CERC) of the Corps of Engineers

of Land and Natural Resources, to deter- conducted a wave measurement program

mine the effects of the explosive cratering during Phase II. The program was in-

detonations on the marine environment in tended to be a follow-on to the program
Kawaihae Bay. The program included: conducted during Phase 1. Data from

1. A recording of the species, com- both programs are summarized in Sec-

position, and densities of marine life tion 3 of this summary report.

existing at the project site prior to the

commencement of work by underwater Pressure, Velocity, and Acceleration

transecting and photography by Scuba- Measurements in Water Surface Layers

equipped divers. This program was ac- The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

complished during the site investigations (LLL) of the University of California con-

phase of the project. ducted a program to test instrumentation

2. A determination of the effects of designed to measure shock pressure,
the detonations in relation to the total velocity, and acceleration in the surface
number and/or poundage of fish and inver- water layer in an underwater cratering

tebrates killed or injured, the total area test such as Tugboat. The instruments

affected by the blast, and the distance were designed to make measurements ex-

from the blast center to which fish kills tended in time in the very high pressure
were effected. and acceleration environment encountered

3. A determination of the time re- at the Surface Ground Zero (SGZ) location.

quired for and the nature of repopulation
of the affected area. High-Speed Photography from

Ground Stations

Aerial Photography (Phases I and 11) High-speed photography of all detona-
and Wave measurements (Phase T) tions was taken from ground stations by

ESSO Production Research, a division personnel of EERL. This photography
of Humble Oil Company, sponsored a pro- was primarily for documentary purposes.

gram of motion picture aerial photography

of the Phase I and 11 detonations and a Postshot Engineering Properties

wave measurement program during the Investigations

Phase I detonations only. The purpose of A program of drilling and sampling in

the photography was to provide documen- the crater area was accomplished foll3w-
tation of the late time crater formation ing the remedial explosive excavation

process and to view the wave pattern pro- detonations in the berthing basin area and

duced by the detonations. The in the channel area to try to determine the

Phase I wave measurement program extent of fracturing of the coral. Results

provided the first known wave data for of this program are reported here except
underwater cratering detonations of for final results of surveys taken after
significant yield. 1 yr and after a major storm to determine
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long-term changes in the bottom condi- design requirement was a square 240 ft

tions. on a side.

The site medium is a weak coral.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS Tests on cores recovered in preshot
drilling show a compressive strength

Project Tugboat detonations were exe- ranging between 760 and 1738 psi, a

cuted in three phases. Detonation yields mean bulk dry density of 1.37 g/cm 3,

and dates of detonation are given in mean saturated bulk specific gravity of

Table 1. These detonations successfully 1.76 g/cm 3 , and a mean porosity of 49%.

produced a harbor basin and entrance The reef mass possesses, by an indeter-

channel which exceeded the design require- minate amount, a lower mean strength, a

merits in both width and depth. The deto- lower mean density, and a higher mean

nations resulted in a channel varying in porosity than the tests indicate.

width from about 150 to 260 ft at a mini- Drilling of the charge emplacement

imum project water depth of 12 ft. The holes during Phase I was done from a

berthing basin is almost a square area causeway which was later removed by

400 ft on a side at the 12-ft water depth dragline. Phase II holes were drilled

contour. The minimum channel design from a jack-up floating platform. The

width was 120 ft and the berthing basin aluminized ammonium nitrate slurry

Table 1. Tugboat charge designations and yields, and detonation dates.

Charge Charge yield Date of

designation (lb) detonation Remarks

A. Phase I

la (Alpha) 2,000 0901 6 Nov '69

lb (Bravo) 2,000 1101 6 Nov '69

Ic (Charlie) 1,975 1001 4 Nov '69

ld (Delta) 1,950 0901 5 Nov '69

le (Echo) 20,200 1101 7 Nov '69

B. Phase II

II-ABCD 52,000 0916 23 Apr '70 Charges C and D did: not detonate full-yield

Il-EF 40,000 0901 28 Apr '70

11-IJKL 80,000 0901 1 May '70

I1-GH 20,000 0901 8 May '70 Charge G deflagrated

C. Remedial Detonation

Gl, G2 )
Cl to C13 14,800 8 Dec '70
Al
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blasting agent was pumped into the charge The final channel surface is flat, level,

canisters after the canisters had been and sandy, with scattered small coral

placed in the drilled hole and stemmed, blocks lying on it. Foundation conditions

The slurry was pumped with a truck- in the channel are similar to those in

mounted pump through a rubber hose medium to dense sand. A short distance

down a 4-in. fill line that extended from outside the channel, natural coral condi-

the top of the canister to the surface. tions exist. The material in the channel
Calibration tests provided information is more homogeneous than that of the

that permitted a redesign of the harbor natural coral reef. In the berthing basin

excavation using a little more than half area, a layer of soft mud from 2- to 9-ft
the original drill holes and half of the thick lies at the surface. This layer is

quantity of blasting agent estimated to be not present in the outer part of the

required in the preliminary design. The channel.

craters were broad and shallow with no Crater zones were not satisfactorily

lips and were actually better suited to defined by the drilling program. They
harbor excavation in this situation than were crudely defined by the acoustic pro-

the less wide and deeper craters typical filing surveys; the true crater by the

of dry land cratering detonations. The limit of dipping beds within the crater,
cratering mechanism appears to be one of and the rupture zone by the limit of the

densification of the coral through crushing basalt reflection. To define the true
and subsequent settling. Aerial photog- crater specifically by drilling would be

raphy showed that the crater remains very difficult.
devoid of water for several seconds after A long-term settling effect in both the
detonation add then is filled by coral and channel and the surrounding natural coral

water as the crater walls fail into the was detected by surveys taken during May
crater. Wave staffs that were placed in and Deeember 1970. On the average the

the coral near the craters moved toward surface was lowered during this 7-mo

the crater before being overrun by the period by 1 or 2 ft. This effect supports
outrunning water wave (further evidence results of the acoustic profiling, which
of this failure process), indicate that the natural coral was snat-

The 10-ton Echo crater had a radius to tered by the blasts to large distances out

the 12-ft depth contour of about 60 ft. from and below the cratered channel.
This parameter was used to design the The photography taken in the wave

harbor detonations. Spacing between measurement programs aided in an under-
charges was set at two times this number, standing of the crater formation process

Low-order detonation of Charges 11-C and showed the wave patterns generated

and 11-D and the deflagration of Charge by the detonations to be very complex.

II-0 apparently was due to inadequate The wave of maximum height was found
boostering. These misfires made it nec- usually to be the first wave of the explo-

essary to do some small remedial detona- sively generated system, and it is charac-
tions which were successful in clearing terized by a high crest followed by a long,
the channel, shallow trough. The maximum wave
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height generated was during the It-EF As estimated from the collections

detonation and was about 11 ft in height at made following the detonations, the fam-

the closest point of measurement (230 ft). ilies of fishes most affected within the

Scaling relationships were developed for area of dead and injured fish were squir-

predicting wave height and travel time. relfish, butterfly fish, damselfish, sur-

The programs to determine the effect geonfish, cardinal fish, and the puffer.

of the detonations on the marine environ- Not all fishes collected following the det-
ment were very comprehensive. The onations were dead. Some were just

marine life at selected locations was ob- stunned. As a test, a live but stunned

served and recorded during and following fish that was picked up was kept in a tank

the major detonations. The distances for several weeks and appeared to be in

from the detonations to which fish kills good health at the end of that time. The

and injuries were effected were deter- observation data indicate that segments

mined by the anchored fish cage technique, of the project site still containing coral

Also, the dead and stunned fish were (i.e., immediately adjacent to the blasted

picked up immediately following each det- channel and berthing basin) are being

onation; then they were studied and rapidly repopulated from adjacent unaf-

recorded. fected areas. These observations also

A total of 111 different species repre- show that the detonations altered the im-

senting 34 families of marine fishes was mediate areas of the channel rnd berthing

found at the project site through under- basin from one of clear water tnd hard,

water observations by divers and through coral bottoms to one containing a silt

collections of dead and injured fishes bottom and murky waters similar to those

after the detonations. Of the 76 species found at the Phase I detonation site prior
that were recorded by the divers, 37 were to the blasts. It is suspected that the
not found during postdetonation collections, final species composition and density in

and conversely, 35 of the 74 species found these areas will reflect the changes that

during postdetonation collection activities were incurred to the habitat.

were not observed during the underwater Instrumented ground-motion seismic

observations. These discrepancies were stations in the vicinity of Project Tugboat

attributed to tlh, limitations inherent in were observed to respond in a fairly uni-

the observation and collection methods form manner. Maximum peak particle

that were employed, velocities recorded during the 1-ton

For the large detonations of Phase II, events ranged from about 1.5 cm/sec at a

the distances to which all fish in fish distance of about 1500 ft to about 0.1 cm/

cages were killed were 100 ft for detona- sec at a distance of 8200 ft. Data ro-

tion II-ABCD, 120 ft for detonation II- corded during the 10-ton detonation

IJKL, and 210 ft for detonation Il-EF. ranged from about 4 cm/sec at a distance

The maximum distance to which any of 1800 ft to about 0.4 cm/sec at a dis-

fish were killed or injured probably tance of 8000 ft. [Finally, 40-ton ampli-

did not exceed 300 ft on any of the tudes diminished from about 6 cm/sec at

three detonations. a distance of 2600 ft to about 0.8 cm/sec
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at a distance of 7600 ft. No reliable seis- tamining to the reduction of overpressure
mic amplitude dependence upon depth of from the delay of successive charge deto-

burst could be established. Two yield nations in a row were not adequate to

scaling methods verified one another in draw more definite conclusions.

defining a yield scaling factor of about No glass %as broken and the estimates

W0 . 5 2 . The II-EF sequential Q.-tonation of probability of breakage based on maxi-

produced measurably lower ground mo- mum measvred peak overpressures was

tions than the expected motion for simul- never greater than 5 panes per thousand.

taneous detonation of the same charges. Charge II-D SGZ area was instru-

Predictions of building response to the mented for pressure, velocity, and accel-

Tugboat detonations identified the Ultra- eration measurements in the water. Peak

mar Warehouse to be the critical struc- velocities of 66 and 61 ft/sec were meas-

ture from an architectural damage stand- ured by the subsurface and surface gages,

point. Detonations during Phase II were respectively. Peak accelerations were

limited to 40 tons to minimize the possi- 356 and 311 g, respectively. The subsur-

bility of any damage. No damage claims face pressure gage measured 414 psi.

were filed as a result of any of the det- The II-IJKL detonation was also instru-

onations. mented, but accelerations were nearly

Positive peak airblast overpressures double the design limit of the gage canis-

and positive phase impulse from the Tug- ters. These accelerations resulted in

boat Phase I explosions were about five early destruction of the canisters and the

times those predicted on the basis of loss of considerable data. Peak acceler-

measurements made from cratering ex- ations of 2780 g and pressures of 2513 psi

plosions in soil. Peak overpressures were recorded. The experience was very

estimated by applying multiple-charge useful -n developing LLL's capability to

overpressure amplification factors to the instrument surface water environments.

Echo detonation results were small It was fortuitous for this program

enough that the possibility of blast dam- that Charge II-D did not go full-yield

age on the Phase II detonations was ex- as much more information was obtained
pected to be acceptable, about the overall capabilities of the

Peak overpressures for Detonation II- instrumentation.

ABCD, II-EF, and IIL-JKL multiple-charge

Phase II detonations were approximately PROJECT ORGANIZATION
1, 1.4, and 2.5 times that for a single-

charge detonation having a yield equal to The organization for the planning and

one of the charges in the multiple-charge the execution of Project Tugboat is shown

array. Positive impulses were about 2, in Fig. 1. Explosives Safety, arming and

2, and 4 times that for a comparable sin- firing technical support was provided by

gle charge. These data indicate that in the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.

Detonation II-ABCD, Charges I-C and Operational support was provided by the

II-D contributed very little to the positive Honolulu Engineer District of the Corps

phase impulse observed. The data per- of Engineers. This included Contract
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Administration and the associated Engi- struction and execution of the Project.

neering Construction and Operations work, The explosives contractor was the Dow

industrial safety, security, public infor- Chemical Company, and the charge em-

mation services, and documentary photog- placement construction work and break

raphy. A separate contract was negoti- water construction work was performed

ated with the Los Angeles District to by the Mile High Drilling Company of

provide documentary photography of con- Boulder, Colorado.

Section 2
Construction, Execution, and Postdetonation Investigations

LOCATION which the village gets its name. The

Kawaihae Small-Boat Harbor was author-

Project Tugboat is located at the site ized as a Federal Civil Works Project by
of a planned small-boat harbor on the the Congress of the United States in the

Island of Hawaii, State of Hawaii (see Rivers and Harbors Act of 1965 and is
Fig. 2). The small-boat harbor is near planned as a jointly-funded Federal and

the village of Kawaihae on the northwest State project in the statewide system of

coast of Hawaii and in Kawaihae Bay from small-boat harbors.
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A local site map is presented in Fig. 3. SITE DESCRIPTION

There is an existing deep-draft harbor at
the town of Kawaihae (Fig. 3) with an General

adjacent coral fill area. The project site The Island of Hawaii, like all the

is to the south of this fill area in shallow Hawaiian islands, was constructed by the

water and in a region of inactive-to-active geological process of volcanism, and is

coral growth. The site is located about composed predominantly of basaltic rock.

10 road miles west of the town of Waimea In places along Hawaiian coasts where

on State Route No. 26 and 19 miles south conditions are favorable, coral reefs
of the town of Hawi on State Route No. 27. have grown. Such c nditions exist in the
Aerial photos of the coastal area near the Kawaihae area, so that the basic geologic

harbor site are shown in Fig. 4. The situation at the Tugboat site is one of a

village of Kawaihae consists of wooden coral reef founded at some depth upon

frame dwellings, two general stores, a basaltic rock, the latter being continuous

gas station, and some other local busi- with the basalt which forms the adjacent

nesses. In addition to the village, there land mass.

is a wide variety of structures in the har- The Kawaihae coral reef is not contin-

bor facility, including storage tanks for uous up and down the coast of Kawaihae

oil and molasses, a bulk sugar warehouse Bay, but is restricted to a stretch slightly

and associated conveyor system for load- less than 2 miles long extending from the

ing ships, a metal warehouse structure, vicinity of Kawaihae village southward to

a large service terminal, and a combina- about Waiulaula Point (Fig. 3). The reef

tion poured concrete and concrete block averages about 3000 ft in width from the

bulk chemical warehouse. Adjacent to shoreline to its outer edge. Before the

the small boat harbor area is a county construction of the Kawaihae deep-draft

park with a swimming beach, stone and harbor, the shoreline lay slightly to the

wood pavilion, and rest room and shower southwest of the Kawaihae-Waimea road
facilities. On down the coast there between Kawaihae village and Makeahua

are several houses and a large rr-sort stream (Fig. 3). The deep-draft harbor

hotel facility. All of these structures was constructed in 1957-1959 by excavat-

were in the zone of concern for air- ing the coral reef with a cutter-type

blast and ground-motion effects and had dredge to a depth of 39 ft. Material

to be monitored during the large-yield dredged from the harbor was used to

detonations. make the land fill on which the present

In addition to these structures 'here harbor terminal facilities, oil storage

are archeological structures of historical tanks, etc., are located. Excess dredged

interest adjacent to the harbor area for material was dumped to form the present

which special investigations were con- coral stockpile area, the outer edge of

ducted. These "heiaus" are discussed which was revetted with large basalt

later in this section. stones. The Project Tugboat site was
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Table 2. Surface temperature and rainfall summary for Kawaihae area.

Average high Average low Average
Month temperature (OF) temperature (OF) rainfall (in.)

January 80.8 63.4 3.14
February 80.4 63.0 2.54

March 80.4 63.9 2.22

April 81.4 65.3 1.44
May 83.4 67.1 0.69
June 85.4 68.9 0.18
July 86.4 70.1 0.43

August 87.0 71.0 0.35
September 86.7 70.0 0.25
October 85.5 69.1 0.87
November 82.9 67.0 1.52
December 80.6 64.8 2.70

Annual 83.4 67.0 16.13

The windward sides experience abundant 10:00 p.m. during which time the winds

rainfall and nearly continuous moderately usually shift to easterly at 7 to 10 mph
rough seas; they therefore have thick and contime until 3 to 4 hr after sunrise.

soils with abundant vegetation steadily During wind shift times, the wind speed
flowing streams with well-defined stream is rather light and the direction is quite
valleys, and bld, cliffed sea coasts. The variable. During the winter months, the

climate of Kawaihae is typical of the lee- steady pattern of the trade winds occasion-
ward sides. During most of the year allybreaks down for periods of several days.
rainfall is sparse and winds are light and During these periods "Kona" (leeward)
variable. The area is semidesert: sun- storms may occur, bringing fresh to strong
shine is plentiful, soil is thin, vegetation southwesterly winds and heavy rains.

is scanty and composed of hardy, drought-

resistant plants. Temperatures vary Hydrography

from warm during the night to hot during The ocean bottom at the site was very
the day. A summary of surface tempera- irregular because of numerous cora!
ture and rainfall data for the Kawaihae heads, some of which caused variations
area is given in Table 2. The daily cycle of as much as 12 ft within a few feet hori-
of warming and cooling of the land results zontally. One such coral head is shown
in sea breezes during the day and land in Fig. 6. Numerous coral heads can be
breezes at night. A typical day begins seen on careful examination of the aerial
with westerly winds at 5 to 8 mph at 9 to view in Fig. 5. Water deptho over the
10:00 a.m. These winds blow continu- coral at the Tugboat site range i in gen-

ously throughout the day until 7 to eral between 4 and 12 ft.
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complicated ecological system, and the

limy material shows a complicated vari-

ety of structures, even though the struc-

tures are all made of the same material,

calcium carbonate. Some colonies are

massive and domelike, some are branch-

ing and shrublike, with a fragile skeleton

that is easily shattered or broken. The

substructure of a visible coral reef rep-

resents reef materials that grew in the

past. Numerous animals besides the

actual coral-formers live in and around
Fig. 6. Typical coral head in Project the coral reef. On death, the calcareous

Tugboat area.
remains of these organisms (shells,

spines, etc.) combine with broken parts
Hydrographic fathometer surveys were of the more fragile coral structures to

run in May 1969. The resulting bottom form calcareous sand and silt, which
contour map is shown in Fig. 7. This filter into and partially fill voids in the

map does not show the highly irregular coral framework. At some time in their
surfaces of individual coral masses, geological evolution, reefs and their in-

Tidal ranges in Kawaihae Bay are low, filling sediment may, but do not neces-
with a maximum of about 3 ft. Tides sarily, become cemented together by
show diurnal inequality. Mean lower low deposition of a calcareous cement, re-
water (MLLW) is taken as the datum for sulting in formation of a solid limestone
all ocean depths and land elevations in the rock.
area. Coral-forming organisms live and

grow only in clear warm saline water.
Geology Fresh water and turbidity inhibit their

The geology of the Tugboat site is growth or kill them. in a land-fringing
essentially that of the coral reef, since reef such as at Kawaihae, fresh water
the underlying basalt foundation lies at and .irbidity are introduced periodically
depths greater than any of the explosive by silt-y runoff after exceptional Kona
detonations and greater than any of the storms. There is thus a cycle: growth,
exploratory borings drilled either before killing storm, death; period of stagnation;

or after the shots. reinvasion by new living colonies; renewed
Coral is composed of the limy skeletal growth. The result of such cycles in the

materials secreted by numerous species past has been discontinuities in the reef

of marine invertebrate animals, and also substructure.
by symbiotic lime-secreting algae. Col- Longitudinal openings across the sur-
lectively these animals and plants form face of a reef, normal to the shore, are
colonies, and an assemblage of these a common feature. These "surge chan-
colonies forms a reef. A coral reef is a nels" occur at semiregular intervals, and
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have dimensions of a few feet. The The Kawaihae coral reef is typical of

floors of such channels are flat or slope the generalized reef described above.

gently seaward, and are covered with The construction of the Kawaihae deep-

coral sand. Similar but larger channels draft harbor in 1957 to 1959, however,

occur opposite fresh-water springs or the altered part of the Kawaihae reef, includ-

moutits of fresh-water streams. ing the portion in which Project Tugboat
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was sited. The dumping of the coral Geologic Investigations
stockpile covered the shoreward portion A drilling program was carried out in
of the reef. Pumping of dredged fines to June and July of 1969 to investigate sub-

the area seaward of the stockpile pro- surface conditions at the Project Tugboat

duced a deposit of fine sediment which site. Fifteen borings were drilled to

infiltrated the upper part of the reef struc- depths as great as 76 ft below MLLW

ture, and resulted in the establishment of (Fig. 8). Ocean-floor conditions were

a series of concentric zones (Fig. 5), as studied by divers at each hole site to

described below. select the best position for the

Adjacent to the coral stockpile the drilling scaffold, to photograph coral

sediment zone has blue-gray silty sand to outcrops, and to s am p I e ocean- flnoor

depths of 2 to 8 ft. The water is contin- materials. A combination of split-

uously turbid, and there is no living coral, spoon drive sampling, 4-in.-diameter

Outward from the sediment zone, in core drilling, and Denison sampling
the sporadic zone, the ocean floor is coy- was used. Some intervals were

ered by a brown, slimy seaweed, and the washed and jetted.

water is turbid most of the time. Only All told, 687 ft (linear) of hole were

hardy coral types grow, forming large, drilled, of which 304 ft were core-drilled.

knobby heads. All holes required casing to their full

Further to seaward the active zone depth except for the final drill run or two.

was unaffected by the earlier deep-draft From the 304 ft in which coring was

harbor construction. Active growth is attempted, 123 ft of material was recov-
occurring: some colonies are dome- ered (40% recovery). Only 7 ft of core

shaped, some are branching and thick, was recovered in lengths of 6 in. or more,
others are branching and delicate. The and the longest piece recovered was 1.6 ft.

reef is incised by surge channels. Typical core recovery is illustrated in

In the period since deep-draft harbor Fig. 9.

construction, the winnowing action of the The poor core recovery is attributable

surf has washed the fine sediment out of to the discontinuous nature of the reef

the outer zones, but not out of the sedi- structure, and is compatible with results

ment zone. experienced during construction of the

The geological investigations prior to Kawaihae deep-draft harbor, during which

Project Tugboat, described below, showed about 3 million yd 3 of material was exca-
the coral at the site to have undergone no vated without the need for blasting except

secondary calcification or cementation, in a small area of the entrance chan-
and to be characterized by loosely bound, nel. Nine-tenths of the excavated

interlocking, shrublike branches. The material was soft enough to cause

material was soft (for rock), easily little wear on the dredge cutterheads.

scratched, and subject to crumbling Ten percent or less, principally in

under small loads. The reef was deter- the seaward areas, was dense coral

mined to be Recent in geologic age, pos- which caused substantial wear on the

sibly only a few hundred years old. cutterheads.

-18-
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Fig. 8. Exploratory borings and seismic traverses, Project Tugboat site.

Physical Testing Specific Gravity

A limited amount o' testing of the phys- Procedure: ASTM Standard, method

ical properties of the coral material was C-127 (Specific Gravity and Absorption

carried out, with the following results, of Coarse Aggregate)

Source of samples: Coral samples col-

Unconfined Compressive Strength lected from walls of surge channel

Samples: Rectangular blocks, average (comparable to core samples)

1-i/2 X 1-1/2 X 2-1/2 in., cut from core No. of tests: 5

from two of the borings Results:

No. of tests: 10 Max- Min-
Mean iniim imumiDirection of application of stress: Some 1ea7 1.54 1.27Bulk specific gravity 1.37 1.54 1.27

parallel, some normal to coral cellular Bulk specific

structure gravity (satu-
Mean strength: 1080 psi rated surface-dry basis) 1.76 1.89 1.65
Maximum strength: 1738 psi Apparent specific

Minimum strength: 760 psi gravity 2.24 2.46 1.98

Mode of failure: Crumbling Absorption, percent 28.3 38.4 22.5
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Fig. 9. Typical drill core recovery from exploratory borings.

Remarks: ASTNM "bulk specific gravity" honibic calciumn carbonate, specU, irax,.

is essentially the same as b~ulk dIry 2.93, ac(cording to \-ray diffractionl

density, expressed in metric unit,;, analysis of a core sample at 1I.I.) if

The mean bulk dry density of the sam- there were no voids.

pies was thus 1.37 g cm'" or 85.5 lbtI.

The ASTM "apparent specific gravity" Unit Weight (dry)

ity s dfind i Engnve MaualSamples: Same as for unconfined com-
EMI 1110-2-1906~ (Ref. 1) and reflects pesv tegh bv

the presence of mnicroscopic voids in

the material. !t woUld eqJual the spv No. of tests: 2 3

cific gravity of the substance composing Results: 72.A lb/ft 3, 6i6.8 lb'ft (hotI h

the coral (chiefly aragonite, ortho oven-(lry); mean 69.6 lb/ft
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Remarks: This test is essentially the inder is monitored as the pressure is
same as the bulk specific gravity test varied (see Ref. 3 for details of the

above. The difference in mean values procedure).

apparently represents variability of Remarks: LLL was interested in knowing

material, the high pressure mechanical proper-

ties of coral for possible future refer-

Porosity ence. The samples used in these tests

Procedure: EM 1110-2-1906 (Ref. 1) were taken from drill hole No. 45,

Tested at Honolulu by Honolulu Engi- between 35 and 60-ft depth. They were

neer District (HED): received in an unsaturated condition

Samples: As for unit weight, above and were completely saturated in sea-

No. of tests: 2 water before tests were done. The

Results: 45%, 64%, mean 5-t.5% samples tested had an initial density of
3

Tested at Livermore by NCG (now 1.88 ± 0.03 g/cm , a bulk modulus of

EERL): 50 kbar and a water content of 28.3% or

Samples: Core samples 52% by volume; they contained no gas-

No. of tests: 5 filled porosity.

Results: Maximum 56%, minimum Results: The loading and unloading

37%, mean 49%. pressure-volume data are presented in

Remarks: These results measure only Fig. 10.

the porosity of the laboratory samples

due to small voids within the coral Stress-Strain Measurements(Tested by LLL)2
material. The porosity of the reef

would be greater, since it would be due Procedure: Both Brazil and triaxial tests

as well to the macroscopic voids be- were performed at confining pressures

tween various coral branches, etc. ranging up to 3.5 kbar using standard

General Remarks: All test values are techniques (see Ref. 4).

valid only for the laboratory samples, Remarks: Test data are summarized in

not for the reef mass as a whole, be- the Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 11.

cause of the open, branching structure

of the latter. (In effect, the lab sam- Geophysical Investigations

ples are not truly representative of the A seismic refraction survey was made

reef mass as a whole.) The reef mass at the Tugboat site area in May 1969

possesses, by an indeterminate amount, (Fig. 8). Six 110-ft lines and one 275-ft

a lower mean strength, lower mean line were run parallel to the revetment,

diensity, and higher mean porosity than one 650-ft line was run oblique to the

the test values indicate. revetment, and an 825-ft traverse made

up of three 275-ft segments was run

Pressure-Volume Measurements oblique to the revetment and along the
(Tested by LLL) then-proposed channel alinement.

Procedure: Piston-cylinder device where All lines showed low-velocity material

the advance of the piston into the cyl- at shallow depths, with P-wave velocities
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Fig. 10. Pressure-volume data for Tugboat coral (samples from Hole No. 45, 35- to
60-ft depth).

100 I line detected the presence of higher-
Iwo, velocity material at about 70-ft depth,

* r  150 ft from the revetment, sloping down
C' 50 - to 110-ft depth 750 ft from the revetment.

1 pThis material had an average velocity of
t,01 1 _I 1 10,650 ft/sec and was presumed to be the

0 1 2 3 4 basalt foundation on which the coral reef
a 1 + a2 + a 3  rests. This higher-velocity material was
P = kbar

m 3 detected only on this one line.
The seismic data suggested consider-

Fig. 11. Stress-strain data for Tugboat able lateral variation within the coral.
coral (samples from Hole No. 45,
35- to 60-ft depth). The highest velocity within the coral,

7240 ft/sec, was measured along the long

in the range of 5100 to 6600 ft/sec (only axis of a single continuous coral reef.

slightly above the velocity of water, which Wave Analysis

is about 5000 ft/sec). This material rep- Wave action in the Kawaihae Bay area
resents the coral reef. Only the 650-ft was analyzed to provide criteria for the

line effectively explored material deeper design of the explosively excavated har-
than 100 ft below the ocean floor. This bor. The study findings were that the
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Table 3. Stress-strain measurements.

1 al- 03 l 2+ 3
'kDepth al a2 a3 2 . = 3 - m

Test type (ft) (kbar) (kbar) (kbar) (kbar) (kbar)

Brazil 35-40 0.08 0 -0.03 0.055 0.03

Brazil 35-40 0.07 0 -0.02 0.045 0.03

Triaxial 35-40 0.14 0 0 0.07 0.05

Triaxial 35-40 0.12 0 0 0.06 0.04

Triaxial 45-53 0.12 0 0 0.06 0.04

Triaxial 45-53 0.11 0 0 0.06 0.04

Triaxial 45-53 0.09 0 0 0.05 0.03

Triaxial 45-53 0.630 0.50 0.50 0.065 0.54

Triaxial 35-40 1.08 1.00 1.00 0.040 1.03

Triaxial 45-53 1.58 1.50 1.50 0.040 1.53
Triaxial 45-53 1.67 1.50 1.50 0.080 1.56

Triaxial 45-53 2.11 2.00 2.00 0.055 2.04

Triaxial 35-40 2.095 2.00 2.00 0.045 2.03

Triaxial 45-53 2.47 2.35 2.35 0.060 2.39

Triaxial 35-40 3.13 3.00 3.00 0.065 3.04

Triaxial 45-54 3.68 3.50 3.50 0.090 3.56

Remarks: The average failure envelope occurs at a very low but more or less
constant shear stress of approximately 50 bars up to a mean pressure, Pm, of about
2.5 kbar. Beyond this pressure the shear stress seems to increase slightly. The pos-
sible slight decrease followed by an increase in shear strength with pressure is very
uncommon with the exception of several high-porosity tuffs from the Nevada Test Site
which were tested in both the saturated and dry condition. It is believed that initially
this effect is due to the progressive collapse of the matrix framework into the existing
pore volume with increasing dilational strain (1.5 kbar and later by the added distor-
tional strain 1.5 kbar). Thus, at the higher confining pressure, the material has a
higher initial density and work-hardens faster. It can be expected that, at some mean
pressure greater than 4 kbar, this envelope must assume the more normal behavior
and become asymptotic to some unknown higher value of shear stress. With the ex-
ception of the samples deformed by triaxial and Brazil tests at atmospheric pressure,
the material behaved in a ductile fashion in all cases.

theoretical maximum waves anticipated Archeological Explorations and Mapping

to act on the breakwater are between 6 Because there existed some major

and 8.5 ft. The maximum wave height archeological structures of great impor-

that can be expected at the mouth of the tance to the Hawaiian culture in the vicin-

entrance channel is 18 ft (nonbreaking ity of the project site, the Corps of Engi-

wave). The critical direction of waves neers requested that the Bernice P.

are N67030'W with a period of 8 sec for Bishop Museum undertake a study to

the breakwater, and N67o30'W with a locate, map, and otherwise document the

period of 15 sec at the entrance to the existence of those artifacts to serve as a

channel. control to reveal any damage caused by
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the harbor detonations. A comprehensive

study was conducted which is reported in -

Ref. 5. Major artifacts and two heiaus on

the hill overlooking the site were studied

(see Figs. 3 and 4b). The larger one is

called Puukohola and the smaller one,

Mailekini. Other artifacts located and

studied include a third heiau that is under-

water and partially covered with silt; a

stone seat adjacent to the shoreline and
th udewaerheiau; and ruins of John Fig. 12. Bracing on steep wall of Puuko-

the underwater ndhola heiau prior to detonations

Young's principal house near the in Phase I of Project Tugboat.

Puukohola heiau.

There was some concern that the

Puukohola and Mailekini heiaus would be

damaged by seismic motion from the

larger detonations; i.e., some of the

stones would start to move and the heiau

would collapse. Because of this concern,

an extensive program was undertaken to

mark the location of individual stones on

the surface of the heiaus. This would

permit some exactness in reconstruction

work that might have to be done. In addi-

tion, the steeper slopes and corners of

the structures were braced with timbers, Fig. 13. Cable and timber bracing used

cable, and plywood as shown in Figs. 12 on corners of heiaus

and 13. However, the bracing was not

needed because the motions were not suf- PROJECT DESIGN

ficient to caut'e the structures to collapse

(see Section 6). Preliminary Design

The archeological report 5 contains a A preliminary design for Project Tug-

very interesting history by Russel A. boat was made prior to the availability of

Apple of these heiau structures; it is site geology or geophysical data. The

recommended to those interested in the material was assumed to be coral over

history of the Hawaiian Islands. Some the depth in which the detonations would

major historical events in the rise of take place. Because of a lack of experi-

King Kamehameha as the first ruler of ence in cratering in a coral underwater,

the entire chain of islands occurred at the assumptions had to be made for the crater

site of these heiaus. dimensions expected, and it was assumed

-24-
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that the shape of such a crater would be Id were 1-ton detonations over a range of

similar to that experienced on land. The DOBs. and test le was a 10-ton detona-

required project depth was 12 ft below tion at what was predicted to be the opti-

MLLW. The following were the assumed mum DOB. The locations of these deto-

crater dimensions: nations are shown in Fig. 14. The actual

DOB = Depth of burst = 140 ft/kt 1 3 "  as-built yields and depths are given in

R a = Apparent crater radius Table 4.

= 200 ft/kt 1 /3.4

Da = Apparent crater depth Phase II-Entrance Channel

= 90 ft/kt1/ 3 4  and Berthing Basin

Hal Average crater lip height Following execution of Phase I, the
=0.5 Da Phase If design was radically changed.

The preliminary design based on these In the new design, twelve instead of

scaled crater dimensions utilized ten each twenty 10-ton charges were emplaced
10-ton charges to provide an entrance 42 ft below MLLW. The craters obtained

channel 600 ft long and 120 ft wide and ten in Phase I had been much larger and of a

each 10-ton charges in two rows of five different shape than anticipated, permit-

each to provide a berthing basin 330 ft ting the reduction in the number of

long and 180 ft wide. The actual depth of charges required (see Results). The de-

burst and crater dimensions used in this sign plan view is shown in Fig. 15. The

design were: emplacement hole locations are desig-I

DOB = 36 ft nated I-A through II-L. The d.sign pro-

Ra = 52 ft vides an entrance channel that starts in

Da = 23 ft deep water at the edge of the reef and

Hal = 12 ft curves around the site of a future exten-

sion to a breakwater (built as part of the

Phase I-Calibration Tests explosive excavation project) ending in a

The calibration tests were designated wider berthing area. For the outer four

la, lb. Ic, Id, and le. Tests la through charges, spacing is 100 ft between

Table 4. Actual charge depths and weights for Phase I.

DOP Charge
Depth (depth in ft cavity
below below MLLW (cylindricql
coral to charge diameterCharge Date Charge surface center) X height)

designation and time weight (ft) (ft) (ft)

la (Alpha) 0901 6 Nov 2,000 11.0 16.33 2.4 X 5.2
lb (Bravo) 1101 6 Nov 2,000 14.3 16.66 2.4 X 5.2
Ic (Charlie) 1001 4 Nov 1,975 17.6 20.12 2.4 X 5.2
Id (Delta) 0901 5 Nov 1,950 20.6 24.74 2.4 X 5.2

le (Echo) 1101 7 Nov 20,200 35.7 41.1 - 41.6 5.1 X 11.3
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Fig. 14. Surface ground zero locations for Phase I calibration tests.

charges. For the remainder of the crushing action than the remainder of the

charges spacing is 120 ft. The closer material.

spacing on the outer four charges was The breakwater was to be constructed

intended to provide movement of fine sand adjacent to the berthing area fol )wing the

in the bottom of the channel out to sea. detonations in Phase II. It was to be mon-

The berthing basin design used four itored by successive field surveys over a

charges in a square array. The same period of about one yr-r.

relatively large spacing was used here Actual as-built charge yields and

also (120 ft). Because it was not neces- depths are given in Table 5.

sary to throw out the cratered material This design was to provide a portion of

but only to crush and compact it to get the a much larger final harbor development

apparent crater volume, the material in plan for this location by the Hc iolulu

the center of the array was of little con- Engineer District (HIED) and the State of

cern. It was to be subjected to four con- Hawaii. A plan of this final harbor devel-

verging shock waves and receive more opment is shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 15. Plan view of charge locations for Phase II.

As indicated in the table, Charges IW-A, Remedial Explosive Excavation Design

Il-B, Il-C, and Il-D were to be fired As described in "Supporting Corstruc-

simultaneously, Charges I1-E, IlI-F, Il-G, tion," several misfires occurred during
and Il-tt were to be fired with a 100-msec the execution of Phase I. Because of

delay between each charge starting with these misfires, two portions of the chan-

Charge HI-E, and Charges 11-I, TI--J, Il-K, nel did not meet the project depth require-

and lI-L were to be fired simultaneously. ment of a minimum 12-ft depth below
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Table 5. Actual charge depths and MLLW. A remedial explosive excavation
weights for Phase 11. design was prepared to clear the channel.

(Weight of ea('h charge =20,000 lb)(Wightoeach chabrg 20a000 ab y Half-ton charges were emplaced in threeDepth of burial charge cvt

(depth in ft (cylindrical areas as shown in Figs. 17a, 17b, and 17c.
below MIIW diameter

Charge to charge venter) X height) The actual as-built charge loadings and
designation (ft) (ft)

depths are given in Table G.
11-A 43.2 5.1 X 11.3
11-B a43. 2 5. 1 X 11.3

a 4SUPPORTING CONSTRUCTION

AND EXECUTION11-1) 41.0 5.1 X 11.3

1[-l.1 42.1 5.1 X 11.3 Two major contracts were used to exe-

42.4 5.1 X 11.3 cute Project Tugboat. The contract for
II-G 43.0 5.1 V 11.3 construction included all operational sup-
1-11 42.0 5.1 X 11.3

port and construction of the project office,
11-1 41.7 5.1 X 11.3 exp:osive storage and assembly and hand-

11-K 42.1 5.1 X 11.3 ling facilities, surface markers, camera

1I-L 41.5 5.1 X 11.3 bunker, temporary roads, and parking
aFired together. area. The major part of the contract was
bFired with 100-msec delay between charges the construction of the 17 emplacement

starting with Charge l-E. Although all four
were fired, only ll-E and I-F detonated. holes. Mile High Drilling Company, Inc.
Charges 11-G and 11-1 were fired again later,11-H detonating fully and 11-G deflagrating, wa,3 awarded this contract. The second

(,Fired together. contract, awarded to the l)ow Chemical

4 4

" . ~.. .-

, . , ...

Fig. 16. Conceptual drawing of completed small-boat harbor, Kawaihae Bay, Hawaii.
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Fig. 17a. Project Tugboat remedial design for area at channel entrance where
Charge Al was used to remove nose that protruded into channel.

Company, was for the procurement and of Honolulu to accomplish the remedial

placement downhole of explosives for all explosive excavation work. The U. S.

Phase [ and Phase 11 detonations. A Army Engineer District, Honolu' ., Hawaii,I
small contract for emplacement of charge provided construction and operational sup-
containers was let to Continental Drilling port in accomplishing the project, and
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Fig. 17b. Project Tugboat remedial design for area over Charge Locations 1I-C
and II-D.
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Fig. 17c. Project Tugboat remedial design for area over Charge Location II-G where
two high spots existed in channel bottom.

S acted as contract administrator for these
- contracts.

Emplacement Hole Construction

Phase I
Because ground zeroes for Phase I

were close to the coral fill area, the con-
struction contractor built temporary
causeways which extended over the charge

Fig. 18. Truck-mounted fold-over emplacement locations. These causeways
dwere used for drilling, placement of con-
to drill Phase I emplacement
holes. tainers for the explosives, explosives
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Table 6. Actual charge loadings and depths for remedial detonations.

Depth from Depth of
MLLW to ocean casing below Charge weights

Hole No. floor (ft) ocean floor (ft) explosive (Ib)

G1 13.0 11.5 720

G2 13.5 11.0 720
C1 11.0 11.0 1000
C2 12.0 11.0 1000

C3 9.5 11.0 1000

C4 10.0 11.5 1000

C5 11.8 12.0 1000

C6 12.5 11.5 960

C7 8.7 11.0 1000
C8 9.1 11.0 1000

C9 12.0 11.0 960

Clo 13.6 11.0 900

Cll 13.6 10.5 900
C12 12.6 11.5 960

C13 11.0 11.5 1000

A1 14.5 11.8 720

emplacement, and placement of the stem- The auger method is the most rapid and

ming material. Coral gravel from the efficient technique for drilling large- VI

existing stockpile in the vicinity was uti- diameter holes of shallow depths (less
lized to construct the 18-ft-wide cause- than 210 ft) in soft and moderately soft

ways. Prior to detonation, the causeways materials. Auger drilling destroys the

were removed to the average high bottom rock by a rotating bit equipped with knife-

elevation, not including isolated coral or blade-like cutting devices. The rock
heads, and materials were returned to cuttings are retained inside the bit and

the borrow stockpile, are removed by pulling the bit to the sur-

Drilling began after the completion of face. The type of auger machine used

the causeways on 29 September 1969. was the truck-mounted fold-over derrick
The emplacement holes for the 1-ton unit, with the following major components:

charges were to be 3 ft in diameter; the an independent power unit, transmission,

holes for the 10-ton charges were to be rotary table, kelley and digger attach-

5 ft, 8 in. in diameter. The emplace- ment. The holes were cased the entire
ment holes were drilled with a truck- 1ngth of the hole.

mounted bucket auger (see Fig. 18). To The explosive containers were em-

prevent caving in of the walls and to aid placed in the cased drill hole. Containers

In the emplacement of the explosive were cylindrical in shape and fabricated
charge container, the holes were cased, from steel c on form in g to Federal
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Specification QQ-S-698 and AM-2. Brac- with a bucket auger machine suspended

ing angles of A36 steel (structural carbon from a track-mounted crane. ,Casing was

steel) were provided for top and bottom again used to insure the integrity of the

plates. A fill line of a standard weight excavation. However, the casing did not

steel pipe conforming to ASTM A120-68a extend the entire depth of the hole; it wzs

was threaded into the top center of the required only from above water to a few

explosive container and, with extensions, feet into the coral bottom. A telescoping

was made to extend to the surface. After three-sectional casing, which could be

cans were placed at the proper depth, extended to 40 ft, was utilized for this

they were covered with a 1-ft layer of purpose. With the barge anchored over

crusher run material with a 6-in. maxi- the charge emplacement hole location,

mum size. Concrete (3 ft) was placed by hydraulic jacks raised the platform out of

the tremie method on the top of the

crusher run material and was allowed to

"set-up" for approximately 48 hr. Con-

crete for the stem and grouting had a

compressive strength of 3000 psi at

7 days. The casing was extracted to 6 in.

below the surface of the concrete during

the tremie operation.

Casing removal was difficult in the i
Alpha and Bravo emplacement holes. The "'"

concrete formed a firm bond to the lower

portion of the casing. The concrete and Fig. 19. Removal of Phase I causeway by
the casing had to be jacked apart, by dragline.

means of two 4-in, diameter pipes rest-

ing on the concrete and a 12-in. H-beam

welded across the top of the casing. Two

30-ton capacity jacks were used from the

inside of the casing.

The access hole was stemmed with

crusher run material 6-in. maximum size,

graded from coarse to fine. After the I
explosives were emplaced, the steel pipe

fill line was filled to the surface with fine

aggregate (100% passing No. 4 sieve size).

The causeways were subsequently re-

moved by dragline as illustrated in Fig. 19.

Phase I

The drilling work for Phase II was ac- Fig. 20. Drilling platform used during
Phase II emplacement construc-

complished from a floating barge equipped tion.
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dated. Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the

typical cratering charge emplacement

4-in. dia line extending holes utilized in Phase 11.
12-18 in. above water
surface to cavity for
explosives emplacement,

Holes Il-A, Explosives
r P.; a I

General Procedures

Explosives were stored, handled, and

Consolidated stemming transported in accordance with the appli-
rcable portion of the AMCR Safety Manual.

caral sand 6 n.
DOB i ., mxmum size

DOB , The Test Manager had direct responsibil-
?t * ity for planning and coordinating project

I'"Uncosed access

•hole. execution. The HE Project Officer
(1) supervised all assembly, transporta-

, ~ tion, handling, emplacement, and prepar-

ation for firing of explosive charges; (2)

X. A acted as the Explosives Safety Engineer;

, (3) was responsible for the functional

capability of the explosive system, in-

cluding the electronic timing and firing
Charge systems; and (4) served as the senior

Zcavity Charge emplacement member of the arming party. Prior to
10 canister

explosive emplacement, a limited access

area was established by the Test Manager

Fig. 21. Charge emplacement design fcr
Phase 11.

4-in. EMT fill line
to extend 6-12 in.
above highest water

the water to eliminate the interference of

waves, tides, currents, or wind on the 6-in. Standard 12 5-in.

drilling platform position. The platform minimumbolted flange

and drilling rig is shown during construe- cae connection.

tion operations in Fig. 20. tide 6-in, maximum

The stemming techniques were the F height fill pipe to
same as in Plase I. The material used Coral fill- extend above coralsame~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ asi ls .Temtra sdCrlf fill

for stemming the access hole was 6-in. MZ.-

maximum size, well graded from coarse 
-ISN

to fine, and was obtained from the Gov- - _ 0g_ Vol

ernment coral stockpile at the project

site. The coral was placed in an initial Fig. 22. Flange modification to charge
emplacement design for Charges

10-ft lift and then in 3-ft lifts for the re- [ E I1-F, 1I-G, 11-H, 11-1, ll-J,

mainder of the fill; each lift was consoli- [1-K, and II-L.
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in consultation with the HE Project Offi- personnel access restrictions were

cer. The size of the area depended upon removed.

the amount of explosives to be emplaced,

the potential ejecta range, the relative Blasting Agent Selection

operational hazards, and the practical The blasting agent used in the Phase I
work problems. During the emplacement safety calibration series and the Phase II

operations, a fire control area was also entrance channel and berthing basin deto-

established.t nation was an aluminized ammonium
Prior to D-day, the main firing and nitrate slurry (AANS). The selection of

control cables were run from the firing the slurry blasting agent for the job was

point to the CDU (capacitor discharge based upon the following criteria:
unit) in the vicinity of the SGZ. A final (1) Minimum emplacement costs
dry run on all systems including the fir-

(2) Minimum explosive costs consist-
ing system was made. All dry runs were ent with prerequisite detonation proper-
completed prior to arming. Upon receipt ties
of authority from the Test Manager, the (Compatible with wet environment
charges were armed by connecting the (4) Free-flowing during emplacement

detonator leads to the CDU and by con-

necting other auxiliary devices fired by () Hih eation ap ater
~(6) High excavation capability per
the CDU. The remote control firing unit unit volume of explosive

was always locked out during arming, and The explosive provided under a com-
the key was in the possession of the sen- petitive bid contract was Dow Chemical
ior member of the arming party. Theior member of the arming party Ted Company's Modified MS-80-20. The fol-senior member of the arming party turned

lowing specifications characterize the
on the timing and firing unit and started explos; ve:
the count-down to detonation. Following

detonation, the detonation site was in- (1) The explosive gelled from 5 to

spected for evidence of misfire before 10 min after emplacement to a viscosity

of at least 25 poise

Limited access area: that area asso- (2) The density of the explosive after
ciated with explosives where entry is re- gelling in the borehole was greater than
stricted to those persons concerned with
the job at hand. The purpose of limited 1.2 g/cm3

access control was twofold: first, to pre- (3) The total energy of the explosive
vent undue interference with necessary
workers and, second, to minimize extent mixture was more than 1700 cal/g of
of injury 'n case of explosive accident, explosive

1rFire control area: that area associ- (4) The velocity of detonation as meas-
ated with explosives where the possession
or use cf any flame- or spark-producing ured by arrival was between 4000 and
equipment or material was prohibited. 5500 m/sec
Normally, this distance extended 50 ft in
any direction from any explosive in a (5) The explosive mixture did detonate
fixed location, at high order in a 4-in. diameter uncon-

''All fire control keys were removed fined column and of
and kept adequately secured except during
approved test periods. detonated with a No. 8 blasting cap
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(6) The explosive mixture was capable explosive components except caps. The
of high-order detonation after being sub- primer blocks were initiated with detonat-

merged in seawater for 200 hr ing cord run through both priming wells

(7) The explosive was sufficiently non- and primed at the surface with No. 6 caps.
toxic and nonirritating to personnel Detonating cord lines were run through

engaged in explosive handling

(8) The explosive was capable of being .. .- -
pumped into the charge cavities when '" .. .... ..

filled with seawater at the rate of 200 lb/ '1
min.

Primer System-Phase I

Boosters were a high-strength, non-

nitroglycerin explosive, capable of initia-

tion by 50-grain primacord suitable for (a) Dupont HDP-1, 1-lb booster with primacord.

use in ammonium nitrate slurry and re-

sistant to tropical seawater. They were

installed through a fill pipe (3-in. mini-

mum diameter). The detonating cord

used was plastic reinforced, 54 grain/ft, .
21 lb/1000 ft of PETN cord with a 275-lb

tensile strength.

A standard booster system, planned

for use in all 1-ton charges of Phase I is
shown in Fig. 23. Individual explosives _

in this booster system were Dupont

HDP-1 primers which are 1-lb discs of

cast Composition B containing a 200-grain

PETN initiator. Each primer has a cen-
ral detonating cord well (adjacent to the

PETN initiator) and a cap well slightly

off-center. These are standard primers

used in commercial practice for detonat-
ing aluminized slurry; one such primer
is considered adequate for initiating a

charge. An extension of this system

using four Dupont HDP-1 primers strung

oxt such that they were interspersed

throughout the charge height was used for 4
the 10-ton charge. Dow approved this (b) Completed booster for 1-ton charges.

booster design and furnished the primers Fig. 23. Standard Phase I booster

under the contract, as well as all other arrangement.
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1/2-in. plastic tubing for protection all charges. Detonation 2 was planned

against abrasion, for firing with 100-msec delays between
successive charges, to determine whether

Charge Emplacement -Phase I

The explosive loads for all five Phase I

charges were placed by pumping from a

truck on the causeway. The explosive fill

hose (2-1/2-in. nominal o.d.) was ex-

tended through the metal fill pipe (4-in. "W

i.d.) to the bottom of the charge canister 
A

and the explosive pumped down the hole

(see Fig. 24). An inspector was present

to insure that seawater was being dis-

placed continually through the annulus

between the 2-1/2-in. fill hose and the

4-in. fill pipe while explosives were being

pumped downhole. After verifying that

the explosive had been loaded and that the
top of the explosive charge was at an ele- (a) Transferring blasting agent from bags totop f te eplosve hare wa atan le-pumping truck hopper.

vation corresponding to the load, the fill

hose was withdrawn slowly (with the ex--
plosives pump still running), to avoid

leaving a void space in the charge which

could allow seawater intrusion. The

charges had boosters in place prior to

loading explosives. The plan called for

separate detonation oi each of five em- : -

placed charges. Phase I was executed

without any major problems.

Primer System-Phase II

The plan for Phase II execution called

for three detonations of four charges each,

starting with the four charges farthest

from shore and finishing with the four

charges in the berthing basin. The maxi-

mum detonation of 40 tons was selected to

minimize the danger of damage to adja- -A " ,

cent structures, based on ground-motion (b) Looking down emplacement hole during

I. and air-overpressure measurements pumping operations.

taken during Phase 1. Detonations 1 and Fig. 24. Explosive emplacement opera-
3 were planned for simultaneous firing of tions during Phase .
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this procedure could be used to reduce Conduit for cap leads

the severity of ground motion or air over-

pressure. To accommodte this plan, Conduit for
detonator cord

two different boos t -r systems had to be
devised, one for tht two simultaneous Wood n

push block
detonations (II-ABCD and II-IJKL) and
one for the detonation with delays

(II-EFGH). I V

The booster system, designed for use Sand-

in all charges of the first and third deto- Thin wall
nations, is shown in Fig. 25. tubing

3"1 o.d.
During construction operations the fill

pipe into the canister for Charge II-B was Millidetbatlyca..
bent. It was straightened enough to allow delay cop
passage of the'rubber hose used for ex- Deoatn

plosive loading, but the standard booster cord

string could not be run clown the pipe.

. Flastic conduit for , , £

detonating cord
__-.-Fill pipe 4-in.rll i.d _

~ 1~D Detonating

cord shield Cut away
HDP-1 primers view

- Charge Millidet
canister delay cap

Fig. 26. Booster design for all charges
HDP-1 in Detonation Il-EFGH.
1-lb primer

Consequendy, a new booster was impro-

-Clamp vised, using 10 of the HDP-l primers
strung together on detonating cord and
suspended in the center of the canister

prior to loading main charge explosives.

3/8-in. p A second type of booster, used for the
second detonation (II-EFGH), is shown in

-Rod sinker Fig. 26. This detonation was planned for

sequential firing with a delay interval of
100 msec. It was considered desirable

to place the delay caps down hole in order

Fig. 25. Booster design for Detonations to avoid the possibility of damaging caps
II-ABCD and II-IJKL. or detonating cord down lines by debris
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or by displacement of fill pipes or charge

canisters resulting from the detonation of

adjacent charges. Because of safety con-

siderations, boosters with caps inserted

could not be placed in charge canisters

prior to loading the main charges. Fol-

lowing emplacement of the main charges,

the booster container shown in Fig. 26 -

was forced into the main charge so as to

initiate detonation at mid-height of the - &-- - •

explosive column. Each of these boosters --

contained three HDP-1 primers placed in Rlota-

close contact, with the delay cap in the l

bottom cap well (pointed upward) and det- Fig. 27. Explosive emplacement opera-

onating cord run through the detonating tions during Phase 1I.

wells and primed with a cap (same delay

time) about 3 in. above the top primer, being displaced continually through the

The detonating cord was then run through annulus between the 2-1/2-in. fill hole and

plastic tubing to the surface, to provide the 4-in. fill pipe while explosives were

an alternative means of firing in case of being pumped downhole. After the in-

interruption to the electrical circuits to spector had verified that 10 tons of explo-

the down hole caDs, and to provide a sive had been loaded and that the top of

means for firing the charges simultane- the explosive charge was at an elevation

ously. The cap leads were also run to corresponding to a 10-ton load, the fill

the surface through protective plastic hose was withdrawn slowly (with he ex-

tubing. Slots cut in the metal tube which plosives pump still running) to avoid leav-

formed the body of the booster allowed ing a void space in the charge which

direct contact between the booster charge could allow seawater intrusion. The

- •and the main charge of explosive, charges scheduled for simultaneous det-

onation had boosters in place prior to

Charge Emplacement -Phase II loading explosives: boosters for the

The explosive loads for all 12 charges four charges in the second detonation

of Phase II were placed by a pumping were placed after the main charges were

truck loaded onto a work barge anchored loaded.

at the surface (see Fig. 27). The explo- Explosive loading started closest to

sive fill hose (2-1/2-in. nominal o.d.) was shore and progressed seaward as shown

inserted through the metal fill pipe (4-in. in Table 7.

i.d.) to the bottom of the charge canister Firing signals for all detonations were

(about 48 ft below mean sea level), and initiated by a capacitor discharge unit

explosive was pumped down the hole until (CDU). Rated requirements for firing

10 tons had been loaded. An inspector were 0.35 A at 110 V the CDU provided

was present to insure that seawater was 2.5 to 3.OA at 275 V.
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Table 7. Sequence of charge loading for (2) There was no completely safe
Phase II. means of modifying the booster system

Date Date with the caps already in place.
booster explosive The second detonation was fired at

Charge placed loaded
0901 hr, 28 April. Visual observation

II-A 7 April 17 April showed that Charges II-E and 11-F deto-

I-B 10 April 16 April nated at full yield with the appropriate

II-C 7 April 16 April 100-msec delay, but that Charges 1[-G

II-D 7 April 15 April and 11-H did not fire at all. Subsequently,

iI-E 15 April 15 April investigations found that the fill pipes for

I1-F 15 April 14 April Charges I-G and i1-H were bent just

11-G 15 April 14 April below the bottom surface and lying at a

i-H 14 April 13 April small angle with the bottom with photog-

IU-I 7 April 13 April raphy targets still attached. The pipes

II-J 7 April 8 April were bent toward the Charge II-E and

I-K 7 April 9 April II-F locations. The detonating cord line

II-L 7 April 11 april in Charge i-li which extended to the sur-

face of the coral had been fired, indicat-

ing that at least the caps in the boosters

were destroyed.

The third detonation was postponed

Phase II Misfires from 30 April to 1 May, to allow field

Phase II operations had several prob- testing of explosives as follows:

lems. The first detonation (II-ABCD) (1) Samples of slurry explosive were

was fired at 0916 hr on 23 April. Charge taken from each charge of the third deto-

i-B detonated with full force. Charge nation. Material for laboratory analysis

II-A hesitated for several milliseconds. was extracted. Enough remained to make

then detonated with as much or almost as up one small charge (3 to 5 Ib) which was

much energy as Charge II-B. Analysis fired with a small C4 booster. It deto-

of surface acceleration data led to esti- nated high-order. On this basis it was

mates that the yields of Charges ti-C and assumed that the main -harge explosives

II-D were between 2 and 4 tons each. The were in good condition.

second detonation (II-EFGH) was already (2) Samples were extracted from the

primed, with boosters as shown (see rubber hose used during loading opera-

Fig. 26) and caps downhole, prior to the tions. This hose had been exposed to

first detonation. It was decided to pro- direct sun for at least two weeks. One

ceed with the second detonation as planned, sample was kept for laboratory analysis,

The reasoning was: one sample was made up into a test

(1) The booster system already in charge and fired with a C4 booster, and

place was considered adequate to assure one sample was first soaked in seawater

detonation, although a 5- to 10-lb booster and then fired with a small C4 booster.

would be more desirable. Both of these test charges detonated
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high-order, giving further evidence of the fall height of the main explosive charge.

stability and integrity of the slurry explo- The third detonation (II-IJKL) was fired

sive. at 0901 hr, 1 May 1970. All detonated

(3) An HDP-1 booster, primed with high-order.

detonating cord, was soaked in seawater Immediately after the I May detonation,

and test-fired. It detonated with apparent work on reentry to Charge I-H began. A

full design yield. new 4-in. i.d. fill pipe with a removable
The general conclusion was that HDP-1 point was driven through the back fill

boosters were reliable, but might not material alongside the original fill pipe

have enough brisance to detonate the main until the point penetrated the top of the

charge explosives under the special condi- canister. Then the point was knocked

tions encountered in this project. loose to sink to the bottom of the canister.
The four charges of the third detona- Samples of the explosive were taken for

tion were primed with new boosters shown laboratory analysis and for test firing,

in Fig. 28. These bo).ers were field- which was successful. Following this the

fabricated from materials that were avail- field booster shown in Fig. 29 was

able locally. They were formed by pack- inserted.

ing aluminum tubing with C4 military Material over the bend in the fill pipe

explosive which was primed with detonat- of Charge II-G was excavated with an im-

ing cord. These boosters were designed provised air lift pump until the flange was

to provide initiation of detonation for the uncovered at a depth of about 6 ft. The

-- 4 in. fill line

Plastic conduit Aluminum down spout

formed to 2 on. X 2 in.

li ftt tSDetonotn

Wooden push block

C-4 blocks molded into
Fabricated booster booster (8-1/2 blocks at 2-1/4 lb each)

F 8 F--Orignal 4-lb booster
: 5 ft

] Fig. 28. Field -fabricated booster used to detonate Charges If-I, II-J, II-K, and II-L,
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--4 in. reentry pipe

-Fabricated booster Wooden point

2-in. diameter Cloth pad
WoendL 

d aluminum 
pi 

le11 ft

Detonating C4 blocks
dn cord molded into

push block booster (19
blocks at
2-1/4 lb each)

t- -- 5 ft

Fig. 29. Field-fabricated booster used to detonate Charge 11-H.

Table 8. Drilling equipment used in remedial work.

Drilling rig:
Platform approximately 15 ft X 17 ft, built of 2 X 12 planks and 32 50-gal drums.
Hole in center of platform was about 4 ft square. Derrick of 4-in. X 4-in. tim-
bers had about 5.2-ton lift capacity. Derrick stood roughly 18 ft high. Complete

drilling rig cost $310.

6-in. airlift:

21 ft long with 4-bladed 12-in. bit and 1-in. diameter line air feed. Ejected
chunks approximately 5 in. in diameter and 3 to 4 lb in weight.

160-psi air compressor

Tamper and pipe

300-1b hammer:
I- -* An oval-shaped solid about 2 ft long with a hole in the center.

Gasoline-engined winch

Block and tackle
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flange was unbolted, revealing that the A boat was used to transport the cas-

detonating cord had not fired. Because ings one at a time from the land fill to

of the possibility that unfired caps were each site. The casing was rolled on to
still present in the charge, it was unsafe the boat with timbers and placed with its

to attempt to drive a new fill pipe into length perpendicular to the hull.

this charge canister. Accordingly, a cap

was attached to the detonating cord line

and circuits were prepared to fire I
Charges 11-G and Il-H simultaneously.

The fourth detonation was fired at 0901 hr

8 May. Charge I-H detonated at full yield.
The water surface above Charge II-G froth-

ed and boiled for almost 90 min after the det-

onation. The conclusion was that Charge

II-G had been destroyed by deflagration.

Remedial Work

Sixteen half-ton charges of the slurry

were needed to complete the project in

are i&s where the 10-ton charges had not Fig. 30. Remedial work drilling platform
(derrick of 4-in. X 4-ft timbers

fully detonated. These charges were had approximately 5.2-ton lift
placed in thin wall casings which were capacity; 2-in. X 12-in. plank

deck was supported by 32 5-galemplaced by air lift pumping within the drums; platform was about 15 ft

casing and intermittent driving of the X 17 ft and derrick stood about18 ft high).
casing to approximately 11 ft below the

coral surface.

The working platform and equipment
used to emplace the casings are shown in

Figs. 30 through 32. A listing of the ir lift pump

equipment is given in Table 8, and a sche-

matic drawing of the air lift pump tech-

nique is shown in Fig. 33.

psThonrig was pulled by the boat to a
position over the site and anchored at

each corner about 100 ft from the rig. A

hole about 1-1/2 to 2 ft in depth was dug
prior to emplacement of the casing. Be-

fore a casing was placed, an area around Fig. 31. Air lift used during emplacement
of remedial work charge con-

each hole was leveled so that a template reedial ork.char etntainer (thin-wall 6-in. -diameter
could be fixed plumb over the hole. The air lift has approximately 12-in.

template insured proper alinement as bit; note 1-in.-diameter pipe
along length of air lift for air

each casing was placed, injection).
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Once the template was in place and the"Tamper inserted
"' into top of casing casing started, drilling began. The air

sone engine / lift was lifted, dropped; lifted, rotated,
and dropped; lifted, rotated, and dropped

inside the casing. After the coral was

broken, the air compressor was turned

on and crushed coral up to about 5 in. inf300-b welgh 6-n. diam diameter was removed and ejected from
thin wall air

lift pump the pipe. The air lift was then removed

S ,. ,and the tamper was inserted inside the

top of the casing. A pipe was placed
Fig. 32. Remedial work drilling method

(tamper shown inserted into top inside the tamper and the 300-b weight

of casing; pipe placed on tamper was then lifted and dropped to drive the
to aline blows from doughnut- casing down inside the drilled hole.
shaped 300-lb weight, which was c
raised by means of gasoline When the casing was driven to the ex-
engine). cavated depth, the pipe, weight, and

tamper were removed and the process

began again.

Flexibleair hose Three men worked to emplace each

/Open end casing. One operated the friction or slip

77 Air pulley to raise and lower equipment, one
I-in, did most of the diving, and the other

dia. stood by the air lift or hammer. All
oepipe three also frequently worked with each

other at various tasks.

6-in. It took three, four, and sometimesU/-,dia.

th*n not shown five stages to complete one hole. A hole

wall was advanced about 2 to 3 ft at a time.
pipe Once the casing was driven to the de-

gsired depth, the top was capped with
.Regular half of a 50-gal drum and a large rock.

6-in.I
dia. pipe End of An average of one casing was placed

4-in, 
each day.

The explosive used in the remedial
Open end work was GGA IR-10. It was hand-loaded

into the holes in plastic bags that had been

12-in_ split utilizing a tremie after the booster

Approxirnerte dimension had been placed in the hole (see Fig. 34).

14-bladed bit Booster design was as shown in Fig. 35.

All charges were detonated simultane-

Fig. 33. Thin-wall 6-in.-diameter air lift ously on 8 December and all detonated at

pump design and use. high order.
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broad and shallow. This is shown graph-
ically in Fig. 40 where the le (Echo)

crater profile is compared with the pro-
file for the crater dimensions assumed in

the preliminary design.

Because the crater radius is so large

and does not significantly change over the

range of DOB's in the 1-ton detonations,

a cratering curve has not been plotted. A

new radius, defined as the radius over[ which a relatively flat bottom occurs, was

chosen as the parameter for row and

3/4-in. plastic pipe clamped
* with 2 worm gear clamps to

1/2-in. diam pipe nipple

Tied off to tremie or f loat

2 runs of 54-gram reinforced
primacord; ends sealed in
Silastic and crimped-on end
caps

1/2-in. diam aluminum pipe
nipple 6 in. long

I 2-1/2-in. diam, 0.0625-in.
wall aluminum pipe 6 ft long;
bottom end capped

Fig. 3-1. Loading of explosive used in .r oremedial work. u reDetonatornord knotted and
remeial ork.forced into C4

RES ULTS 14.4 lb C4 tamped

Phase I

A series of sequential photos of the

Phase I, le (Echo) detonation are shown

in Fig. 36. Profiles of the five Phase I

craters are shown in Figs. 37 through 39.

The shape of the craters is very different

from those previously obtained in dry
land cratering detonations. No lips were Fig. 35. Booster design used in remedial

formed, and the craters are unusually excavation.
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I I

(a) (b)

%c) (d)

Fig. 36. Sequential photos of Phase I, le (Echo) 10-ton detonation.

array charge design. For the 10-ton le than adequate to provide the required

(Echo) crater this new radius was esti- berthing space at a minimum 12-ft depth.

mated to be 60 ft (radius over which a

minimum 12-ft depth below MLLW Phase 11 Breakwater Construction

occurs). The row and array charge de- and Remedial Excavations

sign spacing was chosen as two times As indicated previously, misfires

this new radius. This multiple was based occurred in Detonations I-ABCD and

on some 1-lb model tests in sand under II-EFGH. Detonation II-IJKL in which

water (Ref. 7). The berthing basin charge all charges detonated properly provides

layou' was therefore based on the use of the best illustration of the method of cre-

10-ton single charges spaced 120 ft apart. ating a channel and basin in the coral

With the wide flat-bottomed crater, a material with explosives. A series of

square array of four charges was more sequential photos of this detonation are
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SE Alpha NW

T-20~
.SW __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~20

Bravor SE0

I-

CL SW 0  N

02

80 60 40 20 0 20 40 60 80

Radius - ft

Fig. 37. Project Tugboat Phase I: crater cross sections for la (Alpha)
and lb (Bravo) detonations.

SE Charlie ________________________ 
N

.~ SW

2~ 0

0

80 60 40 20 20 40O 60 80

Radius - ft

Fig. 38. Project Tugboat Phase 1: crater cross sections for 1c
(Charlie) and Id (Delta) detonations.
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Echo NW
SE 0 ___

I 4 1 i l i.- 1
404

S120 80 40 m 40 80 120

a.• . ...... ,-"/ NE
So S W 0- - - -- - - - - - -. . . . . ...-~~~~~- 40 1. it-

120 80 40 R 40 80 120

[ Radius - ft

Fig. 39. Project Tugboat Phase I: crater cross sections for le (Echo)
detonation.

80 I 1I

60- Water surface at Equivalent dry land crater
4zero time -Preshot bottom for comparison

.20- e levationi

0-

~-20 -"- _. - "-

-40 Actual 1 0-ton-40 -- ~~crater profile ]Cagloton-

-60-

-80- I I I I I I I
200 160 120 80 40 0 40 80 120 160 200

Radius - ft

Fig. 40. Comparison of le (Echo) crater profile with dry land crater profile having
dimensions assumed in the preliminary design.

shown in Fig. 41. An interesting shock taken from high-speed movies of the SGZ
wave interaction pattern was observed at area show a complex successive rein-

the water surface for this detonation. forcement and null pattern that forms a
Figure 42 shows the charge markers just cross between the four charge locations.
prior to the detonation. Three sequential This phenomenon has been investigated in
closeup photographs (Figs. 43 through 45) some detail and can be explained as due
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IL,

Preshot

t 0.4 sec

t 2.0 sec

t =0.7 sec

t I. Isec t 5. 0sec

Fig. 41. Sequential photos of D~etonation 11-[JKL that created the berthing
basin.
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Fig. 42. Charge layout just prior to Deto- Fig. 43. Aerial photo taken just after
nation It-IJKL, detonation.

Fig. 44. Detonation II-IJKL showing
shock interaction and cavitation Fig. 45. Changes in shock interaction and
phenomena at water surface, cavitation phenomena.

to shock wave interaction in the near sur- original design. The aetual channel and

face water cavitated region over the berthing area exceed the design area in

charge locations (Ref. 8). all cases. The generally deeper water

Following the Phase I detonations, the and sandy bottom of the channel and

breakwater was constructed (see Fig. 46). berthing area can be seen in a picture of

This breakwater was in place during the the harbor area in Fig. -11,.

remedial explosive excavation detonations

in December 1970. Surveys

The final explosively excavated harbor Surveys ha-e been carried cut to (late

is shown in Fig. 47 in which the area at four times: (1) May 1969, (2) April

within the 12-ft water depth contour is 1970 before the Phase 1! shots, (3) May

shaded and can be compared with the 1970 following the Phase 11 detonations,
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and (4) December 1970 following the re-
medial detonations. Surveys were car-
ried out by fathometer with tagline checks

~ at intervals.
*d Figure 7 is a plan showing the bottom

topography revealed by the May 1969 sur-
vey. Figure 49 shows the bottom topog-

* raphy from the May 1970 survey which
followed the Phase II detonations, and
Fig. 50 shows the bottom topography from

the survey of December 1970. Figures 51

Fig. 46. Breakwater construction activity through 53 are isopach maps showing the
following Phase II detonations. thickness of material displaced (removed

' , ",10+00

Actual excavation limits

Designed excavation limits

0 *.- "15+00

•/Boat romp

0.: , .-- ''.,

• ,- ,, k_." ,/'\ "100

0 io-ton charges

. Depth (MLLW)

0 100 200

Scale - ft.

Fig. 47. Final harbor area excavated to 12-ft depth contour compared with required

dimension.
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or added) by the Phase II detonations, hy

the remedial blasts, and finally by the
entire project, respectively.

The total volume excavated was

roughly analyzed from these isopach

maps. These analyses show the volume

excavated within the 12-ft depth contour
3to be approximately 100,000 yd and the

otal volume excavated to be approxi-

mately 137,000 yd 3 . The project desigii

volume was roughly estimated to be

approximately 30,000 yd 3 . Fig. 48. Final harbor configuration.

11-G

.' \- 7/\

j I , X,'"'.,  J' . /I

6' '

- I / /,, .I. L I1 .. .: '

. I *\1 ..* .. _ , j I

' -D :*' I

. -" ,.,/ "H-G t i

31 S

,,,- ,,I
--/./"/_ J '

i - Scale - ft

-I , "0 100

Fig. 49. Sea-bottom topography, May 1970, following Phase 11 detonations.
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Several bottom profiles have been in examining the profiles, the effects
plotted for the project. A longitudinal pro- of both series of blasts in creating a
file of the channel and basin is presented channel where none had been are obvious.
in Fig. 54. Cross channel profiles were It is interesting to note, however, the
eurveyed according to the plan shown in differences between the May 1970 and
Fig. 55. These profiles were plotted and December 1970 profiles. In the vicinity
presented in Figs. 56 through 64. of Charges Il-A, II-C, II-D, and II-G,

10+00

N /V

11-

I" ~ l-L -k15+00 OR
H NN

'. > -1 G-2 ~ N

401, ~ , 20+00

(I ,~--I- E

i) ,~Scale -ft
-- 0 50100

Fig. 50. Sea-bottom topography, December 1970, following remedial blasting.
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Scale - ftb
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Legend 6 1

Excavation 0

C-~ Fill 20

0 Charge location8

486 20%4.6,2% 0 1-
______ '~'06_-U

2---."s.-'

0 4.~f

16 II-E

--0 i I8W~ 'D

68 422

22 Contours are in ft

Fig. 51. Isopach map showing amounts of excavation (or fill) produced by Phase 11
detonations.
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Fig. 52. Isopach map showing material moved by remedial detonations, December
1970.
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Fig. 53. Isopach map showing amounts of excavation (or fill) accomplished by the

entire Project Tugboat program: Phase II and remedial.
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.....Predetonation survey, April 1970
-Postdetonation survey, April-May 1970

postdetonation survey, December 1970
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Vertical scale: 1 in. =l10ft

Fig. 54. Longitudinal profiles of Project Tugboat charnel.
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IIII II
Predetonation survey (April 1970) Prdetonoion survey (April 1970)
Postdetonation survey (April-May 1970) .... Predetonation survey (April 1970)
Postdetonation survey (December 1970) - Postdetonation survey (December 1970)

0
100 ft south of II-A, Channel 1 0-

- Mid Il -A and I1 -B, Channel 4
0, - I V I

,, .,': -,x ' -j

-15 -
-15 -

-20

-25
-25

II

-J I
:E 0- 0 - If-B, Channel 5

.__ -55- 50 ft south of 11 -A, Channel 2 " A

- -10 -

-20 -- " -2-L ii w 2 0

-25 -25
III II

I I I

!I-A Channel 3 0 -- Midl l-Band Il-C, Channel 6
o - I-

5 It .,-5 ,
Lj 1% l I

-10 -1-10 - " V , 1

-15 V155
-20--1: -25 -2I

200 100 0 100 200
200 100 0 100 200 West East
West East

Fig. 56. Transverse profiles, Project Fig. 57. Transverse profiles, Project
Tugboat Channels 1, 2, and 3. Tugboat Channesl 4, 5, and 6.
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Predetonation survey (April 1970)I
- Postdetonation survey (April-May 1970) Predetonation survey (April 1970)
-- Postdetonation survey (December 1970) - Postdetonation survey (April-May 1970)

I- Postdetonatian survey (December 1970)

~ -Mid 11 -D and 11-E, Channel 10
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Predetonation survey (April 1970)
- Postdetonation survey (April-May 1970) Preodtonation survey (April 1970)
-- Postdetonation survey (December 1970) - Postdetonation survey (ApriI..May 1970)
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where remedial blasting was done, the term settling effect; i.e.. in approxi-
surface was noticeably lowered by the inately 7 mo time following the Phase 11
blasting, as expected; but at almost all detonations an average of a little less
other places a lowering of the ground than 2 ft of settlement occurred. It was
surface of i to 2-1/2 ft oa the average in fact noted during the process of em-
was noted. This cannot be ascribed to placement of the remedial explosives that
the remedial blasting but must be a long-_______________

___________________________________Predetonotion survey (April 1970)I I I I I - Postdetonotion survey (April-May 1970)
Predtonaionsurvy (Aril1970 -- Postdeionation survey (December 1970)

- rosdetonation survey (April- 1970)I
-- Pos'detonation survey (December 1970) 50 ft west of 11 -K, Channel 22

0-

501

-10 \-15-

-150 -201- 1 I

-20 11 -1, Channel 191

-25 I -

4--5

-J il: 15 - 100 ft west of It1-K, Channel 23

0.2 _22-
0 -5 A C

-25 1 .i0.L.

-1 1> tws f 1K hne

01 I I

-100

-2015 15K Canl 120 ft west of 11 -K, Channe 125

200 100 0 100 2002 20 10 0 10 20

Fig -3 Tr'sererfie, Project
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water depths in the channel in the area of technique. A repetitive sound signal is
Charges II-C and 1I-D were on the aver- transmitted downward through the water

age about 1-1/2 ft deeper than indicated into the bottom sediment, and return sig-
on the working drawings, which were nals are detected by an acoustic receiving
based on the May 1970 survey, system and recorded by a continuous re-

One survey remains to be performed, corder. Any interface in the ground be-

It is now scheduled to be done during 1972 tween layers of two materials with differ-
(one year following the end of construc- ing acoustic properties may act as a

tion). An additional survey was planned

following a major storm in the Kawaihae

area (a storm equivalent to the maximum
Predetonation survey (Apr:; 1970)storm in a 5- to 10-yr interval); however, - Postdetonation survey (April-May 1970)

none occurred in the allotted time period -- Postdetonaton survey (December 1970)

so the survey was cancelled. The pur- 0

pose of these last surveys was to deter- -5

mine the long-term effects, if any, of -10

time, prevailing wave patterns, and cur-

rents in changing the configuration of the -20 I- |f-i and II -J, Chonnel 28

Tugboat harbor. -25-

SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS
I4

Several different types of investiga- _J

tions were carried out at the Project Tug- 0

boat site after the detonations to measure -2 -5

and to record the oostshot condition of the C -10 .,
.0 -site materials. These investigations in a -15 ----

cluded acoustic subbottom profiling, prob- -20 MCLU -0 Mid If -L and 11l-1, Channel 27 -

ing, drilling, and underwater photography. -25 1 1 I I

Acoustic Subbottom Profiling I I

Acoustic subbottom profiling was car-
ried out following the detonations. The

profiling was conducted in two surveys: a 0 - i-K
survey was carried out in December 1969 -. r\.,,. , . ,
following the Phase I detonations, and a -10 -"
second survey was carried out in May -15 - __

-a1970 following the Phase 11 detonations. -20 - and Il-K, 26-2 1 L nd1 -,Channel 2

Locations and results of the surveys are -25 I I
- discussed in the following paragraphs. 0 100 200 300 400 500

The acoustic subbottom profiling tech-.Fig. 64. Transverse profiles, Project
" nique is essentially a reflection seismic Tugboat Channels 26, 27, and 28.
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reflecting horizon. The repetitive sound poorer resolution, and hence less detail.

signal may be produced by any of a vari- As with all seismic results the nature of

ety of techniques; e.g., spark, gas, corn- the materials producing the recorded sig-

pressed air, etc. The penetration and nals is not given directly by the technique;

resolution of the signals are inversely the interpretation of the records is thus a

related functions of the frequency of the matter of judgment. The materials can

sound. High-frequency sound gives a sig- be identified with certainty only by drill-

nal with high resolution, but has poor ing through them.

penetration; low-frequency sound has At Project Tugboat two separate types

higher penetration and thus can detect of acoustic systems were used: an

deeper reflecting horizons, but with 8.5-kHz (high-frequency) high-energy

Legend

Acoustic subbottom
profiling lines

)-' December 1969
May 1970

-- )- December 1969 and May 1970
-- - Outline of zone in which

basalt reflections were lacking
on acoustic profiles

63 0 Borings
New breakwater /K / Phase II detonation sites

61 62 ,

L I

Radius point H "",Line 5 .- ,

I G

59.

57 e Center of

5- E Echo cater

I Scale - ft

oP 58

Fig. 65. Locations of acoustic profiling lines and postshot borings.
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sw NE verses, one along the centerline of the
[ proposed breakwater and the other along

the centerline of the future channel. The

second survey, May 1970, consisted of

linear traverses, as above, along the
" J ,;, : future breakwater and the newly excavated

I channel, and seven profiles transverse to

. .• *- . the channel and berthing basin. The spe-

" ,'-, .+- cific locations of these lines are shown in

Fig. 65.

. "Figure 66 shows the pulser records

(low-frequency technique) of the two

passes over Echo crater in December
(a) SW-NE line. 1969. Figures 67 through 69 show pulser

records of both the longitudinal and the
tr,4 SE transverse profiles surveyed in May 1970.

- "Interpretations of these records were

furnished by the acoustic profiling

, -.- , contractor.

In the December 1969 survey, a strong
• *... .r- , ,. reflecting horizon was detected along the

future breakwater centerline at a depth of
- i. about 95 ft near the revetment and sloping

4. 'down to 125 ft at the outer end of the
....... breakwater. This was interpreted as

being the top of the basalt underlying the
coral. Along the channel alinement a

(b) NW-SE line. similar strong reflecting horizon, some-

what irregular, was detected at a depth
Fig. 66. Pulser records for Echo crater, of9ftithbehngasnrahal

December 1969 (each horizontal of 95 ft in the berthing basin area, shoal-
line represents approximately ing to 135 ft at the outer end of the chan-
50 ft of depth; dipping strata give
probable indication of extent of nel. This was likewise interpreted as
true crater; note basalt reflec- being the top of the basalt.
tion at about 100-ft depth, in In the two lines across Ecno crater,
(b) especially).

the same strong reflection at about 100-ft
depth was present (Fig. 66), but only at

sonar and a 250-Hz center frequency the ends of the lines; it was missing over

(low-frequency) 16-joule pulser system. the crater itself. The probable reason for

The pulser records were the most useful, the lack of the basalt reflection in the

The first survey, December 1969, con- crater area was that the acoustic signal

sisted of two perpendicular profiles was attenuated in the discontinuous frac-

across Echo crater and two linear tra- tured coral in and adjacent to the crater.
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(a) Line 1, along axis of channel.

(b) Line 2, along centerline of future breakwater.

Fig. 67. Pulser records, May 1970 (each horizontal line represents approximately
50 ft of depth; letters in (a) correspond to Phase 11 charge sites; letter IE'E in
Wb corresponds to charge site lI-E; note basalt reflect-. j -etween 100- 7--d
150-ft depth at ends of both lines).

The presence or abseiuce of the basalt blast (fallback and wAashback). The outer
reflection thus offers a clue to the bound- edge of the dipping reflections suggests
ary of the rupture zone, the position of the boundar of the true

The two lines across Echo crater crater.

showed three sepLrate strong reflecting in the second survy, May 1970, the

horizons defining the ct-ater iaself, the basalt reflection showed up consistently
deepest one at abouL 45 ft with a small at the ends of the transverse lines, but

rpit at the precise crater center. The failed to show up in the central area (the
upper reflections, which slope gently crater). In the thre outboard lines (near
toward the crater center, evidently rep- the channel entrance) the basalt reflection

resent sedimentary beds of material did show up in the crater area, though

redeposited into the crater tolloving the weakly. Intheprofile along the centerlin-
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of the future b r e a k w a t e r, Fig. 67 (b), been present before-except at the ends

the basalt reflection was lacking except of the line; see Fig. 67(a).
for a short interval immediately adjacent Inspection of the acoustic records of

to .. e revetment. The reflection had the transverse lines shows that where

shown up along this line in December Phase II charges detonatf-d, reflections

1969. If the cause of the lacking basalt from inward-dipping fallback and wash-

reflection was indeed fracturing of the back beds were picked up. In line 5,
coral as hypothesized above for the Echo which passed near the site for Charge II-G,

crater profiles, then the coral was appar- Fig. 68(c), no crater is evident. The true

ently fractured out to the location of the crater boundary is assumed to correspond
breakwater by the detonations in the berth- with the line at which the inward-dipping

ing basin. The basalt reflection also was reflections terminate.
lacking in the longitudinal traverse along During the May 1970 acoustic survey,

the center of the channel, where it had a few days after the Phase II detonations,

S SW

(a) Line 3. (b) Line 4.

___ . _ --. . . .. -----. -- . ., __ _

,. - .,. o

- . ' o o

-- --.. . .... . . . .... . - . . . . . ... . .. .. -.

(c) Line 5. 'd) Line 6.

Fig. 68. Pulser records, May 1970 (each horizontal line repre. nts apprcximately
50 ft of depth; note basalt reflection at depths of 100- to 150-ft in (b), (c), and
(d); dipping strata at shallow depths indicate existence of craters, except in
(c) where Charge II-G tailed to dctonate).
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an anomalous noise condition was noted
- in the centers of the craters. Hydro-

phones placed on the sea floor detected

sharp clicking and snapping sounds, appar-

ently representing active settlement of
__ ._.__crushed coral.

* -"-"The chief resultc may be summarized

S..as follows. The pulser records indicate

i |the structure ot the craters: very gently

_ _inward-dipping layers of material, evi-

(a) Line 7. dently representing sediment deposited in

the crater as fallback and washback. The

coral was apparently fractured both in the

immediate crater area and as far out as
*the breakwater foundation, as evidenced

". "by the lack of a reflection from the basalt

interface where it had been present be-

fore the blasts.

Probing
,: The Echo crater was probed by hand

-- • r- . - by swimmers in mid-November 1969 with
(b) Line 8. 40 ft of 1/2-in. pipe. The ocean floor was

Sr found to be covered with 4 ft plus of

bluish-gray mud, samples of which dried
to a cracked condition on exposure. It

was possible to probe to 40 ft below
• -. , - - - . _ . :

MLLW without difficulty. No boulders or

I ____:__ large coral fragments were hit.
A second, somewhat more systematic,

series of probings was carried out at

Echo crater in early December 1969

. "(Fig. 70). Probing was carried out on
two radial lines by hand from a boat with( ) Line 9.
a 1/2-in. pipe using 1-1/2-in. pipe as

Fig. 69. Pulser records, May 1970 (each casing. The maximum depth probed was
horizontal line represents ap- 33.9 ft below MLLW at the center of the
proximately 50 ft of depth; note
basalt reflections at depths crater. The materials encounteredbetween 100 and 150 ft; notestoner0crae develomet a were clay, very fine silt, coral sand,stronger crater development at
Charge II-A, which detonated and pea-gravel-sized coral chunks.
full-yield in (c), than at Charge The inferred profile of the crater is
II-D, which detonated in (a)
low-order), shown in Fig. 7 1.
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Fig. 70, Location of probings of Echo crater, December 1969.

Drilling thickness at the surface. Acoustic sub-

A drilling program was conducted fol- bottom profiling, as noted above, had

lowing the construction of Project Tugboat indicated that the coral had probably been
to document the engineering properties of shattered both in the immediate crater

the coral materials after the excavation area and for some distance outward from

blasts and to determine if possible the the crater. Limited funds were available.

boundaries of the true crater and the rup- Coring was rejected since it was an-

ture zone. The drilling method had to be ticipated that core recovery would be

selected with several facts in mind. The even poorer in the fallback, washback,

preshot drilling had shown that the mate- and blast-fractured materials thai. it had

rial was extremely difficult to core, even been in the undisturbed coral reef. Cor-

in its undisturbed state; and all holes had ing requires a firmly founded drilling

to be cased to virtually their full depth. platform, and the soft mud anticipated i'

Hand probing at the Echo crater had re- the craters would have made for difficult

vealed a layer of soft raud several feet in conditions in founding the platform. To
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Fig. 71. Profile of Echo crater inferred from probings, December 1969.

be successful in recovering materials in pling was out of the question because of

an undisturbed state, larger diameter the anticipated hard pieces of coral. The

tools than those used in the preshot bor- Pitcher sampler 9 was investigated, but

ings (4 in.) would have to be used. Prob- based on the types of material in which V"

ably a specialized core-retaining device had been successfully used, it was judged

would be needed, and would have to be that it might be successful only if a very

improvised at the site based on experi- large diameter sampler were used, and

ence in the first few holes. Conceivably, even then success was not a certainty.

undisturbed recovery might not be at- Similar considerations applied to the

tained short of such sophisticated tech- Denison sampler. 9

niques as freezing the ground, All these In an attempt to obtain some useful in-

considerations indicated that a successful formation within the scope of a readily

coring program would be far too expen- attainable program, the drilling method

sive for the funds at hand. selected was a combination of drive sam-

Likewise the probability of achieving pling and wash boring, to be performed

satisfactory sample recovery with "un- from a floating platform. By drive sam-

disturbed" soil sampling techniques was pling, the general nature of the materials

evaluated and estimated to be low. The might be determined; by standard penetra-

same platform foundation problems would tion tests during the drive sampling the

exist as for coring. Thin-wall tube sam- penetration resistance of the material
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could be measured and some indication of discharge chopping bit was used in wash

its quality as a foundation could be gained, boring and the sampler was driven

Since many standard penetration tests had through intervals varying from 2 to 4 ft.
been performed during the preshot borings, The 5-in.-diameter casing, with a
a comparison of preshot and postshot pen- hardened-steel drive shoe at its base,

etration resistance would be available, was driven with a 300-lb hammer, which

,As a further, more continuous record of was dropped through a standardized fall
the penetration resistance, an improvised of 15 in. A continuous record of the

sounding method9 was devised whereby a blows was maintained. This improvised

record was kept of the blows required to sounding method gave a continuous record

drive the 5-in.-diameter drill casing. It of the penetration resistance of the mate-

was hoped that an indication of the bound- rials. Though crude, the results can

ary of the true crater might be given by validly be compared from hole to hole.

the locus of refusals or of marked changes Following a casing drive, the resulting

in blow counts in either the standard pen- plug of material was washed out with an

etration tests or the driving of the casing. up-and-down movement of the wash rods

Moreover, both the Phase I and the to break the coral to a size small enough

Phase 11 craters were wide shallow de- to wash out. The washings were collected

pressions rather than the bowl-shaped or in burlap sacks and in a large baffled cyl-

trough-shaped craters that previous ex- indrical collecting tank. In this way most

periments on dry land had produced. The of the solid material was recovered, but

cratering process seemed to have pro- a certain amount of fines was lost as

duced a net lowering of the ground surface, overflow. The collected solids were then

rather than a shifting of materials from weighed on platform scales, first wet,

the excavation to lips or to an upthrust and again after several days of drying in

zone. Since the process had apparently the sun. Densities were calculated from

involved a densification of the coral, it the casing diameter, the length of a given

appeared that such densification might be interval, and the dry weight of the solids

documented if substantially all the raate- recovered from that interval.

rial washed from a borehole could be re- Borings were located as shown in

covered and weighed. A large baffled Fig. 65. Holes 57, 58, and 59 were in

collecting tank and equipment to weigh undisturbed coral. The other holes pene-

the collected washings were therefore trated materials that h.,d been affected to

specified for this purpose. a greater or lesser extent by the blasts.

The standard penetration test is usually Blast. effects were not regularly distrib-

performed in soils. Since the Kawaihae uted along and across the channel because

coral has characteristics more like those of the irregular way in wh,-h the Phase II

of overburden than like those of rock, the charges detonated. Hole 60 had been par-

test could generally be performed. The tially drilled when bad weather caused an

standard penetration test was performed extended layoff. When the casing was

essentially as specified in ASTM Stand- found to have been bent, the hole was re-

ard 1) 1536-67, except that a bottrm- located slightly and completed as Hole 60A.
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Fig. 73. Penetration and density data, Borings 57 and 58.
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Fig. 74. Penetration arnd density data, Borings 59 and 60-60A.

The data from the borings are shown been displaced or reoriented. Hence, the
in Figs. 72 through 76. A layer of "mud" drilling failed to detect either the bound-
up to 9 ft thick was found at the surface in ary of the true crater or the extent of the
the berthing basin area, but not in the rupture zone. It to doubtful whether any
outer channel. This layer probably re- simple drilling program could have dem-
flects the fact that there was more fine onstrated these zones.
material already in the area of the sedi- A change in penetration resistance due
merit coral zone, where the berthing to blast effects was revealed. The undis-
basin was situated, and also that ocean turbed coral, represented by the preshot
scour Is inhibited by the new breakwater borings (Fig. 77) and the postshot holes
but can and does take place in the more farthest from the blasts (Borings 57, 58,
exposed outer channel. The borings were and 59), shows a tendency for blow counts
drilled in the period December 1970 to to vary markedly from foot to foot. The
April 197 1, after the completion of the blow counts in the borings closest to the
new breakwater. blast were more uniform. Natural coral

Unfortunately, it was impossible to conditions exist close outside the channel.
tell from the split-spoon drive samples It is impossible to give specific values
whether the coral materials had been for the strength of the shattered coral. A
shattered by blasts or whether they had general idea, probably sufficient for
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foundation engineering purposes, can be of soft mud is present in the berthing

obtained from the penetration resistance basin area but not in the outer channel.

data. From a foundation standpoir.t, the The limits of the crater zones were not

materials in and near the channel are satisfactorily defined, nor could they

similar in consistency to medium-to- have been defined in any simple drilling

dense sand. program. The effect of the blasts was to

The hoped-for increase in density was render the coral material slightly more

not clearly shown. Despite the lack of homoge.'eous with respect to penetration

clearly shown densification, the excava- resistance than in its natural state. In

tion was probably achieved chiefly through its consistency, the shattered coral is

a densifying process. Either the increase comparable to medium-to-dense sand.

was not great enough to be detected by the The densification thought to have been

method, or the method was faulty. Part responsible for most of the excavation

of the excavation may have been achieved was not conclusively shown, probably

by the production of fines and subsequent because of limitations in the method used.

transporting of them out of the area in

suspension. Underwater Photography

The results of the drilling program A program of underwater photography

may be summarized as follows: A layer was undertaken in May 1971. By this
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Fig. 77. Standard penetration data from all preshot borings.
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time the waters over most of the project Figure 79 depects intermediate condi-

were clear enough that good pictures tions between the natural coral and the

could be obtained. The water in the smooth bottom in the center of the chan-

berthing basin area was too cloudy to nel. Some football-sized blocks of coral,

permit photography. This condition broken loose and thrown by the force of

should slowly improve as the fines settle, the detonations, (an be recognized. Vis-

The bottom conditions as photographed ible in Fig. 80(c) is an accumulation of

are shown in Figs. 78 through 80 showing broken coral along the edge of the channel.

natural, apparently unbroken coral in the Conditions in the central channel area

area of Borings 57, 60, and between, are shown in Fig. 80(a). This area is

~J

(a) (b)

VI

(C) (d)

Fig. 78. Natural coral conditions persisting outside Projlect Tugboat channel in
area between Borings 56 and 60.
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Fig. 79. Broken coral adjacent to Project Tugboat channel in vicinity of Bor-
ings 56 and 57.

quite flat and sandy. Baseball-sized through crushing. Aerial photography of

chunks of coral are quite common lying the dynamic cratering process shows that

on the surface. the crater initially resulting from the det-

onation remains devoid of water for sev-

DISCUSSION OF UNI)ERWATER eral seconds, and then is filled with
CRATERING IN CORAL crushed coral and water as the crater

The cratering mechanism observed in walls fail radially into the crater. This

this project is quite different from that failure which occurs before the water

observed in earlier tests on dry land. In wave proceeds very far and which affects

this ease it seems to have been one prin- a large area around the crater causes a

cipally of densification of the coral turbulence in the water over the crater
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area which lasts for some time. In tended above the water prior to Detona-

Detonation Il-EF, a double whirlpool tion 1I-IJKL. The pipe was located 200 ft

effect was observed as the water rushed from the nearest charge in the detonation

back to the crater area (see Fig. 81). and was being used as a wave height

Further evidence of early failure of measurement marker or wave staff. A

the coral medium surrounding the crater camera was set on shore and filmed the

is indicated by the movement of a 4-in. wave as it passed this wave staff. A

diameter pipe that had been placed sev- sequence of pictures showing the move-
eral feet into the coral bottom and ex- ment of the pipe are presented in Fig. 82.

(a) (b)

I

(c) (d)

Fig. 80. Typical conditions in Project Tugboat channel, in area between Charge
Sites 11-B and II-E (visible in (b) is a small marker-stake fouled with
rope and in (d) a cruising sting-ray; coral blocks visible range up to
baseball size and slightly larger).
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like that observed for land cratering.

The question which needs answering is at

what strength does the medium resist

failure as the crater lip forms and the

water rushes back trying to fill the crater
I .:. void.

. u SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Project Tugboat detonations success-

fully produced a harbor basin and en-

trance channel which exceeded the design

Fig. 81. Whirlpool effect observed follow- requirements in both width and depth.
ing Detonation II-EF. The detonations resulted in a channel

varying in width from about 150 to 260 ft

The pipe is the farthest one from the at a minimum project water depth of 12 ft.

camera and is on the extreme left in the The berthing basin is almost a square

picture. in this sequence the detonation area 400 ft on a side at the 12-ft water

has just occurred and the spray from depth contour. The minimum channel

surface spalling is just settling when the design width was 120 ft and the berthing

pipe moves to the left toward the detona- basin design requirement was a square

tion SGZ. Immediately following the last 240 ft on a side.

picture in the sequence the outrunning The site medium is a weak coral.

wave and base surge cloud engulf the pipe, Tests on cores recovered in preshot

obscuring it from further view. drilling show a compressive strength

This early failure is probably caused ranging between 760 and 1738 psi, a mean
3

by several factors, the major one being bulk dry density of 1.37 g/cm , a mean

the weak nature of the coral. The coral saturated bulk specific gravity of 1.76 g/

is crushed by the outrunning shock wave cm 3 , and a mean porosity of 49%. The

beyond the distance where the majority of reef mass possesses, by an indeterminate

the lip-forming material comes to rest, amount, a lower mean strength, a lower

causing the lip material and its nonsup- mean density, and a higher mean porosity

porting base to liquify and flow into the than the tests indicate.

crater void. This process was only par- The charge eraplacement holes were

tially supported by the postdetonation drilled during Phase I from a causeway

drilling program because of the difficulty which was later removed by dragline.

in obtaining undisturbed samples. The Phase II holes were drilled from a jack-

best indication of the extent of fracturing up floating platform. The aluminized

was provided by the bubble pulser sound- ammonium nitrate slurry blasting agent

ings. It is to be expected that cratering (AANS) was pumped into the canisters
underwater in a higher strength material containing the charges after the canisters

would show a cratering mechanism more had been placed in the drilled hole and
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(a) (d)

V.,

(e) f

Fig. 82. Photography of wave staffs, Detonation Il-IJKL (wave staff on ex-
treme left is 200 ft from nearest charge and is observed to be miov-
Ing toward it).

stemmed, The slurry was pumped with a excavation using a little more than half

truck-mounted pump through a rubber the origiaal drill holes and half the quan-
hose down a 4-in, fill line that extended tity of blastieg agent estimated to be re-

from the top of the canister to the surface. qtzired in the preliminary design. The
Calibration tests provided informaticn craters were broad and shallow with no

that permitted a redesign of the harbor lips and were actually better suited to
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harbor excavation in this situation than area, a layer of soft mud from 2 to 9 ft

the less wide and deeper craters typical thick lies at the surface. This layer is

of dry land cratering detonations. The not present in the outer part of the

cratering mechanism appears to be one of channel.

densification of the coral through crushing Crater zones were not satisfactorily

and subsequent settling. Aerial photog- defined by the drilling program. They
raphy showed that the crater remains were crudely defined by the acoustic pro-
devoid of water for several seconds after filing surveys; the true crater by the

detonation and then is filled by coral and limit of dipping beds within the crater,

water as the crater walls fall into the and the rupture zone by the limit of the
crater. Wave staffs that were placed in basalt reflection. To define the true

the coral near the craters moved toward crater specifically by drilling would be

the crater before being overrun by the very difficult.

outrunning water wave giving further A long-term settling effect in both the

evidence of this failure process. channel and the surrounding natural coral

The 10-ton Echo crater had a radius to was detected by the surveys of May and

the 12-ft depth contour of about 120 ft. December 1970. On the average the sur-

This parameter was used to design the face was lowered during this 7-mo period
harbor detonations. Spacing between by 1 or 2 ft. This effect supports resu!ts

charges was set at two times this number, of the acoustic profiling, which indicate

Low order detonation of Charges I-C that the natural coral was shattered by
and II-D and the deflagration of Charge the blasts to large distances out from and
I-G apparently was due to inadequate below the cratered channel.

boostering. These misfires made it nec- Though the cratering mechanism

essary to do some small remedial detona- seems to have been one principally of

tions which were successful in clearing densification of the coral reef, this proc-

the channel. ess was only equivocally and partially
The final channel surface is flat, level, documented by the drilling program.

and sandy, with scattered small coral This partial documentation results from

blocks lying on it. Foundation conditions the fact that it was not possible to get
in the channel are similar to those in undisturbed samples with depth. A small

medium-to-dense sand. A short distance part of the excavation was probably

outside the channel, natural coral condi- achieved by the production of fines, which

tions exist. The material in the channel were carried away fronr the site in sus-

is more homogeneous than that of the pension in the sea water shortly after the

natural coral reef. In the berthing basin blasts.
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Section 3

Wave Measurements

INTRODUCTION early 1950ts. 0 In this study an experi-
ment was conducted tc simulate the blast

Objective effects of a 20-kt nuclear explosive .n

The objective of this wave measure- water depths typical of most harbors.

ment program was to investigate the gen- Waves were generated by charges up 'Lo

eration of shallow water waves by explo- 256 lb of TNT buried to shallow depths

sions beneath the sea floor. Hopefully a in sand, clay, and loess soil with water

relationship could be developed with this overburden.

wave data to predict maximum heights in Project Tugboat is the first large-

future projects of this type. scale experiment in which the generation

The waves generated by both single of waves by explosions beneath the seabed

charges and multiple charge arrays were has been experimentally investigated.

investigated. The Phase I program was The knowledge gained through this pro-

funded by ESSO Production Research gram should 'be useful in planning for

Company of Houston, Texas and accom- future const-uction of harbors and navi-

plished by the Baylor Company of Houston. gational projects with explosives.

The Phase II program was funded and exe-

cuted by the Coastal Engineering Research Interpretive Description of

Center (CERC) of the Corps of Engineers. Wave Problem

This chapter includes all data collected An idealized representation of wave

during both programs. generation in shallow water by an explo-

sive buried beneath the seabed is illus-

Background trated in Fig. 83. Initially, the sea floor

Previous studies of explosion- is impulsively deformed by the shock

generated water waves were conducted wave and the expanding explosive gases.

primarily to determine the merits of the In turn, the water column above the de-

tactical or strategic employment of nu- formed sea floor is elevated. As the

clear weapons to generate waves large gases continue to expand, the sea floor

enough to flood and to dectroy coastal disintegrates and the water layer near

facilities, in most cases, the surface the edge of the forming crater is elevated

water waves were generated by a charge and forced aside by the rising gas bubble.

detonated either above the water surface By the time the bubble vents, an initial

or in the water column. The first inves- horizontal velocity has been imparted to

tigation known to the authors where a the displaced mass of water which propa-

study was made of surface water waves gates outward as a turbulent wall of

generated by an explosion beneath the water. During its initial stages, the wave

seabed was conducted by the U. S. Army profile is obscured by the disturbances

Waterways Experiment Station in the created by falling ejecta debris along the
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Deformation of Wae dmF ~~~sea bed , N oedm

IT

(a) Expansion of gas bubble and formation of water dome

J, : .""Throat of water column
Aw

NyN

(b) Venting of water column ;in tal horizontal velocity imparted to water

Zi

ii

(c) Formation of initial wave and fallbock of ejecto

(d) Propagation of explosion-generated wave

Fig. 83. Generation of water wave by explosion beneath the sea floor.
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2.9 sec 4.5 sec

3.3 sec 4.9 sec

3.7 sec 5.3 sec

4.1 sec 5.7lsec

Fig. 84. Aerial photograph of explosion-tene rated wave, Phase 1, D~etona-
tion Alpha.
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crater periphery and the dense dust cloud tions present in Project Tugboat, the

over the detonation point. A photograph empirical approach is taken in analyzing

F of an explosion-generated wave from the wave data.
| • above in its initial stage of propagation is

shown in Fig. 84. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Kranzer and Keller 1 1 developed a
theory for water waves generated in water Phase I

of uniform depth by either an axially sum- The wave measurement program was

metric initial distribution of impulse or conducted by the Baylor Company of

an axially symmetric initial displacement Houston, Texas. Instrumentation con-
of the water surface. This theory is sisted of tv-o gages and a pen and ink

based on the linear theory of progressive recorder. The location of the gages rela-
tive to each charge is shown in Fig. 85.

surface waves. Solutions for the explosion-

generated waves are given, provided that High-speed photography taken from the
Command Post and a helicopter supple-

either the precise impulse distribution or mented this progrPm.
the shape of the initial water surface dis-

placement ir known. Phase II

However, the test conditions for Proj- The data collection program utilized
ect Tugboat did not satisfy several of the three surface wave gages and four ground-
assumptions made in the Kranzer and based movie cameras looking along four

Keller theory. First of all, the bottom lines of vertical observation poles (CERC

topography is not uniform as assumed in was the primary investigator).
developing the theory but very irregular

and interspersed with coral heads. These

coral heads introduce friction forces

whf i create turbulent flow. This flow

conflicts with the theoretical assumption

of irrotational, or nonviscous, fluid flow.

Wave energy is continually dissipated by Coral

these coral heads as the wave propagates

outward. In the theory, the sum of thee-E Fill
kinetic and potential energy of the wave A I-D B

system is assumed to be constant. Fi- I-C e1-A

nally, the proximity of the causeway

introduces a rigid, vertical boundary to
t * Phase I calibration detonationsthe mathematical model. The solutions

presented by the Kranzer and Keller A Wave gages

theory are for the case of an explosion in

a sea of infinite extent; i.e., no vertical e -. t

boundaries. 200 0 600

Since there are no known theoretical Fig. 85. Map showing location of wage

investigations conforming to the condi- gages, Phase I.
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The recording wave gages were identi- N Legend

cal to those used during Phase I. The * Explosive charges

data were recorded on four 2-channel a Camera stations

recorders. Duplicate recordings were a ae sos
e Wave poles

made of each signal to prevent loss of

data by recorder failure. The recorders C . Wave gages
were operated at least 1 hr before and -C. S" NO.1

after each blast, during dry runs, aiid A Coral fill

intermittently throughout the project. A-2

Four low-level cameras were posi- A-3 *KO'JB - C. S.

tioned at different angles to each detona- A-4* L H 8-2 B-I
tion to document the complex nature of 1 F OC-1

OE *C-2
wave generation, wave propagation, and D 2
return flow into the crater. Four lines *.8  (C-3) D*3 02 . .

of observation poles driven into the coral

provided a space-and-time coordinate "3

system for investigating wave height and Scale - ft
wave celerity. Each line consisted of 500 O ,0 1000 1500
three or four wave poles extending about
12 ft above the water surface. These Fig. 86. Location of wave gages and wave

poles were constructed of 4-n.-diameter poles, Phase 11.
steel pipe and were calibrated with 2-in.

wide alternating red and white stripes.

The locations of the cameras, wave poles, because the Iavge was displaced from the

and wave gages are shown in Fig. 86. vertical. However, the time scale was

not affected and the times of arrival of
RESULTS the first wave and crests and troughs

could be determined.
Wave Records -Phase I The heights of the random sea waves

The wave records for the five detona- at the time of detonation were nearly the
tions, Alpha. Bravo. Chat lie, Delta, and same magnitude as the heights of the gen-

Echo, are shown in Figs. 87 through 90. erated waves at radii greater than 200 ft
Only the near wave gage was opera- for Detonations Bravo and Delta. These

tional for Detonations Alpha and Bravo, random sea waves were superimposed on

since the cable for the far wave staff was the explosion-generated wave and ob-
accidently severed by a bulldozer. For scured its height. However, analysis of

Detonation Echo. the region where the the random sea record before and after

nearest wave staff was installed slumped passage of the wave indicated that the
toward the crater before the arrival of heights and periods were consistent,

the first wave. The wave gage remained Preshot wave heights were estimated at

operational but true wave heights could 0.15 ft from the record while the

not be obtained from the record in Fig. 90 explosion-generated wave was measured
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(a) Wave record for Detonation Alpha -0'
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(b) Wave record for Detonation Bmva

Fig. 87. Wave records for Detonations Alpha and Bravo, Phaae I.
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Fig. 88. Wave records for Detonation Charlie, Phase I.
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Radial distance from SGZ 155 ft !

-15

Io

-10

J 0

40 35 30 25 20 i5 10 5 0 -5

Time after detonation -sec

Fig. 89. Wave records for Detonation Delta. Phase I.

Radial distance from SGZ = 160 ft Wave staff slumps

' t0
- - - 10

Radial distance form SGZ =380 ft 10

10

75'70 6560 5 5- "M0 45 -0 35 1- '1 5- 20 15 10f6 5' -10

Time after detonotion - sw.

Fig. 90. Wave records for Detonation Echo, Phase I.
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Table 9. Summary of maximum wave heights, Phases I and 11.

Total Depth of Average
charge burial in water Lithostetic Distance Maximum
weight, coral, depth, head to wave wave height,

W dm d Za gager H
Detonation (tons) (ft) (ft) (ft) (t) (ft)

Alpha 1 12.7 4.6 59.4 165 3.4
Bravo 1 13.0 5.0 60.4 200 1.9 I
Charlie 1 16.6 5.1 66.7 75 4.1

275 1.6
Delta 1 20.9 5.0 74.0 155 2.2

290 0.9

Echo 10 36.0 6.5 101.5 160 9 .6 b
380 4.7

II-ABCD 20-30 36.7 6.6 102.7 3601 4.4
3 6 5 } c  4.8

1425 <0.5

HI-EF 20 35.8 6.8 101.4 230 Id 11.1
3 0 0 ?d 8.9

1490Y <0.5
Il-IJKL 40 36.0 5.8 100.7 340) 9.6

760i e  5.4
1940J <0.2

aZ = 33 + d + 1- dm, in feet of sea water; saturated unit weight of coral 110 lb/ft3 .

bEstimate only; wave gage slumped during passage of wave.

Cr measured from SGZ H-B.

dr measured from mid II-E and I1-F.

er measured from geometric center of square array.

at 4.29 ft. Thus, the true wave height The maximum wave height measured

was estimated to be 4.14 ft. at each gage for Phases I and I is tabu-

For Detonation Echo, the wave gage lated in Table 9 along with the horizontal

displaced by the slumping of the crater distance r from the detonation point to

lip was located 160 ft from SGZ (Fig. 90). each wave gage, the yield W of the charge,

The difference in water level indicated on the DOB in the coral medium d., and the

the wave record before and a very late depth of the water overbarden d over each

time after the detonation implied that the charge. Because the height of the wave

angle of displacement of the gage from when it is generated depends on the thick-

the vertical was approximately 60 deg. ness (depth) of the water layer elevated

The height of the wave mestsured ,rom the by the gas bubble (see Fig. 83), the depth

record was estimated at 11.1 ft. With d of the water overburden reported in

allowance for tilting of the wave gage, the Table 9 is an estimated average preshot

true height of the initial wave was esti- water depth of a circular portion of the

mated at 9.6 ft. water layer immediately over the charge
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Fig. 91. Wave records for Detonation II-AECD.

Gage I
Radio! distance = 230 ft

Gage 21
Ratal distance = 300 ft 15
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0

Rodial distance = 1490 ft -15

-30
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Time after detonation - sec

Fig. 92. Wave records for Detonation II-EF.
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Go" I
Radial distance 340 ft

Gage 2
Radial distance =760 ft 1

Gape 30
Rodio| distance = 1940 ft 15

.30

80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 -5

Time after detonaticn - sec

Fig. 93. Wave records for Detonation I-IJKL.

(diameter of circular layer approximately the late evening and early morning hours,
equal to the diameter of the mound ob- the wave heights tended to be the same at
served in documentary photography) which all gages. During the day, and especially
is elevated by the rising gas bubble, in the afternoons, Gage 3 (see Fig. 86)
These average depths were obtained from recorded the highest waves, sometimes
preshot topographic surveys and include by a factor of 2.
the tide elevation at the time of detonation.

Wave Records-Phase H
Wave Climate During Phase It Surface profiles of the generated waves
Execution are presented in Figs. 91 through 93.

The sea waves in the vicinity of the Maxirr urn wave heights and other perti-
harbor area during each detonation for nent ir formation are summarized in
Phase II were generally less than 0.5 ft. Table 9. Since Phase H consisted of
The waves moved out to sea in the early three multiple-charge array events, the
morning hours under the influence of a depth of burial dm given for each event is
land breeze which is believed to be the an ave, age of the depths of burial of the
result of the radiational cooling of the individual charges in the array. The
island during the night. By 0900 hr, a charge weight W is the sum of the indi-
sea breeze replaced the land breeze, and vidual charges in the array and the water
the wind waves reversed direction. The depth d is an average preshot depth of the
waves continued to build until 1300 to water layer elevated by the explosion
1400 hr and then slowly decreased during bubble. The horizontal distance r to each

the late afternoon and evening. During wave gage is measured from the centroid
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of the explosive mass for each array. shoreward. Complete obscurity was

The first event (it-ABCD) was a low- achieved in the photographs as the dust

order detonation and the centroid was cloud passed the camera station. As the

assumed at the 11-B shot point. The cen- dust began to clear, a breaker or bore

troid for Detonation II-EF was taken at could be seen moving outward from the

the midpoint between Charges II-E and' SGZ toward the camera. Visibility did

II-F. F-w Detonation I-IJKL the ceiA- not clear up enough for quantitative esti-

troid was taken at the geometric center riates frrj ,,- film until this breaker

of the square array. was near thc shoreward wave pole in each

Because the bay was quite calm before line. Two series of photos (Figs. 94 and

and after each detonation, filtering the 95) show this breaking wave as it passes

wave records to delete the random sea the shoreward wave staffs. Two breakers

waves was not necessary. In all of these and one or more nonbreaking waves could

detonations the arrival of the explosively be recognized in most films. In general,

generated wave at Gage 3, the farthest of the breaker strength did not appear to be

the three gages from SGZ, could not be constant across its crest. The horizontal

clearly determined from the wave record velocity of the breakers was quite high,

since the wave was about the same mag- since an enormous splash, which was as
nitude as the wind waves at this gage. high as the breaker itself and a foot or

Generally, the waves recorded at this two in radius, was created as the breaker

gage were less than 0.5 ft high for the passed the 4-in.- diameter wave pole. In

three events. comparison, the effect of the poles on an

ordinary 2-ft high, 3-sec wind wave was

Photographic Results with Groun- hardly detectable more than a few inches
Level Cameras-Phase 11 from the staffs. It is not possible to de-

The low-level photography provided an termine with the available data the effect

excellent documentation of the migration these splashes may have had on the wave

of the dust cloud and the propagation of records.

the generated waves. After the passage of the initial break-

The falling ejecta created some large ers considerable heaving of the water

splashes, some as high as 50 ft or more. surface was observed, but quantitative

Toward the end of the falling ejectL phase, measurements could not be obtained. in
the dust and water-laden air in the ejecta some cases the agitated movements of

column began to sink and spread out over floating debris gave an indication of the

the water surface in all directions. The turbulence over the crater area. Hori-

dust cloud moved with peak velocity at an zontal shears in both uave and zurrnts

elevation of 5 to 10 ft above the water were apparent within a ,istancc of a few

surface. The cloud obscured the middle hundred feet. The water motions were

portion of the wave poles but the tops and much more complex than those suggested
bottoms were readily observable, by any of the available theories of impul-

A patch of very agitated water accom- sively generated waves. An example of

panied the front of the cloud as it moved the complex water motions is shown in
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j I..
31.6 sec 35.G sec

II
-

32.5 sec 35.8 sec

33.3 sec 36.6 sec

34.2 sec 37.5 sec

Fig. 94. Breaking wave propagating past shoreward wave staff, Camera
Line B, Detonation II-IJKL.
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34.6 sec 37.8 sec

35.4 sec 38.6 secI

.p.""'

36.2 sec 39.4 sec

37.0 sec 40.2 sec

Fig. 95. Breaking wave propagating past Camera Line C, Deotonation 11-1.IKL,.
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Fig. 96. This sequence is the SGZ area In the case of the row craters, the return

of Detonation If-E.F after the cloud has flow created two vortices with radii on

cleared away 118 to Ue4 sec). The large the order of 50 to 75 ft (see Fig. 96). The

vortices shown here are rotating in oppo- resulting sea state was very turbulent-

site directions. with waves and currents traveling in
apparent random patterns.

High-Speed Aerial Photography A study of these films indicated the

High-speed photography taken by heli- variation of the generated wave type

copter presented a dramatic view of the around the periphery of the void. In the

sea state once the dust cloud had lifted, case of Detonation !I-EF where the dust

as indicated in Fig. 96. The qualitative cloud lifted quite rapidly, two bores were

data obtained during Phases I and II by observed propagating toward Samuel

this method were invaluable toward a Spencer Beach Park while on the opposite

better understanding of tUe wave problem. side of the void a train of three or four

The actual phenomenon of wave gner- waves was being generated (see Fig. 98).

ation was obscured by the spray and dust On the shoreward side of the void, a sin-

cloud, but the outward propagation of the gle bore propagated shoreward, reflected

wave and the return flow of water into the off the causeway, and headed out to sea.

crater were observable. The time and The effects of refraction and shoaling on

distance from SGZ at which the initial the waves were evident in the film, espe-

wave originated could not be observed. cially on the train of three or four waves.

One significant observation obtained

by studying these films is that a void in ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

the crater area existed at a fairly late OF WAVE DATA

time. The rush of water and fractured Maximum Wave Height

coral material back into this void can be Scaling Relionshi

seen in Fig. 97 for Detonation II-IJKL. As stated earlier, the empirical ap-

There was a large circular area that proach is taken to analyze the wave data

could be seen failing toward the central in the absence of an adequate theory. The

void in this detonation. Buckingham-Pi Method,1 2 a dimensional

The water rushing into the void and analysis technique, was used tc derive the

crater for the five single charges of basic relationship between the madmum

Phase I created complex oscillations over wave height, water depth, DOB in the

the crater that ;ersisted for several min- medium, charge weight, and horizontal

utes before equilibrium was restored, distance from SGZ.

Whether these oscillations generated any The following dimensionless Pi terms

waves could not be detected in the aerial were obtained from the analysis:

photographs or distinguished from theH Er d
random sea waves on the wave record. -d' E RIF

The flow of water back into the crater
4

for the multiple charges of Phase II dif- Pmgd m 2\

fred from the case for a single charge. E (1)
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118.0 sec 144.4 sec

124.6 sec 151.0 sec

131.2 sec 157.6 sec

137.8 sec 164.0 sec

Fig. 96. Complex surface motions and vortices over crater area. Detona-
tion II-EF.
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32 sec 48 ssc

36 sec 52 sec

40 sec 56 secI

44sec 60 sec

Fig. 97. Rush of water and fractured coral into dewatered crater area, Det-
onation II-IJKL.
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35 sec 39 sec

36 sec 40 sec

37 sec 41 sec

38 sec 42 sec

Fig. 98. Propagation of wave outward from Surface Ground Zero, Detona-
tion Il-EF.



where 1/3
Sd (5)

H = maximum wave height, crest to
following trough where pg/Q = constant for Project Tug-

d = average water depth over crater boat and has been omitted for convenience.
area Since the energy in an idealized wave

dm = depth of burial in coral medium axisyrnmetricauy is

density of water proportional to (Hr)2 , another useful
pm = saturated density of coral medium inmansidealizedewave

g = gravitational acceleration

p = atmospheric pressure 2Hr =Hrr2-7 7,r 2R1 (6)
r = horizontal distance from centroid d-

of explosive mass to wave gage

t =time, alter detonation where R is the maximum throat radius of

the water dome formed by the explosionE = energy released by explosive

bubble. The relationship between r and

The dimensionless terms: 2 99. The equation of

- 3  33) th e line of least squares fit isd3EP-) d ( d m(Idm)

Hr -11,930 [d (7)

are similar in the sense that each brack- d

eted term has units of overburden pres-

sure; i.e., force per unit area. Thus, The two data points for Detonation II-

one useful dimensionless term can be ABCD are indicated with error bars

determined: because the exact total charge which det-

zd 3  onated is indeterminate but appears to be

l1 = - (2) between 20 and 30 tons.

It should be noted that no effort has

where been made to consider the effects of wave

refraction, shoaling, and friction losses

z = p + pgd + pmgdm. (3) because of insufficient topographic detail
of the site before and after each shot and

Equation (3) can be rewritten as: theories of refraction available are not
valid for the Kawaihae case anyway. In

Z p + d + pg dm ,  (4) general, the first wave is the maximumP9 P9g
of the. system. This maximum wave is

where Z is the lithostatic head on the characterized by a large crest followed

charge expressed in terms of feet of sea by a shallow but long trough. 1

water.

Since E QW, where Q is the energy Wave Travel Times

per unit mass of explosive and W is the The time t = t o for the crest of the

weight of the explosive, r1 can be written maximum wave generated by the under-

as: water explosions to travel a distance
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?I

1000[., 1 1 1-,L Again, no effort was made to consider

the effects of wave refraction, shoaling,
2 1,930 friction losses, or changes in water depth.

h Wpath of propagation of the wave and con-
oAlpha

C4 v Bravo tribute to the scatter in the data points in
Fig. 100. The equation of the line of

a Delta least fit through the data points is:

. I-AB CD
elI-EF g(t )21.

D - 1.37 (9)

10t
1 10 100

d(Z/%) I/3 iii units: ft(ft/ton) 1/3  Solving for t - t0 , the time required for

the crest of the maximum wave to travel
Fig. 99. Maximum wave height scaling a distance r - R is:

relationship.

r - R can be scaled by the two nor.dimen- t - t0 = 0.205 (r - R)09 D 0 .4 . (10)

sional terms:
t0)2 If the exponent in Eq. (9) is taken to be

3 D - t 4 = r-D (8) 2.0 instead of 1.8, this reduces to

where
where ~~10,000 ,. mii

t = time after detonation
Wove trcvel -ines: Phms I

t = time for water dome to attain its deton and 11-1 J K L
maximum throat radius R

R = maximum throat radius of water -1K L a
dome

r = distance from centroid of explo- 1,000

sive mass tcu point of meiaurement * i
D = average water depth from point of 2

wave formation to point of meas-
urement

g = gravitational acceleration 100

Data from the wave records and low-
level photography are tabulated in [1.
Table 10. Data for Detonations 1I-ABCD F (Lz!

and II-EF are not included, because the 10 , l,,I , ,

throat radius P. of the domes could not be 1 10 100

measured accurately from the high-speed r- R/D

pI'otography. A plot of r - R/D vs Fig. 109. Travel time for crest of maxi-

g(t - t0 ) /D is shown in Fig. 100. mum wave.
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Table 10. Travel time of crest of maximum wave.

Average Maximum Time for Travel
water radius of water dome Radial time of
depth, water dome, to attain R distance, crest 2D R to  r t r- - t 

Detonation (ft) (ft) (sec) (ft) (sec) D

Alpha 5.5 55 1.08 165 6.8 20.0 191

Bravo 5.8 54 1.14 200 9.1 25.2 356

Charlie 5.6 58 1.30 75 5.3 3.0 92

6.6 58 1.30 275 15.0 32.9 916

Delta 5.2 53 1.31 155 7.2 19.6 216

6.5 53 1.31 290 18.6 36.4 1472

Echo 7.3 108 1.50 160 4.7 7.1 45

6.8 108 1.50 380 13.5 40.0 682

II-IJKL 5.2 230 1.41 340 8.4 21.2 304

8.0 230 1.41 650 19.0 52.5 1247

10.0 230 1.41 760 25.7 53.0 1900

7.0 230 1.41 800 23.0 81.4 2350

1(r - t2] /2 1/2 more dense medium than coral where the

S= 0.85 (gD) 1) crater formation process and consequent
(-- t0 ) wave generation would be different.

2. The travel time for the crest of the

where c s wave celerity. This expression maximum wave can be determined accord-

for celerity is of the same form as the ing to the following relationship:

solitary wave and other shallow water ex-

pressions. t - to = 0.205 (r R) 9 D"0 4 .

CONCLUSIONS 3. The wave of maximum height is

usually the first wave of the explosively

1. A scaling relationship has been generated system and is characterized

developed for waves generated in shallow by a high crest followed by a long shallow

water by a chemical explosive detonated trough.

in a weak coral medium from Project

Tugboat data. This relationship is: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

Hr 1 zI/31-2 2 1  The following two recommendations

- 11,930 ( W are made for future experiments or proj-

ects where It might be possible to get

This relationship should be used with additional data on explosively generated

caution for cratering detonations in a waves:

..........................



1. Floats should be set out so that 2. Laboratory model tests shoa!d be

water movements at late time could be conducted to get a feel for the problem

observed In aerial photos, prior to field operations.

Section 4

Fish and Wildlife Studies

OBJECTIVES through underwater fish counts. Informa-

tion obtained through the collections of

The objective of this program was to dead ani injured fishes after each detona-
determine the effects of the Project Tug- tion was used to supplement the fish count

boat detonations on the marine environ- data

ment in Kawalhae Bay, Island of Hawaii. Fish counts were conducted by using a

Studies were restricted to the marine metod that ias described by Brock. 1 3

environment because it was felt that the Divers using Scuba or snorkeling gear

detonations would have litle effect on the (Fig. 101) swam along a 600-ft length of

limited terrestrial wildlife present at the weighted cotton transect Line that was laid

project site. The following make up the o-ier a selected section of the reef. The

scope of this program: divers carried a plastic slate on whicl

1. To record the species composition they recorded the species, numbers, end

and densities of marine life that existed estimated lengths of aUl fishes that were

at the project site through underwater encouptered within a 20-ft wide band
observatio.'s and cunts by divers witheatiis ad onb fihes witextending 10 ft to the right and left of the

line. Estimates of fish weights were then

2. To determine the effects of the calculated by multiplying the cube oi the

detonations in relation to (a) the distances

from the blast centers to which fish kills

and injuries are affected. (b) the total

area affected by the blasts, and (c) the

total number and/or poundage of fishes

that were killed or injured

3. To determine the time required for

and the nature of repopulation of tie

affected area

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Secies Comosition and
Densitlee of Marine Lie Fig. 101. Underwater fish counts to re-

cord the densities and species
The s ecies of marine life inhabiting composition of marine life a'

the project cite were initially determlne6 project site.
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fis lngt b aspecies constant previ- were made to fish gill nets in September

usydetermined from known length- 1969 (Fig. 103). The netting efforts, how-

wegtrelationshipsa for each of the ever, were not successful; only two fishes

species involved, were caught in a 6-hr daylight set, and

Predetonation fish counts were made only one fish was caught in an overnight

at 11 stations during the period of set. The news were damaged beyond

22-25 3eptewber 1969 and at three e'ta- repair by large predators andi by snagging I
tions on 3 Ncven~ber 1969, Postdetona- on submerged coral heads, and no further

tion counts were mnade at two s*Jations on netting attempts were made.

27 April 1970 and at seven stationis orn

June 1970. Fish counting stations were Effects of Detonations
established only in the vicinity of the o'n M arine L'ei

Phase it detonations (Fig. 102) because Test cages. each containing fcur or

turbidity at the ?hase I site precluded five live fishes, were placed at varying

diver observation 'of fishes as is required distances from the SGZbs of Phase I

usivg Brockts method. In order to obtain Detonations Alpha, Delta. Echo and

some information of fish compozition and Phase It Detonations II-ABCD, Il-EF,
adensities at hWe Phase I site, two attempts and II-IJKL.
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the top to 15-1/2-in.-diameter at the base

(Fig. 104). The necks of the baskets v:ire
. -- tied-off with a short length of string to

prevent the escape of test fishes while
the cages were submerged.

rTest fishes used during the Phase 1

series of detonations consisted of rilapia

(Tilapia mossambica), the squirrelfishes,

menpachi (Myripristis p.) and alaihi

- :-'-.... (Holocentrus p.), and the cardinal fish
upapalu (Apogon sndei. Tilapia were

Fig. 103. Gil nets were fished in areas
that were too murky or fish airshipped from the island of Oahu

counting by divers (only limited whereas the last three species were
information was obtained
through this method). caught by hook and line in Kawaihae Bay.

Tilapia was used exclusively during the

Phase II series of detonations.

The test animals, ranging between 2

06 .and 7 in. in length, were held in floating

ring nets placed in the Kawaihae small-

boat harbor until they were needed for the

tests. The cages and fishes were setout

from 2 to 4 hr prior to the detonations.

They were checked from 1 to 2 hr after

the detonations when collections for dead

fishes were completed.

Searches for dead and injured fishes
Fig. 104. Lantern basket containing live floating at the surface were made follow-

fishes being set out to deter-
mine the distances to which ing each of the blasts immediately after
fishes were affected by deto- clearance to enter the blast zone was
nations, obtained (Fig. 105). Besides the Division

of Fish and Game boat, skiffs manned by

Lantern baskets, or fish-holding bags, other project personnel participated in

served as test cages and were attached to the fish collections.

anchored floats in a manner that permit-

ted the test animals to be suspended some RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3 to 4 ft below the surface. Lantern bas-

kets are basically mesh bags held open by Marine Organisms at Project Site

galvanized wire rings of varying diaOe- One hundred eleven different species,

ters. The No. 16 size basket with I-in. of firhes representing 34 families were

stretch measure cotton mesh was used; found at the project site (Table 11).

the basket measured 24 in. ii, height and Seventy-six species were recorded during

tapered from a ?-in.-diameter opening at the fish counts, including two species that
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among the most widely distributed over
the project site reel. They were recorded

at 9, 10, or all 11 of the counting stations.

The butterfly fishes, Chaetodon ornatissi-

mus and C. trifasciatus, and the wrasse

Thalassoma ballieui were three other

common species and were observed at 8

of the 11 stations.

Coral species in the Porites, Montipora
and Pocillopora genera comprised the

Fig. 105. Spiny puffer, Diodon hystrix, major portions of the reef. A few scai-

being netted after Detonation Ic tered colonies of Iungia scutaria, a mush-
(Charlie). room coral were present. Besides the

corals, sea urchins were the most promi-
were caught in the gill nets, and 74 spe- nent and abundant invertebrates. The sea
cies were represented in the collections urchins Heterocentrotus mammillatus

that were made after the detonations. (slate-pencil urchin), Echinothrix
The majority of the 111 species of fishes calamaris, E. diadema and Diadems
may be considered as permanent resi- paucispina (three species of long-spined

dents of the project site reef. Many of urchins collectively called "wanas"),

these, however, are capable of moving Tripneustes gratilla (short-spined urchin),
over wide areas of the reef. Wandering Echinometra mathaei and E. oblonga,
species, or thosp fishes that probably were very common particularly on the
enter the project reef oniy at infrequent outer half of the reef. Counts of sea
and irregular intervals, include the eagle urchins at transect stations 6 and 8 in

ray, Aetobatus narinari the mullet, November indicated that there was an
Mugil cephalus six species of jack average of about 425 slate-pencil urchins,
crevallys (Family Carangidae) and the 158 short-spined urchins, and 191 long-

snapper, Lutjanus vaigiensis. Several spined "wanas" per acre of reef.
unidentified species of sharks were ob- A few individuals of the coral eating

served in September 19C9 and in Aprii starfish Acanthaster Planci (crown-of-
1970, but they were not included in the thorns starfish) were seen during the fish

list of fishes. Sharks were never ob- counts. Some of these were feeding on
served during the fish counting dives or the corals, but the damage being inflicted
during postdetonation fish collecting, was light. The starfish population level

The 12 most abundant fishes at the was considered as being normal for the

project site in terms of average numbers reef. Other invertebrates that were seen
per acre as determined from fish counts on the projcct site reef but only infre-
during September 1969 are listed in quently were Panulirus japonicus (spiny
Table 12. These fishes, except for the lobster). Polypus marmoratus (octopus)
damselfish Chromis ovalis and the goat- and Holothuria atra (sea cucumber). The
fish, Mulloidichthys samoensis, were kona crab, Ranina serrata, was seen in
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Table 11. Fishes inhabiting project site.

Species observed during Species collected after
*fish counts detonations

Familyand seciesSeptemb er November April June November ApriliMay
Fail ndspces199 1969 1970 1970 1969 1970

MYLIOBATIDAE (eagle ray)
1.RAeNIDAEu arnr x - - - - -

1UANIA (moray eels)
1. Echidna nebulosa - - - - x-
2. Gymnothwrax meleagnis - x - - -

3.G. eurostus - - - -x

CONGRIDAE fwieieshe)- - --

1. Fistularia petimba x- - - --I AULOSTOMIDAE (trumpet fishes)
1. Aulostomus chinensis x x - --

HOLOCENTRIDA1R (squirrelfishes)
1. Holocentrus spinifer - x - -x

2. H. lacteoguttatus --- -- X
3. H. diadema -- - x x
4. Holotrachys lima - - - - -x

5. Myripristis multiradlatus - - - x x x
6. M.berndti - - - x

MUGILIDAE (gray mullets)
1. Mugil cephalus - - -- x

POLYNEMIDAE (threadfins)a
1. Polydactylus sextilis ~a - - - x-4

SERRANIDAE (grouipers)
1. Ypsigramma sp. - - - -x

PSEUDOCHROMIDAE
1. Pseudogramma polyacantha, - - - -

KIJHLIIDAE (aholeholes)I
1. Kulia sandvicensis - - - - x x

PRIACANTIDAE (aweoweos)
1. Pniacanthus cruentatus - - - - -x

APOGONIDAE (cardinal fishes)
1. Apogon brachygrammus - - .- - x-
2. A. snydeni - - - x x
3. A. menesemus - - - - -x

CARANGIDAE (jack crevally)
1. Striola dumerilii --- -x-

2. Decapterus pinnulatus x- - --

3. Carangoides ajax~ x
4. Caranx lugubris-- - - -X

5. C. sexfascintus--- -x-4

6. Trachurops crumenophthalmus x5

LUTJANIDAE (snappers)
1. Lutjaius vaigiensis -- -X

MULLIDAE (goatfishes)
1. Upeneus arge -- -x

2. Mulioidichtiiys sanioensis x x x x x xC
3. M. auriflamma x x - - - - '1
4. Parupeneus chryserydros x x - x -

5. P. porohyreus x x - x - x
6. P. multifasciatus x x x x -

7. P. pleurostigma -x -

CHAETODONTIDAE (butterfly fishes)
1. Centropyge potteri -- - -x

2. Forcipiger loiugirostris x x - x -

3. Chaetodon fremnblii x x - --

4. C. auriga x x - - X %.
5. C. unimaculatus x x - x x x
6. C. lunula x x x x x x
7. C. trifasciatus x x x x xx
8. C. ornat.saimus x x x x x x
9. C. quadnrimaculatus -- x - - -

10. C, rnulticinctus x x - x -x

11. C. -.- in.ris x -- -x x
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Table I1I (continued)

FSpecies observed during Species collected after
fish counts detonations

Family and species September November A ril June November April-May
1969 1969 19370 1970 1969 1970

IRUIlDAE (hawkfishes)
1. Paracirrhites arcatus x - - - - -

2. P. forsteri x - - x --

*3. P. cnctus x - x - --

POMACENTRIDAE (damselfishes)
1. Daseyllus albisella x - - X - x
2. Abudefduf abdominalis x x x x - x
3. Plectroglyphidodcn johristonianus x x x - - x
4. r-omacentrus jenkensi x x x x - x
5. Chromis ovalis x x x x - x

6. C. lt'uelrus x x X X - x

L.ABRIDAP (wrasses)I
2. Labroides phthirophagus x x x x--
3. Cheilinus rhodochrous x x x x X x
4. Thalassoma duperreyi x X x X --

5. T. ballieui x x X X--
6. Gomphosus varius x x x x --

7. Coris flavovittata x-- ---

8. C. gaimardi x -- x--

9. Stehojulis axillaris x x- ---

10. S. albovittata x x- --- I
11. Novaculichthys taeniourus
12. Anampses cuvieri x-- ---

SCARIDAE (parrotfishes)

2. Scarus dubius x x x x -x

3. 5. perspicillatus x x x -- x

4. S. sordidus x -- x - 2

ZANCLT1)AE (moorish idol)I
*1. Zanclus canescens x x x x--

ACANTHZJRMIAE (surgeonfishes)
1. Acarithurus sandvicensis x x x x x x
2. A. a~hilles x x - x--

5. A. zigroris x x x x--
6. A. olivaceus --- -- x

7. A. dussumieri x - -x

9. A. niata -x x x x x
10. Ctenochaetus strigosus x x x x--
11. Zebrasoma flavescens x x x - --

*12. Z. veliferurn x x x x--
13. Naso lituratus x x x x -x

14. N. hexacanthus x-- ---

15. N. unicornis --- x x

ELIEOTR1DAE
1. Asterropteryx semipunctatus . - -x-

BLENNIII)AE (bennies)
1. Fxallias brevis x x x x -x

*2. Cirripectus obscurus x x x X--

BROTU I)AE
1. lBrotula multibarbata ---- X

SCORPAENII)AE (scorpion fishes)
1. lDenarochirus brachypterus --- -- x
2. Scorpaenodes guamensis --- -X

BA LISTIDAE (triggerfishes)
1. Xanthichthys ringens -x- ---

2. Rhinecanthus rectangulus x x X X -X

3. Mclichthys buniva x x X X -X

4. M. vidua x-- ---

5. Balistes bursa ---- x

MONACANTI lA E (filefishes)
1. Pervagor spilosoma - - X-x

2. P. metanocephalus --- -x

3. Amanses carolae x x - -x

4. A. sandwichiensis - - - x
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Table 11 (continued)

Species observed during Species collected after
fish counts detonations

Family and species SepTfniber November AprIT june November ApFIl-My
16S N969 170 1970 1969 1970y

OSTRACIONTIDAE (boxfishes)
1. Ostracion lentiginosus X X - - xX

TETRAODONTIDAE (puffers)
1. Arothron meleagris X - - - xX
2. A. hispidus X X

CANTmIGASTERIDAE (sharpbacked puffers)
1. Canthigaster jactator X X X - -X

DIODONTIDAE (spiny puffers)I1. Diodon hystrix X x - X
ANTENNARIIDAE (frogiishes)

1. Abantennarius analis -- - - -XI2. Antennarius drombus - - - - - X
Total number of species 65 52 35 43 31 64

aCaught in gill net.

Table 12. Twelve most abundant fishes at project site as determined from fish counts

Occurrence
Average number (number

Ranking Species per acre of stations)

1 Scarus dubius 70.2 11
2 Thalassoma, duperreyi 64.8 11

3 Chromis ovalis 44.6 6I
4 Pomacentrus jenkinsi 34.5 11
5 Ctenochaetus strigosus 34.1 10
6 Gomphosus varius 30.7 11
7 Mulloidichthys samoensis 25.5 5
8 Acanthurus nigroris 18.8 10
9 Parupeneus multifasciatus 18.1 11

10 Acanthurus nigroftxscus 16.1 9
11 Cirripectus variolosus 13.2 10
12 Exallias brevis 13.2 10

the sand channel immediately to the South obtained from predeto-sation fish counts
of the project site. The only inverte- are presented in Table 13. The standing
brates that were collected after the deto- crops derived for the 11 counting stations
nations were two specimens of an uniden- in September 1969 varied from 17.i to
tified species of nudibranchs. 101.1 lb/acre and averaged 62.8 lb/acre.

An estimate of 196.7 lb/acre was obtained

Standing Crops of Fishes for Station 3, but this estimate was heav-
Estimates of the standing crops of ily influenced by the inclusion of an eagle

*fishes, expressed in pounds per acre, ray which was estimated at 30 lb in weight.
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Table 13. Results of predetonation fish counts.

Number Number Calculated Calculated
Date and of of fishes number lb

station No. species counted per acre per acre

September 22-25, 1969

1 22 148 537 21.7
2 18 70 254 30.6
3 24 290 1053 87.8 ( 19 6 .7 )a

4 32 228 828 101.1
5 28 159 577 44.4
6 34 239 868 84.4

7 24 347 1,260 93.8

8 32 229 831 97.2
9 419 159 577 50.6

10 25 290 1.053 62.5

11 13 132 479 17.1

Average 24.7 2C8.3 756.1 62.8

November 3, 1969

4 42 306 1,111 266.8
6 35 188 682 85.4

8 33 420 1,525 445.2

Average 36.7 304.7 1,106 265.8

aIncluding an eagle ray estimated at 30 lb in weight.

By excluding the weight of the eagle ray adjacent to the shoreline. Apparently,
from the calculat'ons, the standing crop waters within this sediment zone remain

estimate would be reduced to 87.8 lb/acre in a constant state of turbidity. This

which is belie, ed to be a more accurate turbidity was increased considerably by

representation of normal situations. The project-related activities involving the

lowest estimate of 17.1 lb/acre was ob- construction and subsequent removal of
tained from station 11 which was eituated crushed coral causeways and the drilling

in a sand bottom channel that bisects the of charge emplacement holes.

reef immedi;ttely to the south of the pro- The numbers of fishes enumerated at
posed harbor entrance cha.nnel. the 11 counting stations in September

Low standing crops were also obtained ranged from 70 to 347 and averaged 208.3

at the near shore Stations i, 2, and 5 and per station iTable 13). Through extrapo-

at Station 9. This was probably the result lation, an overall average of 756.1 fishes

of murky water conditions that existed at per acre of reef was indicated to be pres-

these stations because of their proximity ent at the project site. As will be dis-

to the sediment zone lying in a wide band cussed in a following section, the fish
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collections made after the detonations later calculations of fishes affected by the

revealed that several species of fishes, detonations were derived by averaging the

some of which were very abundant in the values obtained from the fish counts in
collections, were missed entirely in the September and November. These aver-

fish counts. Therefore, the estimates ages were 924.8 fishes per acre and a

that were obtained for the numbers and standing crop of 120.0 lb/acre.

standing crops based on the fish counts

must be considered as underestimates. Fishes Collected After Detonations

Fish counts in November were limited The fish collections made after the

to Stations 4, 6, and 8. During the Sep- Phase I series of detonations may be con-

tember survey, data obtained from these sidered complete in that all fishes ob-

three stations showed an average density served at the surface were picked up, and

of 842 fishes per acre and an average most of the fiohes collected by other proj-

standing crop of 94.2 lb/acre (Table 13). ect personnel were made available for

In November, the counts indicated that examination. After the Phase II detona-

the average number of fishes increased tions, however, it was possible to collect

by 31.3% to 1,106 fishes per acre and the only a representative sample of the fishes

average standing crop increased 182.2% because of the large numbers that were

to 265.8 lb/acre. These increases were affected and because the fishes were dis-

due primarily to an increase in sizes and persed over a very wide area. Also, the

abundance of parrotfishes and surgeon- samples collected by other project per-

fishes, and to a lesser extent or; the sonnel were not examined. Collecting

increase in numbers of goatfishes, trig- efforts were hampered by the extreme

gerfishes and spiny puffers. On the turbidity created by the blasts which lim-

a~sumption that the numbers of fishes ited visibility to within a few inches of the

and standing crops at the eight other sta- surface, and, because of this turbidity, it

tions surveyed in September but not in was not possible to determine the species

November increased at the same ratio as and numbers of fishes that sank to the

did Stations 4, 6, and 8, an average den- bottom. A thick layer of brownish scum

sity of 992.8 fishes per acre and an aver- blanketed extensive artas after the

age standing crop of 177.2 lb/acre were Phase II detonations to further hamper

indicated for November. collecting efforts (Fig. 106).
An attempt was made to conduct fish The species and numbers of fishes that

counts on the day before the initial were collected after the Phase I and

Phase II detonation in order to obtain Phase II detonations are listed in Table 14.

data that would have been applicable at After the first 1-ton detonation (Charlie),

the time of the detonations. However, 25 fishes comprised of 13 species were

the counts were not made because of a found. The butterfly fishes seemed most
breakdown of the outboard motor on the heavily affected by this blast as 10 indi-

survey boat. For this reason, the esti- viduals of three species were collected.

mates of the average number of fishes A noteworthy specimen in the collection

and the average standing crop used in was the snapper Lutjanus vaiiensis
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of the nearest 1-ton detonation. Seventy-

one fishes belonging to 26 species were

collected after the blast. The four spe-
" " 2i " cies were most numerous in the collec-

tion, comprising 54% of the fishes col-

lected, included the cardinal fish Apogon

M P.snyderi, the squirrelfish Holocentrus

S , " diadema, the surgeonfish Acanthurus

O nigrofuscus and the puffer Aronthron

-.. hispidus. The remaining 22 species were

represented by less than three specimens
Fig. 106. Thick layer of brownish scum,

resulting from detonations, each.
hampered postdetonation fish The initial detonation of the Phase 11
collecting efforts. series (II-ABCD) resulted in a collection

of 401 fishes representing 50 different

which was one of the exotic species intro- species. Seventy-five percent of the

duced into Hawaiian waters by the State fishes in the collection belonged to the

Division of Fish and Game. Releases of squirrelfish, damselfish, and butterfly
this snapper were made only off the fish families. Pomacentrus jenkinsi and

island of Oahu during the period from Myripristis multiradiatus were the two

1956 through 1961, but it is now well- most numerous individual species. The

established around all the Hawaiian rarest fish found in this collection was a

Islands. small grouper (Family Serranidae) of the

Dead fishes were not seen after the genus Ypsigramma (Fig. 107). As far as

second 1 ton detonation (Delta). For this is known only one other specimen of this

blast SGZ was situated only about 100 ft

shoreward from the previous blast

(Charlie), and it was suspected that most

of the fishes not affected by the initial -

blast may have been scared away, or they

may have moved out of the area to escape

the extremely silty conditions that were

created. Possibly for this same reason,

only two dead fishes were found after the --- 1

third 1-ton detonation (Alpha), and only 1. .

one was found after the fourth detonation .

(Bravo). These two detonations were

fired on the same day within a period of Fig. 107. A 2-3/4-in. grouper of Genus
Ypsigramma (Family Ser-

2 hr, and both were situated only about ranidae) killed by Detonation II-

100 ft from the previous two blasts. ABCD; this specimen was be-

The 10-ton detonation (Echo) was situ- lieved to be only the second of
species collected from Hawaiian

ated slightly more than 400 ft northwest Islands.
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Table 14. Species and numbers of fishes collected after Phase I and Phase 11
detonations.

Code No. and date of detonation
Phase 1 (1669) Phase 11 (1970)

Charlie Delta Alpha Wravc Eho Il-ABCD) I-F I-JI
Fam-ly and species 11/4 11/5 11/6 1!,6 11/t7 4,'23 4T7 5;1

MlURAENIl)AE (moray eels)

1. Echidna nebu~osa - - - - 1 - - - -

2. Gyninothorax eurostus - - - - - - 1 -I

3t. G. undulatus - -

CONGIIAF (Witte eels)
1. Conger marginatus - - - 1 - - - -

1101.0CFTRII)AE (squirrelfishes)
1. Holoc'ent',zs spinifer - - - - - 2 - -

2. HI. larteoguttatus - - - - - -

3. 11.diadema - - - - 8. 40 25 8 18
4. llolotrachys lima - - - - - 16 - - 10
i. Myripristis multiradiatus - - - - 1 82 4 1 25
6. M. berndti - - - - - 25 2 - 11

%WUGIIDAE (gray mullets)
1. Nlugil cephalus - - - - - - 15 2 -

POt.YN l:NIII)AE (threadfins)
1. Polydactylus sextilis- -- -- -

SERIIANII)AE (groupers)
1. Ypsigrainma sp.- - - -1 - - -

PSEVUX)ClROMIDAF
1. I'seudogramma palyacantha - - - - - 6 - -I

KUIII..IIDAE (aholeholes)
1. Kuhlia, sandvicensis - - - - 3 - -

lIMACANTIDlA (aweoweos)
1. Priacanthus cruenatus - - - - - I1 - 2

A1IOGO\II)AE (cardinal fishes)
1. Apogon brac'hygrammus - - - - 3 - - - -

2. A. snyderi 2 - - - 18 1 3 1 3

CA RANGIDAE (jack crevally)
1. Seriola dumerilai - - - -

2. ('arangindesi ajax I

3. Caranx lugubris- - - - -- - - II
4. C. Sexfascitus- - - 1- - - -

I.UT.ANIDAE (snappe.rs)
1. ILutjanus vaigiensis 1I

NIULI.IDAE (goatfishes)
1. Upeneus arge I - - - 1 - - -

2. Mulloidichthys samoensis 2 - - - 1 - - -

3. Parupeneus porphyreus - - - - - - I -

CIL-NETOI)ONTII)Al (butterfly fishes)
1. Centropyge pottert - - - 1 - - - -

2. Chaetodor. auriga 6 - - 1 3 3 - - -

3. C. unirnaculatus - - - 3 5 1 - - -

4. C. lunula 1 2 1 - 1 -

5. C. !rifasciatus 3 - - 2 19 7 2 11 -
6. C. ornatissimus - - - 2 5 31 -

7. C. multicinc'tus - - - - I - - - -

8. C. miliarts - - - 1 3 1 - 2 -

PONIACENTRII)AE (damselfishes)
1. Ilsryllus albisella - - - - - 2 - - -

2. Abudc'tduf abdominalis - - - - - - - - 1
3. Plectroglyphadodon johnstonianus - - - - - 1 - - -

4. Pomarentrus ienkenst - - - 86 6 1 24
5. Chromis ovalis - - - - -4 - -

6. C. leucurus - I - -1- -

1.ABRUDAI: (wrasses)

1. IBodianus bilutiulatus - I - - -I

?. Cheilinus rhodochrous - - - - - 1 -
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Table 14 (continued)

Code No. and date of detonation
Phase I (1969Y Phase 11(1970)

Charlie Delta Alpha Bravo-Echo l-ABCD LI-EF 1I-IJKIL
Family and species 11/4 11/5 11/6 11/6 11,t7 4!23 424/9 5/11

SCARIDAE (parrot fishes)
1Scarus dubius - - - - - - - 5 -

2.S. perspicillatus - - - - - - - 2
3.S odds- - - - - 1 - 5 1

ACANTHUR!DAE (surgeonfishes)
1. Acanthurus sandvicensis - - - 11 3
2. A. leucopareus - - - - - - 8 2 6

S. A. dussumieri - 2 - - - --

6. A. xanthopterus 1 - - - - 2 1 - -
7. A.mata 2 - - - - 3 2 - 2
8. Naso lituratus 4 2 -
9. N.unicornis- - - - - I

ELEOTRIDAE
1. Asterropteryx semipunctatus - - - - 2 - - -

BLENNIIDAE (blennies
1. Exallias brevis - - - - - - - 1 -

BROTULIDAE
1. Brotula multibarbata - - - - - 3 - 5 3 '

SCORPAENIDAE (scorpion fishes)
1. Dendrochirus brachypterus - - - - - 1I - -

2. Scorpaenodes guamensis - - - - - 3 - - -

BALISTIMAE (triggerfishesj
2. Melachthys buniva - - - - - 18 3 7
3. llalistes bursa - - - - - 4 - - -

MONACANTIDAE (filefishes)
1. Pervagor spilosoma - - - - - 4 - - 2
2. P. melanocephalus - - - - - 3 - - -
3. Amanr"- carolae - - - - - 8 - 1 3
4. A. sandwichiensis - - - - - I - - -

OSTRACIONTIDAE (boxfishes)
1. Ostracion lentiginosus - - - - 1 3 - 1 3

TETRAODONTiDAE (puffers)
1. Arothron meleagris 1 - - - 2 1 - -
2. A.hispidus 2 - 1 1 5 3 3 - 4

CANTHIGASTF.RIDAE (sharpback
puffers)
1. Canthigaster jactator- - - -1 1 - 1

DIODONTIDAE (spiny puffers)
1. Diodon hystrix 2 - - 2 3 1 - -

ANTIENAR11DAE (frogfishes)
1. Abartennarius snalis - - - - 2 - -

2. Ante-nnarius drombus - - - - 4 1 3 1

Total number of specimens: 25 0 2 1 71 401 100 52 152
Total number of species: 13 0 2 1 25 50 25 21 29



species has ever been collected from the netted as it floundered at the surface.

Hawaiian Islands,1 4 and its specific iden- This was the largest fish collected after

tity has not yet been determined, the detonations.

A thorough collection of dead fishes The differences in species of fishes

was made after Detonation II-EF. The found after Phase I and Phase II detona-

blast area was searched until every fish tions are readily apparent through an

at the surface was picked up, and this examination of Table 14. Ten species

resulted in a sample consisting of 100 found after the Phase I series were not

fishes of 25 species. The squirrelfish, collected after the Phase II series, and,

Holocentrus diadema, was the most conversely, 43 species collp' -?d after

numerous individual species collected, the Phase II series were absent in the

The mullet, Mugil cephalus, an important Phase I collections. To a certain extent,

commercial species, was collected for the the differences in species composition

first time. According to local residents can be attributed to the different habitats

mullets commonly frequent the area of that were available at the two sites. At

the project site, and it was somewhat of a the Phase I site, the waters were con-

surprise that they were not collected after stantly turbid, the bottom was silty and

any of the previous detonations. A second only a few live coral heads were available.

search of the blast site on the following On the other hand, a greater part of the

morning (29 April 1970) resulted in a col- Phase II site was characterized by clear

lection of 52 additional specimens. These water and a hard, live coral bottom con-
fishes apparently floated to the surface taining numerous cracks and crevices.
subsequent to the previous days collection Certain families of fishes, such as the

aid were probably buoyed to the surface moray eels, squirrelfishes, butterfly

by decomposition gases. Among the 21 fishes, damselfishes, wrasses, surgeon-

species that were included, 10 were not fishes, triggerfishes and filefishes, gen-

represented in the previous days collec- erally prefer clear water areas free of
15tion. A total of 152 fishes of 35 species sediment. These fishes are usually

was therefore collected after Detona- abundant where conditions favor the

tion II-EF. growth of coral, such as was found at the

Detonation II-IJKL excavated the berth- Phase II site.

ing basin of the small-boat harbor and The data obtained through postdetona-

was located closer to shore than the other tion fish collections suggested that esti-

Phase II detonations. A sample of 154 mates of numbers and standing fish crops

fishes of 29 species was collected after derived through fish counts would be

this blast. As in previous Phase II col- lower than that which actually existed.

lections, squirrelfishes, butterfly fishes, While 37 of the 76 species enumerated

damselfishes, and surgeon fishes were during fish counting Jives were never

well-represented in the sample. Seventy- found during postblast collecting, 35 of

seven percent of the fishes collected the 74 species found after the blasts were

belonged to these families. An ulua, not observed during the fish counts

Caranx lugubris weighing 38 lb was (Table 11). Some of the fishes that were
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collected but which were not seen in the other very common and abundant species

fish counting dives belonged to the squir- that were not recovered after the blasts.

relfish, cardinal fish, moray eel, and Although the parrot fishes were among

aweoweo families. Species belonging to the most abundant fishes at the project

these families are normally more active site, a total of only 14 specimens was

during the night and usually spend the day collected, and 10 of the 14 were not found

hiding deep within cracks and crevices of until the day after one of the detonations.

the reef. Only a few squirrelfishes were Most of the fishes exhibited no visible

observed by the divers, but they were external injuries, but a few were severely

among the most abundant fishes brought lacerated (Figs. 108 and 109). Autopsies

up by the detonations, Some of the other were not performed on dead fishes.

fishes may have been missed during the

fish counts because of their small size,

their protective coloration, and their

relative scarcity, or because they did not

occur in the areas where fish counts were

conducted.

The sole dependence on postdetonation

fish collections as an indicator of the

species composition of marine life at the

project site would have also proven inac-

curate. As previously mentioned, many

fishes that were definitely known to be

present at the project site were never Fig. 108. Sorting of fishes collected after
brought to the surface by the explosions. Detonation I-IJKL (most offishes showed no sign of exter-
The species in the wrasse family (Family nal injuries).

Labridae) may be cited as an example.

Of the 12 labrid species recorded for the

project site, 11 were observed during the

fish counts and only two species were

collected after the detonations (see

Table 11). While some of the labrids

were not very abundant, which would

account for their absence in the postdet- .

onation collections, three species, OF

T'halassoma duperreyi, T. ballieui and

Gomphosus varius, were very abundant

and occurred throughout the reef. How- ~-- " -
"

ever, not a single one of these three Fig. 109. Lacerated dan.selfish collected

species was collected. The surgeonfish, after Detonatior. II-ABCD (only
Ctenochaetus strigosus, and the goatfish, a few of fishes collected after

detonation were as severely
Parupeneus multifasciatus were two lacerated).
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Although most of the fishes observed The distance to which all fishes were

at the surface were dead, several were affected was not determined for the rea-

still aliv.2. Some of the injured fishes son that at the minimum distance tested

were capable of only feeble movement of (120 ft from the blast center) only 90% of

their fins while others were still able to the caged fishes were affected. A com-

escape from the approaching boat and dip parison of the effects on fishes placed ir.

net. A juvenile amberjack, Seriola cages strung-out in two different Cirec-

dumerilii netted after the 10-ton Detona- tions, one to the south and the other to I
tion Echo, regained equilibrium soon the west, indicated that blast effects were
after it was placed in a pail of clear generally more severe in the southerly J

water. This amberjack was taken to direction.

Honolulu where it was maintained in an The results obtained from the Phase 11

aquarium for a minimum of 12 days at series of detonations were quite variable

which time it appeared fully recovered (see Table 16). Where Detonation II-EF

and in good health. This recovery would resulted in a 100% mortality at a dstance

indicate that some of the other injured or of 210 ft, only 80% of the caged fishes at

stunned fishes would have recovered had a distance of 120 ft from Detonation iI-

they been left in the water after the blasts, IJKL were affected. The results from

Detonation II-ABCD which inflicted a

Distances to Which Fishes 100% mortality at a distanc- of 100 ft
Were Affected were not conclusive since cages set at

The effects of Phase I and Phase 11 the next two greater distances, at 150

detonations on caged fishes placed at and 200 ft, were not found after the blast.

varying distances from the SGZ's are The effects of Detonations I-ABC D,

summarized in Table 15. The results II-EF, and II-IJKL were evidenced at

from Detonations Delta and Alpha indi- maximum distances of 300, 300, and

cated that the 1-ton detonations killed or 240 ft, respectively. Only for Detona-

injured all fishes within a radius of about tion I-ABCD was there the possibility

80 ft and that some fishes were affected that the maximum range could have ex-

to a maximum distance of 185 ft. On the tended beyond the stated distance.

assumption that resident fishes in every A comparison of blast effects between

direction around the blast center were fishes placed near the surface and those

affected to the same degree as the test placed deeper were not very conclusive.

fishes, it was estimated that each 1-ton Fishes placed near the surface at dis-

detonation affected fishes within an area tances of 200 and 300 ft from Detonation

of 107.521 ft2 (2.5 acres), and that all II-ABCDwere more severely affected than

fishes within 20,106 ft2 (0.5 acres) cen- thoseplaced 24 and 30 ft below the surface

tered around the blast center were either at the respective distances. On the other

killed or injured. hand, fishes in a cage set at a depth of 15

Results from Detonation Echo indi- and 210 ft away from Detonation II-EF
cated that the 10-ton detonation affected were more heavily affected than those in

fishes for a maximum distance of 330 ft. the surface cage at the same location.
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Table 15. Effects of detonations on caged fishes.

Test cage distance
(in feet)

and direction Condition of fish after blast Percentage
(south or west) N e... Number Number injured

from SGZ unalfected injured dead and/or dead

A. Detonation Delta (5 November 1969)

100(s) 1 1 3 80
120 (s) 1 t 3 80

150 (W) 4 1 0 20

155 (s) 2 2 1 60

185 (s) 3 0 2 40

205(s) 5 0 0 0

235 (s) 5 0 0 0
270 (s) 5 0 0 0

B. Detonation Alpha (6 November 1969)

80 (w) 0 0 5 100

100 (s) 3 2 0 40
30

100 (w) 4 0 1 20'

130 (s) 5 0 0 0

160 (s) 5 0 0 0

190 (s) 5 0 0 0

220 (s) 5 0 0 0
250 () 5 0 0 0

C. Detonation Echo (7 November 1969)

120 (s) 0 1 4 100
90

120 (w) 1 2 2 801
150 (s) 2 3 0 60

30

150 (w) 5 0 0 0

180 (s) 3 2 0 40 S40
180 (w) 3 1 1 40

210 (s) 3 1 1 40 50

210 (w) 2 2 1 60

240 (s) 3 1 1 40 40

240 (w) 3 0 2 401

270 (s) 3 2 0 40
30

270 (w) 4 0 1 201

300 (s) 4 1 0 20

330 (s) 4 0 1 20

360 (s) 5 0 0 0
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Table 15 (continued)

Test cage distance
(in feet)

and direction Condition of fish after blast Percentage
(south or west) Nurmber Numb er Number injured

from SGZ unaffected injured dead and/or dead
D. Detonation II-ABCD (25 April 1970)

100 (w) 0 0 5 100
150(w) a __a .a _a

200 _a _a

250 (w) 3 1 1 40
300 (w) 5 0 0 0
350 (w) 5 0 0 0

400 (w) 5 0 0 0

450 (w) 5 0 0 0

200 (s)b  2 1 2 60

200 (s)c 3 1 1 40
300 (s)b 2 2 1 60

300 ( d  4 0 1 20 40

F. Detonation II-EF (28 April 1970)

90 (w) _a a a ._a

120(w) _a _a _a _a

150 (w) a __.a _a _a

180 (w) 0 0 4 100

210 (w) 0 0 4 100
270 (w) 2 0 2 50
300(w 3 1 0 25

360(W 4 0 0 0

420 (w) 4 0 0 0

2 10 (s)b 3 1 0 25

210 (s)e  2 1 1 50 )

F. Detonation II-IJKL (1 May 1970)

120 (w) 1 1 3 80
150 (w) 3 0 2 40

180 (w) 3 1 1 40

210(w) _a _a _a _a
240 (w) 4 1 0 20
300 (w) _a _a a _a

360 (w) 5 0 0 0

420 (w) 5 0 0 0

aCage lost.
bsurface.

c 2 5 ft below surface.

d3 0 ft below surface.

el5 ft below surface.
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Table 16. Areas affected by Phase II detonations.

Phase 11 detonations
I-ABCD II-EF 1I-IJKL

Arrangement of individual charges: row row square

Spacing between individual charges
in feet ("x" in equation below) 100 120 120

Radius in feet (R)
1. Distance to which all fishes

were killed or injured: 100 210 120b

2. Maximum distance to which
fishes were killed or injured: 300 3 0 0 c 240

Equation used to determine area 22 2
affected: A = r A = r A = r 2

+6rx +6rx +4rx +x 2

Area affected in square feet (A)
1. Area in which all fishes were

killed or injured: 91,416 289,744 117,239

2. Maximum area in which fishes
were killed or injured: 462,744 498,744 310.556

Averages. Area in which all fishes were killed or injured: 166,133 square feet
or 3.8 acres

Maximum area in which fishes were killed or injured: 424,015 square feet
or 9.7 acres

'Actual distance may have been greater than 100 ft, but cages placed at the next two

greater distances were not recovered after the blast.
b Minimum distance tested for this detonation; only 90% of the fishes were affected.

CMaximum distance tested; fishes may have been affected beyond this range.

Estimates of Numbers and charges were arranged in a square array.
Pou-dage of Fis-es Affected In both equations, "r" represents the

Estimates of the numbers and weights radius or distance in feet to which fishes

of fishes affected by the detonations were were affected au determined through the

obtained only for the Phase 11 series of tests with caged fishes, "x" represents

detonations sincc data on densities and the spacing in feet between individual

standing crops were not obtainable from charges, and "A" represents the area in

the Phase I detonations site. Approxima- square feet affected by the blasts.

tions of the areas that were affected by The values that were substituted for

Detonations I:-ABCD and II-EF in which ir and x' and the resulting values of

the individual charges were arranged in a "A" obtained through solution of the equa-

row were obtained by using the equation tions are listed in Table 16. Estimates

A = wr2 + Grx, whereas the equation of the maximum area affected by each

A = w2 + 4rx + x2 was used for the deter- Phase I detonation varied from 310,556

mination of the area affected by Detona- to 498,744 sq ft and averaged 424,015 sq

tion II-IJKL in which the individual ft, or an equivalent of 9.7 acres. On the
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basis that each acre of reef supported an Postdetonation Fish Counts

average population of 924.8 fishes weigh- Fish counts were made at two stations

ing 120.0 lb, as was previously deter- on 27 Apri.' 1070, four days after Detona-
mined from fish counts, it was estimated tion II-ABCD but prior to Detonations II-
that the 9.7 acres of reef area affected by EF and II-IJKL. These counts were made
each blast contained 8,970 fishes weighing at the approximate locations shown for

a total of 1,164 lb. However, every fish Stations 6 and 3 in Fig. 102. The count

within the maximum area affected by the at the approximate location of Station 6
blasts was not killed or injured. For the included areas in which the corals were

three detonations, the area within which flattened by the force of Detonation II-

every fish was killed or injured varied ABCD. Large chunks of coral were seen

from 91,416 to 289,744 sq ft and averaged laying on their sides and the water was

166,133 sq ft or 3.8 acres. This area murky from suspended sediment.

contained an estimated 3,514 fishes wei.gh- The cnunt at Station 6 resulted in the

ing a total of 456 lb. In the remaining enumeration of 20 species of fishes hay-
257,882 sq ft, or 5.9 acres, only an unde- ing a standing crop density of 45.8 lb/acre

termined percentage of the 5,456 fishes (Table 17). Nearly7 0% of the standing crop

were affected, was accounted for by small parrot- fishes

Table 17. Results of postdetoration fish counts.

Number Number Calculated
Date and of of fishes number Calculated

station No. species counted per acre lb/acre

27 April 1970

3 30 284 1,030 90.0
6 20 149 541 45.8

Averages 25 216.5 785.5 67.9

4 June 1970

1 12 120 436 66.5

2 28 686 2,490 292.9

3 23 220 799 57.1

4 26 272 987 76.4

6 19 255 926 56.2

7 11 31 112 6.5
8 14 240 871 93.8

9
10

11

Average for 7 lines: 19.0 260.6 945.9 92.8
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that occurred in large schools. The excavated entrance channel and berthing

damselfish, Pomacentrus jenkensi, and basin, a 3- to 4-ft thick layer of extremely

two species of blennies were among silty water lay over the bottom. The bot-

the fishes that were observed within the tom of the entrance channel was covered

coral rubble area creat*ed by the blast, over by silt.

This damselfish and the two blennies The fish counts at Stations 7 and 8

usually establish themselves within a which included areas that were excavated

restricted portion of the reef and do not resulted in the enumeration of only 11 and
normally move about as do the other reef 14 species of fishes, respectively. At

fishes, such as the parrotfishes, surgeon- both these stations, fishes were not seen

fishes, goatfishes and wrasses, to name in or above the layer of silty water. The

a few. It appeared improbable, judging fishes -vere present only along the sides

from the extent of damage to the reef, of the newly excavated channel where

that the damselfish and blennies observed corals, although damaged and toppled,

were survivors of the blast. It was more were still present. A low standing crop

probable that these fishes had moved into of 6.5 lb/acre was obtained for Station 7,

the coral damaged area subsequent to the whereas at Station 8 the standing crop

blast, and this would indicate that repopu- was estimated to be 93.8 lb/acre. The

lation of affected area would commence bulk of the fish weight at Station 8 was

almost immediately after the blast even from the parrotfish, Scarus dubius which

by species that do not move freely about accounted for 63% of the weight, and the

the reef. wrasse, Thalassoma duperreyi, which

The count at Station 3 resulted in the accounted for 14% of the weight.

enumeration of 30 species of fishes at a An average of 19.0 species of fishes

standing crop density of 90.0 lb/acre, were obse ved at the 7 stations. This

The increase in the number of species represented a considerable decrease

over the number that was present at this from the predetonation average of 26.7

station in September and the almos* iden- species per station enumerated at the

tical standing crop density, suggested same 7 stations in September 1969. The

that Detonation II-ABCD had little effect average number of fishes per acre and

on fishes at this station, the average standing fish crop, however,

Postdetonation fish counts were also both increased over the predetonation

conducted on 4 June 1970 approximately values. The number of fishes increased

one month after completion of the Phase I from 806 to 946 per acre, and the stand-

series of detonations. New transect lines ing crop increased from 73.8 to 92.8 lb/

were laid at approximately the same loca- acre.

tions as those in September 1969 and were

numbered in the same order. Fish counts SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
were obtained at 7 of the 11 stations, and
the findings are also summarized in A three-part program was carLied out

Table 17. Waters were generally clear on Project Tugboat. This consisted of

over the reef area, but throughout the observing and recording the marine life
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at selected loc,,.ions prior to, during, discrepancies were attributed to the

and following the detonations; determining limitations inherent in the observation

the distances from the detonations to and collection methods that were em-

which fish kills and injuries were affected ployed.

by the anchored fish cage technique; and For the large detonations of Phase II,

collecting the dead and stunned fish fol- the distances to which all fish in fish
lowing each detonation. The basic objec- cages were killed were 100 ft for Detona-
tive was to determine the effects of the tion II-ABCD, 120 ft for Detonation II-

detonations on the marine environment of IJKL, and 210 ft from Detonation II-EFo

Kawaihae Bay. The maximum distance to which any fish

One hundred eleven different species were killed or injured probably did not

representing 34 families of marine fishes exceed 300 ft on any of the three above

were found at the project site through detonations.

underwater observations by divers and As estimated from the collections

through collections of dead and injured made following the detonations the fain-

fishes after the detonations. Of the 76 ilies of fishes most affected within the

species that were recorded by the divers, area of dead and injured fish were squir-

37 were not found during postdetonation relfish, butterfly fish, damselfish, sur-

collections, and conversely, 35 of the 74 geonfish, cardinal fish, and the puffer.

species found during postdetonation col- Not all fishes collected following the det I
lection activities were not observed dur- onations were dead. Some were just

ing the underwater observations. These stunned. As a test, a live but stunned

Table 18. Summary of data ".- r four underwater observations in pounds of fish per
acre of reef area.

Date of observation
Station Sept 1969 3 Nov 1969 27 Apr 1970 4 June 1970

1 21.7 66.5

2 30.6 - 292.9

3 87.8 - 90.0 57.1

4 101.1 266.8 - 76.4

5 44.5 - - -

6 84.4 85.4 45.8 56.2

7 93.8 - - 6.5
8 97.2 455.2 93.8
9 50.6 .

10 62.5

11 17.1 -

Average for each observation:
62.8 265.8 67.9 92.8

Average for common stations surveyed during first and last observations
73.8 92.8
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fish that was p i c k e d up was kept in cent to the blasted channel and berthing

a tank for several weeks and appeared basin) are being rapidly repopulated from

to be in good health at the end of that adjacent unaffected areas. The detona-

time. tions altered the immediate areas of the

A summary of the data from the four channel and berthing basin from one of
underwater observations conducted is clear water and hard, coral bottoms to

given in Table 18 in terms of total pounds one containing a silt bottom and murky

of fish per acre of reef area. As can be waters 3imilar to what was found at the

seen the data are extremely variable mak- Phase I detonation site prior to the blasts.

ing it impossible to draw definitive con- It is suspected that the final species com-

clusions. However, the data do indicate position and density in these areas will

that segments of the project site still reflect the changes that were incurred in

containing corals (i.e., immediately adja- the habitat.

Section 5

Seismic- and Structural-Motion Measurements

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES slightly from those in Phase I reflecting

more definitive predictions for the more

The objective of this technical program vulnerable structures. During the analy-

during the Phase I seismic calibration sis phase of the seismic-motion and

series was to provide seismic-motion and structural-response program, the U.S.

and structural-response data as a function Army Fugineer Waterways Experiment

of yield, range, and DOB. specific to the Station (WES) was delegated the prime

site that could be used to estimate the responsibility for ground-motion data

maximum safe yield for detonations dur- interpretation and John A. Blume &

ing Phase I. Associates was contracted to analyzc.

A comprehensive seismic-motion structural-response data. WES provided

measurement and structures-response pertinent raw data to John A. Blume &

program was also undertaken during Associates.

Phase II. The objective was to verify

safety predictions and to provide seismic- EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

motion and structural-response data as a

function of range and firing conditions. Station Locations

Thirteen locations were instrumented Following a survey of structures sur-

during both phases of the program; i.e., rounding the site (see Section 6) and prior

during the period 13 October to 12 Novem- to the execution of Phase I, personnel of

ber 1969 for Phase 1, and 10 April to John A. Blume & Associates, NCG, and

5 May 1970, for Phase II. The locations WES made a reconnaissance trip to deter-

instrumented during Phase II differed mine the location of the 13 measurement
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stations. The criteria for instrumenting " 'GM-7 Scale - ft

a location included the specific structure's at log peeling 0 2000mill
vulnerability to possible architectural or 1000 1000 3000

structural damage, the predicted motion

at the location, and the cost of repairing GM-1 0 Ground-motion station
locations

any possible damage. The project crite- SR-i aM SrCtue4esos

--. 9 -"Stures-respoo e
ria were that no damage would be in- station locations

curred that could be avoided, and injury GM-

to any members of the public was unac- Visitors obser-

ceptable. Therefore, all lucations were A vation area

instrumented where predicted motionsA pproximate point 3 GM-B

for Phase II were of such a magnitude as SGZ loca
tion, Phase I GM-3

to possibly cause damage or injury, or to

incur repair costs.

As a result of data obtained during the GM-4 GM-5

Phase I program, a few changes were I I
made in the station locations for Phase II. SR-2 & N

Actual station locations for Phases I and GM-6
II, respectively, are shown in Figs. 110 SR-4

and 111. Those stations identified as GM

are ground-motion stations and those

identified as SR are structural-response Fig. 110. Seismic station locations,

stations. Each station consisted of three Phase I.

sensors oriented in an orthogonally tri-

axial array resulting in 39 active data others orthogonal to it to facilitate

channels. The approximate distances of structure analysis.

the stations from SGZ are given in All dati ,ere recorded on direct-write

Tables 19 and 20. Figures 112 through oscillographs. Selected structural-

123 show some of the instruments in response stations were also recorded on

place and their general location and magnetic tape. All transducers used dur-
surroundings. ing both phases of Project Tugboat were

of the moving-coil velocity tape. Two

Instrumentation sensitivity ranges were used because of

The three orthogonally triaxial ground- the anticipated spread in motion ampli-

motion transducers at each station were tudes. The less-sensitive instruments

oriented to measure the vertical compo- strategically placed in large-motion areas

nent of motion and two horizontal compo- were MB type 120 sensors with a natural

nents radial and transverse with respect frequency of 2.5 Hz, sensitivity 96.3 MV/

to SGZ. The structural-response trans- in./sec, damping 65% and a coil imped-

ducers measuring motion parallel to the ance of 650 0. The highly sensitive units,

long axis of the specific structure rather located in regions of low amplitude, were

than along a radius to SGZ, with the Type HS-10-1 sensors with a natural
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Table 19. Location of Phase I seismic stations.

Aoproximate
station distance from SGZ

Alpha. Bravo,
Charlie.

and Delta Echo

Station No. and locationa Recorder location fto din e (ft) SGn

GM-1 Molasses tank Terminal warehouse 3,620 1.11 3,360 1.03

GM-2 Puukuhola heiau Control point 1.460 0.45 1,860 0.57
GM-3 Spencer Park pavilion Control point 1.940 0.59 2,350 0.72

GM-4 Roth home Control point 4.860 1.48 5.120 1.56

GM-5 Mauan Kea sewageplantControl point 5,425 1.66 5,760 1.76

GM-6 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel
foundation roof 7.320 2.24 7.540 2.30

GM-7 Plywood mill Self-contained 8,200 2.50 8,200 2.50
GM-8 Water tank Self-contained 5,420 1.65 5,880 1.80

GM-9 Ultramar warehouse
foundation Self-contained 2,520 0.77 2,420 0.74

SR-1 Sugar conveyor Terminal warehouse 3,070 0.94 2,800 0.85

SR-2 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel
north roof roof 7,260 2.22 7.480 2.28

SR-3 Malna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel
second floor roof 7,260 2.22 7,480 2.28

SR -4 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel
south roof roof 7.860 2.40 8,130 2.48

aGM denotes a ground-motion station; SR denotes structural-response station.

Table 20. Location of Phase II seismic stations.

Approximate
station distance from SGZ

Recorder I-ABCD I-EF I-IJKL
Station No. and locationa  location (ft) (kin) (ft) (km) (mft){iT

GM-I Terminal facility Terminal
warehouse 3,400 1.04 2,970 0.91 2,760 0.84

GM-2 200 ft frcm Ultramar Ultramar

warehouse 3,050 0.93 2,620 0.80 2.540 0.77
GM-3 Ultramar warehouse Ultramar

foundation warehouse 3,130 0.95 2.720 0.83 2,620 0.80
GM-4 Puukuhola heiau Self-contained 2,420 0.74 2,220 0.68 2,500 0.76
GM-5 Spencer Park pavilion Self-contained 2,360 0.72 2,480 0.76 2,850 0.87

GM-6 Roth home Self-contained 4,630 1.41 5.000 1.53 5,300 1.62
GM-7 Mauna Kea Hotel Mruna Kea

foundation Hotel roof 7,200 2.20 7,400 2.26 7,680 2.34
SR-1 Sugar conveyor Terminal

warehouse 3,400 1.04 2.970 0.91 2,760 0.84
SR-2 Ultramar warehouse Ultramar

corner root  warehouse 3,080 0.94 2,630 0.80 2.560 0.78

SR-3 Ultramar warehouse Ultramar
center roof warehouse 3,150 0.95 2,700 0.82 2,620 0.80

SR-4 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea
second floor Hotel roof 6,960 2.12 7,350 2.24 7,620 2.32

SR-5 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Hotel
north roof Hotel roof 6,960 2.12 7,350 2.24 7.620 2.32

,R-6 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea
south roof Hotel roof 7,610 2.30 7.990 2.44 8,300 2.53

aGM denotes a ground-motion station; SR denotes structural-response station,
bstation SR-2 was relocated from SW to SE roof corner after Detonation U-ABCD.
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Table 19. Location of Phase I seismic stations.

Approximate
station distance from SGZ

Alpha, Bravo,
Charlie,

and Delta Echostation No. and location a  Recorder location "(ft) (kin) "(ft) (OM)

GM-I Molasses tank Terminal warehouse 3,620 1.11 3,360 1.03

GM-2 Puukuhola heiau Control point 1,460 0.45 1,860 0.57

GM-3 Spencer Park pavilion Control point 1,940 0.59 2,350 0.72
GM-4 Roth home Control point 4,860 1.48 5,120 1.56

GM-5 Mauan Kea sewage
plant Control point 5,425 1.66 5,760 1.76

GM-6 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel
foundation roof 7,320 2.24 7,540 2.30

GM-7 Plywood mill Self-contained 8,200 2.50 8,200 2.50

GM-8 Water tank Self-contained 5,420 1.65 5,880 1.80

GM-9 Ultramar warehouse
foundation Self-contained 2,520 0.77 2,420 0.74

SR-i Sugar conveyor Terminal warehouse 3.A70 0.94 2,800 0.85
SR-2 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel

north roof roof 7,26t 2.22 7.480 2.28

SR-3 Mauna Kea Hotel Mana Kea Hotel
second floor roof 7,260 2.22 7,480 2.28

SR-4 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea Hotel
south roof roof 7,860 2.40 8,130 2.48

aGM denotes a ground-motion station; SR denotes structural-response station.

Table 20. Location of Phase II seismic stations.

Approximate
station distance from SGZ

Recorder I-ABCD II-EF II-IJKL
Station No. and locationa  location (ft) tkm) (ft 1km? 1ft) (i)

GM-i Terminal facility Terminal
warehouse 3,400 1,04 2,970 0.91 2,760 0.84

GM-2 200 ft from Ultramar Ultramar
wzrehouse 3,050 0.93 2,620 0.80 2,540 0.77

GM-3 Ultramar warehouse Ultramar
foundation warehouse 3,130 0.95 2.720 0.83 2.620 0.80

GM-4 Puukuhola heiau Self-contained 2,420 0.74 2,220 0.68 2.500 0.76
GM-5 Spencer Park pavilion Self-contained 2,360 0.72 2,480 0.76 2,850 0.87

GM-6 Roth home Self-contained 4,630 1.41 5,000 1.53 5.300 1.62
GM-7 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea

foundation Hotel roof 7.200 2.20 7,400 2.26 7.680 2.34

SR-i Sugar conveyor Terminal
warehouse 3.400 1.04 2.970 0.91 2,760 0.84

SR-2 Ultramar warehouse Ultramar
corner roofb warehouse 3,080 0.94 2,630 0.80 2.560 0.78

SR-3 Ultramar warehouse Ultramar
center roof warehouse 3,150 0.96 2.700 0.82 2,620 0.80

SR-4 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea
second floor Hotel roof 6,960 2.12 7,350 2.24 7,620 2.32

SR-5 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Hotel
north roof Hotel roof 6.960 2.12 7,350 2.24 7.620 2.32

SR-6 Mauna Kea Hotel Mauna Kea
south roof Hotel roof 7,610 2.30 7.990 2.44 8,300 2.53

RUM denotes a ground-motion station; SR denotes structural-response station.
bStation SR-2 was relocated from SW to SE roof corner after Detonation ll-ABCD.
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7
sheltered in some way Lo fninlmnize wind

noise. Transducer usage, recording

technique, and placement are summarized
in Tables 21 and 22.

--- It was necessary to maintain several

. " " recording stations during both test phases,

because the seismic instruments were

. scattered over a wide area. Two of the

recording stations monitored twelve trans-
ducers or four stations each, one moni-
tored six transducers or two stations, and

the remaining three stations were self-
contained, portable recording units, each
capable of monitoring three transducers.

Radio 'ommunications were maintained

between the Tugboat control point and

U .. each of the recording stations during the
- *' ttest program. A voice channel on the

Irv -!,. 0. tape recorders was used to record the

verbal countdown and all postshot re-
v- marks. Tape recorders were started at

-1 min and stopped at +2 min. Ocillo-

graphs were started at -30 sec and

stopped at +1 min at all recording sta-
tions. All data channels were calibrated

Fig. 112. Heiau ground-motion station, before and after each event.
Phases I and I.

PREDICTIONS

frequency of 1.0 Hz, sensitivity 7.7 V/in./

sec, damping 70' and a coil impedance Predictions for peak amplitudes ex.-

of 4100 S1 pected for the Project Tugboat Phase I

Transducers were installed at each detonations were based on ground motions

seismic station as dictated by the physi- recorded during the Dugout 16 100-ton

cal characteristics of the specific station, row-charge event in basalt at the Nevada
On all of the structures, sensors were Test Site and the Pre-Gondola 1 7 experi-

affixed using a special type of nonharden- ments in clay shale at Fort Peck, Montana.

ing modeling clay to adhere the unit to the A general prediction of peak particle ye-

structure. This technique has been locity by station was made for three sep-
proven effective on numerous occasions. arate yields bracketing the yields antici-
Some of the ground-motion stations were pated for the entire project. Specific

buried approximately 2 ft below ground predictions for Phase I are shown in
surface. In all cases the sensors were Table 23 and plotted in Figure 124.
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Fig. 11. Wather tnruntsto, Phase I1.
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Fig. 115. Sugar conveyor and terminal facility, Phases I and 11.
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Fig. 117. Instruments installed at center and corner of roof of Ultra-
mar warehouse, Phase II.

- After the conduct of Phase I and a new

oped, the data obtained during Phase I

- was used as the sole input for amplitude

predictions during Phase II. The predic-

* tions shown in Table 24 were made by

station and component. These predictions

utilized a yield scaling "actor ofW

based upon differences in amplitudes

noted during the 1-ton and 10-ton events.

This factor proved IO be quite accurate

as discussed later in this section.

RESULTS

As previously stated, all data were

recorded on oscillographs with certain

selected stations simultaneously recorded

Fig. 1'8. Spencer Park pavilion instru- on magnetic tape. Immediately after each

ments, Phases I and II. event in Phases I and II, the data were
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Fig. 119. Close-up of model clay bonding used on lava at Spencer Park
pavilion, Phases I and I.

• ....- S

Fig. 120. Promenade of Mauna Kea Beach Hotel (instruments installed
behind middle column on right) Phases I and I.
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Fig. 121. Second floor station at Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Phases I'
and 11.

Fig. 122. North roof station at Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Phases I and 11.
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Fig. 123, South roof station at Mauna Kea Beach Hotel, Phases I and II.

Table 21. Installation of sensors for Phase 1.

Transducer type
Alpha, Bravo,

Station Recording Charlie,

PII

location method and Delta Echo Placement technique

GM-1 Oscillograph BS-10-1 120 Model clay to concrete slab

GM-2 Oscillograph HS-10-1 120 Buried at west base of heiau

GM-3 Oscillograph IIS-10-1 120 Model clay to lava

GM-4 Oscillograph HS-10-1 HS-10-1 Model clay to foundation

GM-5 Oscillograph HS-10-1 HS-10-1 Buried north side of plant

GM-6 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-10-1 HS-10-1 Buried at column foundation

GM-7 Oscillograph HS-10-1 HS-10-1 Model clay to foundation
slab

GM-8 O:.cillograph HS-10-1 HS-10-1 Buried near tank

GM-1 Oscillograph HS-10-1 BS-10-1 Model clay to foundation
slab

SR-1 Oscillograph 120 120 Model clay to conveyor
structure

SR-2 Oscillograph and HS-10-1 HS-10-1 Model clay to NW corner of
magnetic tape hotel roof

SR-3 Oscillograph and HS-10-1 11S-10-1 Model clay to second floor
magnetic tape of hotel

SR-4 Oscillograph and Hq-10-1 HE-10-1 Model clay to south roof of
magnetic tape hotel

aType 120 used for Alpha, Bravo, and Delta events; HS-i0-1 used for Charlie event

(first detonation).
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10 ri-Thighest amplitude recorded. This results

in a transient peak particle velocity.

All data are tabulated in Tables 25 and
u 26 for Phases I ankd II, respectively, in

1" both English and metric units. Since

Tugboat Ph I WES instrumentation was calibrated in
"to) Pterms of English units, certain values

.2 (10 to) given in this report were more conducive
Pre-Gonolo to presentation in English rather than

r 0.1 0 to n)_
0 Dugout metric units.a.(100 tons)

Tugboat Phase 11

(40 tons) ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Pre-Gondola I-
(210-tons)

01,.00 10, I''mal The factors of signal attenuation with

Distance from SGZ - ft distance, and yield scaling, as they re-

late to seismic motion, are discussed in
Fig. 124. Project Tugboat ground-motion this section. Data from both phases were

predictions, combined for this analysis. However,

ground-motion stations only were consid-

ered in the interpretation of seismic-site

taKer om the oscillograph records, tab- characteristics. The structural-rasponse

ulated, and plotted for a preliminary data analysis is recognized to be dependent

review during the experiment. These upon seismic site characteristics from

data, while reasonably accurate, were yet the standpoint of ground-motion input to

to be critically reviewed and checked, the foundation. The structural-response

Visual playbacks of the tape recordings analysis is treated in a separate study in

were later made to confirm data quality. Section 6.
Data recovery for the entire series was

100%. It should be stated, however, that Attenuation

after noting that signal levels were higher The maximum velocity amplitudes re-

than predicted, calibration amplitudes corded at various ground-motion seismic

and oscillograph paper speed were ad- stations during I th Phases I and II of
justed following the first event (Charlie) Project Tugboat are shown as a function

in Phase I to make a more presentable of distance from SGZ in Figs. 125 through

visual display. 133. Maximum peak particle velocities

All data were reduced from zero to recorded during the 1-ton events ranged

peak amplitude to conform with data col- from abovt 1.5 cm/.ec at a distance -f

lected during previous chemical explosive about 1500 ft to about 0.1 cm/sec at a dis-

excavation experiments. This was accom- tance of 8200 ft. Data rc3corded durirng

plished by scribing a static trace along the 10-ton event ranged from about 4 cm/.1

the zero axis of each active data chaiinel, sec at a distance of about 1800 ft to about
then scaling !-om this reference to the 0.4 cm/sec at a distance of about 8000 ft.
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Table 22. Installation of sensors for Phase II.

Station Transducer
location Record method type Placement technique

GM-1 Oscillograph 120 Model clay to terminal foundation

GM-2 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-10-1 Buried 200 ft SW of warehouse

G M-3 Oscillograph and HS-10-1 Model clay to foundation in warehouse
magnetic tape office

GM-4 Oscillograph 120 Buried at west base of heiau

GM-5 Oscillograph HS-10-1 Model clay to lava

GM-6 Oscillograph RS-10-1 Model clay to foundation

GM-7 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-10-1 Buried at column foundation

SR-1 Oscillograph 120 Model clay to conveyor structure

SR- 2 a Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-10-1 Model clay to corner of warehouse roof

SR-3 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-1-1 Model clay to center of warehouse roof

SR-4 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-10-1 Model clay to second floor of hotel

SR-5 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS--IU-1 Model clay to NW corner of hotel roof

SR-6 Oscillograph and
magnetic tape HS-10-1 Model clay to south roof of hotel

aRelocated from SW to SE roof corner after letonation II-ABCD.

Table 23. Structure- and ground-motion maximum amplitude velocity predictions,
Project Tugboat Phase I.

Frequency

Maximum amplitude eak particle ,Wocity of maximum
Station 1-ton events P 0O-t-n event amplitude

No. (in./sec) (cm/sec) (in./sec) (cm/sec) (Hz)

GM-I 0.026 0.066 0, 18 0.460 5

GM-2 0.070 0.178 0.45 1.143 5

GM-3 0.066 0.168 0.46 1.168 5

GM-4 0.014 0.036 0.!0 0.254 5

GM-5 0.010 0.025 0.07 0.178 5

GM-6 0.006 0.015 0.04 0.102 5

GM-7 0.007 0.018 0.05 0.127 5

GM-8 0.009 0.023 0.06 0.152 5

GM-9 0.056 0.142 0.39 0.991 5

SR-I 0.057 0.145 0.41 1.041 3

SR-2 0.009 0.023 0.06 0.152 3

SR-3 0.009 0.023 0.06 0. 1 51 3

SR-4 0.009 0.023 0.06 0.152 3
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Table 24. Structure- and ground-motion predictions, Project Tugboat Phase If (40-tonevent).

Peak particle velocity Prime
Station Maximum amplitude frequency
location Component (in./sec) (cm/sec) (Hz)

GM- I Vertical 1.10 2.79 3-4
Radial 1.10 2.79 3-4
Transverse 1.00 2.54 3-4

GM-2 Vertical 1.86 4.72 3-4
Radial 0.97 2.46 3-4
Transverse 1.15 2.92 3-4

GM-3 Vertical 1.86 4.72 3-4
Radial 0.97 2.46 3-4
Transverse 1.15 2.92 3-4

GM-4 Vertical 3.00 7.62 3-4
Radial 2.30 5.84 3-4
Transverse 3.45 8.76 3-4

GM-5 Vertical 0.74 1.38 3-4
Radial 0.51 1.30 3-4
Transverse 0.16 0.41 3-4

GM-6 Vertical 0.37 0.94 3-4
Radial 0.22 0.56 3-4
Transverse 0.21 0.53 3-4

GM-7 Vertical 0.23 0.58 3-4
Radial 0.14 0.36 3-4
Transverse C. 12 0. ?0 3-4

SR-1 Vertical 0.74 1.88 3-4
Radial 2.53 6.43 3-4
Transverse 6.00 15.24 3-4

SR-2 Vertical 3.00 7.62 3-4
Radial 1.94 4.93 3-4
Transverse 2.30 5.84 3-4

SR-3 Vertical 3,00 7 .62 3-4
Radial 0.97 2.46 3-4
Transverse 1.15 2.92 3-4

SR-4 Vertical 0.25 0.64 3-4
Radial 0.30 0.76 3-4
Transverse 0.37 0.94 3-4

SR-5 Vertical 0.62 1.57 3-4
Radial 0.92 2.34 3-4
Transverse 0.60 1.52 3-4

SR-6 Vertical 0.60 1.52 3-4
Radial 0.60 1.52 3-4
Transverse 0.76 1.93 3-4
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Table 25. Structure- and ground-motion measurements during Phase I.
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Table 26. Structure- and ground-motion measurements during Phase 1.

station ComponeI s  II.ARC) IIV II.UKL

Iroqueney "pl Ituds rroqueney AMpIitude I'remleey Up Iopl Itud

(its) (in./too) ( ) (1ts) findl ov e r''' M, Me #7 ' ow 91n.160C)

04-1 V 3 0.280 0.63 3 0.310 0.690 3 0,720 2 ,0,O
N 3 0.420 1.070 3 0.360 0,P20 3 0,900 2,140
T 3 0.520 1.320 1 0.870 1,480 3 1.660 4,110

(A-2 V 3.8 0.640 1.720 3.5 0.1190 2.260 3.6 2.400 6,100
R 3. 1.00 2,540 3.8 1.200 3.00 3. 1,20 o
T 3.5 0.410 1.040 .5 I.#o0 4.550 3.8 2.060 5,210

04-3 V 3.5 0.400 1.000 3.5 0.720 1.02o 3.6 1,500 3.3I0

R 3.5 0.680 1.420 3.5 0.750 .900 3.1 I.M150 2.'20
T 3.5 0.420 1.060 3.5 0.490 1.240 3.5 o,020 .,0o0

G4-4 V 3 1.100 2.790 3 1.800 3.100 3 I.600 4.170
It 3 0.900 2.230 3 1.150 2.920 3 1.000 4.5711
1 3 0.800 2.030 3 1.000 2.540 3 1,300 3.31)0

GV- V 3 0.340 0.862 3 0.350 0.890 3 0.600 3.52U
R 3 .. 0 0.761 3 0.300 0.760 3 0.550 1.400T 3 0.120 0.305 3 0.170 0.430 3 0.290 0.730

GP-6 V 3 0.200 0.509 3 0.200 0.510 3 0.450 1.140
R 3 0.130 0.330 3 0.o10 0.280 3 0.:100 1).760
T 3 0.110 0.279 3 0.120 0.305 3 0.240 1.610

G4-7 V 3 0.150 0.381 3 0.350 0.380 3 0.300 (1.70o
It 3 n.075 0.190 3 0.070 0.180 3 0.150 1.380
T 3 0.070 0.178 3 0.058 0.147 3 0.125 0.319

SR-I V 3 0.320 0.812 3 0.450 1.140 3 0.900 2.280
A 3 1.200 3.050 3 1.900 4.830 3 4.100 10.400
T 3 1.300 3.310 3. 2.300 5.630 3 3.100 7.MA0

SR-2 V 3.5 0.500 1.270 3.5 0.620 1.560 3.S .500.
R 3.5 1.800 4.560 3.5 1.300 3.300 3.5 2.100 5.340
" 3.5 0.900 2.290 3.5 !.200 3.050 3.S 2.300 5.950

5-3 V 3.5 0.500 1.270 3.5 0.700 1.780 3.5 1.400 3.550
It 3.5 1.450 3.660 3.5 1.570 4,000 3.5 2.:00 S.5o
T 3.5 1.000 2.540 3.5 1.180 3.000 3.5 2.t1o 5.340

SR-4 V 3 0.160 0.406 3 0.181 0.460 3 0.360 O.61o
It 3 0.150 0.360 3 0.150 0.380 3 0.25) 0.6:30
T 3 0.210 0.532 3 0.190 0.4110 3 0.390 0.990

SR-S V 3 0.200 0.509 3 0.220 0.560 3 0.550 1.400
It 3 0.320 0.811 3 0.350 0.890 3 0.640 1.620
T 4 0.220 0.559 4 0.200 0.510 4 0.580 1.470

SR-6 V 6 0.220 0.559 6 0.200 0.510 6 0.6911 1.75)
It 6 0.290 0.737 6 0.150 (.380 6 0.6:30 3.6mo)
T 6 0.230 0.582 6 0.290 0.730 6 0.650 1.650

V • Verticals R • Radials T • Transverse.

When one compares these values with the approximate and were determined as

preshot predictions in Fig. 124, it will be follows:

seen that the predictions were low. (1) SGZ for all 1-ton events was

Finally, 40-ton amplitudes diminished assumed to be an imaginary point

from about 6 cm/sec at a distance of located in the center of the square
approximately 2600 ft to about 0.8 cm/sec formed by the four charges which

at a distance of approximately 7600 ft. were located at each corner.

These figures are in excellent agreement (2) SGZ for all 40-ton row-charge

with the revised predictions made after events was assumed to be midway

Phase 1. between the two center charges of
The distance from SGZ was determined each four-hole row.

by aerial photographs and field surveys. (3) SGZ for the Phase 11-JKL four-

However, distunces used to plot data are charge-cluster event was assumed
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10 a = constant whose value is particle ve-
4to.,, locity intercept at unit distance

(1.414 X '06) b = attenuation exponent and is the slope0 on ,D-1 .V of line through data points on lcg:-log

V 0=(o.693 106) j coordinate grapn

0 -1.62

E Legend q Vertical and radial mode particle
Project Tugboat ea I velocities appear to be proportional to

Evnt (tons) .62 for all yield levels. The trans-
0Alpa 1 verse components appear to attenuate at

s ! a higher rate; e.e., D Maximum- 0.1 ] --- ochwle I

X ehoa 0 particle velocity decay also exhibits ao Echo 10

Phas II slope of D 1 6 2 . The following equationsI -ton
8 |[-ABCD 40? V = (0.210 ' 106 of maximum particle velocity are from
* 1! -IJKL 40 o-.60 .-01 20 -162 Fig. 133:0.01 I , , 1 , I , ,,,,,I ,

100 1,000 10,000
Distance from SGZ 1 ft (40-ions) V = (1.414 X 106 )D- 1 . 6 2  (12a)

Fig. 133. Maximum peak particle veloc- (10-tons) V = (0.693 X 106 )D 1 6 2  (12b)

ity, Phaaes I and II.
(1-ton) V = (0.210 X 106)D 1 "6 2  (12)

o be an imaginary point located in

the center of the square formed by where

the four charges located at each V = cm/sec

corner. D = feet

By inspection of Figs. 125 through 133,

it will be seen that simple exponential It was observed that the seismic sta-

decay gives a reasonable description of tions located at the Spencer Park pavilion

the attenuation of peak particle velocities and the Roth home consistently exhibited

with distance. This relations':p appears less motion than the ncrm defined by the

to be descrLptive of both individual com- above equations. Conversely, the motions

ponent (vertical, radial, and transverse) measured at stations located at the mo-

and maximum velocities (larg.st compo- lasses tank, 200 ft southwest of the Ultra-

nent) recorded at each station. The am- mar building, the water tank, and the

plitudes may be represented by an plywood mill were usually slightly higher

equation of the form: than the norm. These apparent anoma-

lies can possibly be explaired by the
V = aOrb (12) direction of deposition of the lava flows.

Stations along the axis of flow, which is

where for practical purposes a continuous media,

exhibited consistently higher amplitudes

V = peak particle velocity at a distance D than those located normal to the flows.
from SGZ Numerous cracks and voids were visib!e



from the ground surface between flows Y
and quite likely interrupted the wave 2) = Iw'). (14)

traveling toward stations normal to the \2

flows.

Therefore,

Yield Scaling 
V 2)Several approaches were taken in the log

evaluation of a yield scaling 1 7 description Y =.(14a)

of the Tugboat events. Assuming the log

applicability of in inverse power law

attenuation, an expedient approach to the Project Tugboat Phases I and II showed

determination of yield scaling could be that the average of the peak particle veloc-
made on the basis of a cube root scaling ities for the 10-ton event was approxi-

applied to the attenuation exponent ob- mately 3.3 times that for all 1-ton events

tained from a single yield experiment, as demonstrated by the equation coeffi-

This method is described in Ref. 18. If cients in Fig. 133. Since the yield in-

it is assumed that: crease was a factor of 10, the yield

V cc / D13)-b scaling would be:

(.4,3).(13)I '1 = lo .3* 0.52.

then, equi-,lently,

V cc wb/3 Db, (13a) With the 40-ton data, the increase was

noted to be 6.7 times the 1-ton events.

where: Again this would show:

Y =10 6.7

charge weight, tons, Y Ug--10- 6 0.52.

b/3 = yield scaling exponent

When one weighs the merits of both
The empirically derived value of b for methods while noting the striking similar-

the entire Tugboat experiment was 1.62, ity of yield scaling results, it would seem

resulting in a yield scaling of 0.54. This logical to conclude that the yield scaling

method, while recognized as empirical, factor is about W0 *5 2 .

is presented because of its striking sim- No significant differences appeared to

ilarity to more conventional analysis exist in the 1-ton data to suggest seismic

approaches, amplitude dependnnce on DOB. The Delta

A second and considerably more reli- 1-ton event did show some indication of

able approach is to make a direct com- slightly higher amplitudes than the other
parison of the seismic amplitudes (V1 . 1-ton events, but these were considered

V2 ) from two (or more) different yields to be within normal data scatter.

(W1 , W2 ). If recnrdings are made at the Another phenomenon seems worthy of

same location, then the following applies: mention. When one studies Figs. 126,
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Fig. 134. Selected ground-motion data, Mauna Kea Beach Hotel.

128, 130, and 132, which are representa- disregarding amplitude differences, one

tive of Phase 11 data, it can be seen that can observe a striking similarity in the

a 10-ton equivalent attenuation curve very characteristic wave shapes of 1-ton

closely defines the data acquired during Brave, 10-ton Echo, and the intended

the 10-ABCD and I-EF events. Of course, 40-ton 11-ABCD detonation, which deto-

neither of these events was intended to nated sequentially. The data resulting

have a yield of 10 tons; rather, 40 tons, from the 40-ton 11-IJKL show some de-

A p3sible explanation of this phenomenon parture from the established characteris-

could very likely be that it was the result tic wave shapes. Specifically, the initial

of the accidenial sequential detonation and compression (P) wave arrival exhibits a
lo il ftw hre urn h 1well-defined wave front lasting for about

ABCD event, and the detonation of only 0.4 sec, and the periods occurring in the

two of the four charges during the intended Rayleigh wave region of maximum ampli-

sequential detonation of th II'EF event. tude are slightly longer. Although it was

Selected data obtained at the nround- established that IT-ABCD was sequentially

motion station located at the Mauna Kea detonated, definition or interference pat-

Beach Hotel (designated GM-6 during terns resulting from the individual charges

Phase I and GM- during Phase 1) are are not apparent by visual wave analysis.

shown for comparative purpoes in Only cn fact is evident: the amplitudes

Fig. 134. By overlay comparison, and over the entire record are comparale to

seue~a d ontin f _ I-E een, rue reslgtl lngr-1thug43-ws

Seleteddat obtine atthe. rond-estblihed hatIT-I C wasseqentall



the single- charge 10-ton Echo Event. Thus, 40-ton ampfltudcz diminished trom about

there is some sparse evidence to indicate 6 cm/sec at a distaace of approximately

that the sequential detonation of multiple 2600 ft to about 0.8 cm/sec at a distance

charges induces measurablyless ground of approximan:Ay 7600 ft.
motion than simultaneous aetonation. Vertical, radial, and maximum peak

particle velocities decayed according to

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS D- 1 . 6 2 . The trans verse component atten-

uated at the rate of D 1 9 5 .

Instrumented ground-motion seismic Two yield scaling methods verified one

stations in the vicinity of Project Tugboat another in defining a yield scaling factor

were observed to respond in a fairly uni- of about W0 5 2 . In addition, it was con-
form manner. Maximum peak particle cluded that no reliable seismic amplitude

velocities recorded during the 1-ton dependence upon DOB could be established.

events ranged from about 1.5 cm/sec at a A final conclusion was associated with
distance of about 1500 ft to about 0.1 cmf the merits of sequential charge detonation.

sec at a distance of 8200 ft. Data re- Phase II seauential detonations produced
corded during the 10-ton events ranged measurably lower ground motions than

from about 4 cm/sec at a distance of the expected motion for simultaneous det-

about 1800 ft to about 8000 ft. Finally, onation of the same charges.

Section 6
Structural-Response Analysis

OBJECTIVE region surrounding the site. Based

on this information several structures
The objective of this technical program were selected as w a r ran t i n g further

was to preclude damage to buildings and study and consideration. The following

other structures in the area affected by structures, 1 o c a t e d as shown in Fig.

seismic motion generated by the detona- 35, were in this category; sugar con-
tions. The program was performed by veyor support st r u c t u r e, heiaus,
John A. Blume L Associ-tes, Engineers, Ultramar warehouse, Plywood mill,

of San Francisco. Ground- and structural- Roth house, Spencer Park pavilicn, and
motion records uaed in the analyses pre- the Manna Kea Hotel. Except for the

sented in this section were provided by Roth house, r e s i d e t t I a I strur-tur.s

WES (see Section 5). were not considered a problem. All

nearby residential construction is

STRUCTURAL INVliYNTORY of light wood frame construction with-

out masonry chimneys and with a
Prior to the Phase I detonations, a minimum of plaster walls and fragile

dtructural inventory wa.. pe-form ed iv V.e construction detaila.
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Pre-PHASE I RECOMMENDATIONS detonations and reveals several interest-

ing features. In the transverse direction

Prior to the Phase i detonations, rec- the structure is nearly resonant with the

ommendations were made on the location long period ground motion (surface waves)

of the seismic-motion stations. Safe and has very low damping. This is indi-

ground-motion damage thresholds of peak cated by the relatively long duration of the

particle velocity of 2 cm/sec for resi- structure's motion and the relatively high

dences and 5 cm/selc for harbor structures amplification when compared to the

were also recommended. A firm thresh- ground motion scaled from the closest

old of damage for the heiaus was lacking, ground-motion station near the molasses

but it was estimated that past seismic storage tank which is about 400 ft farther

activity had reached a level giving a peak from SCZ. The structure has two trans-

particle velocity of at least 1 cm/sec and verse natural periods close to the domi-

that temporary restraint of the more nant period of the surface waves. This is

critical faces would allow safe levels of shown by the "beat" (alternating addition

5 cm/sec. Further investigation devel- and attenuation of two wave trains with

oped an individual rock stability criteria slightly different frequencies) in the

based on Housneri 9 as shown in Fig. 136. transverse motion which still has consid-

As a precautionary measure, temporary erable amplitude at a period of about

bracing was installed on the heiaus as 0.37 sec after the ground motion has

shown in Fig. 13?. For all other struc- essentially died out.

tures it was anticipated that ground There is an abrupt "jerk" in the mo-

motion would be below the safe dnamage ticn near each point of maximum trans-

threshold levels. verse displacement. At this Uime the

jerk was provisionally explained as a

POST-PHASE I ANALYSIS loose joint in the transverse bracing.
A comparison with the 1-ton Phase I

No structural damage from the Phase I detonations showed a much smallr scale

detonations could be detected, but pre- effect for the 10-ton Echo detonation in

liminary study of the motion records indi- the transverse direction than did all of

cated that the sugar conveyor support the other stations. An approximate

structure, and the Ultramar warehouse stress analysic, based on the Echo re-

would be the critical structures for the sponse records, indicated that the base

Phase II detonations, of the cantilever roof support column
might have undergone plastic yield in

Sugar Conveyor Support Structure transverse bending for the peak pulses.

Figure 138 is a cross sectios of this Such behavior would be consistent with

structure at the structural-response the motion record, since it would still

instrument station and shows the tempo- have been elastic with very little damping

rary bracing installed for the Phase H for traunsverse motions causing bending

detonations. Figure 139 shows the motion stresses below the yield point. Plastic

records for !he Phase I Delta and Echo yielding of the column base would-increase
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damping and attenuate the peak mo- by a close visual examination. The

tion. If such plastic yield did take bracing shown in Fig. 138 was de-

place it involved very low distortions signed to eliminate the cantilever ac-

since no e-idence, such as flaked paint tion and was installed for the Phase II

or mis a linemen t, was detectable detonations.
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Fig. 136. Seismic motion for 50% chance of tipping a rock.
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shear wall except for the upper 3-1/2 ft

which is a continuous louvered opening.

The opposite wall (column line 5) has

only the free-standing concrete frame

columns for resisting lateral loads, thus

creating a pronounced eccentricity for the

resistance to lateral loads parallel to

these column lines (radial direction on

the seismic motion records for this struc-

ture). The relatively heavy roof and

Fig. 137. Temporary bracing for heiaus. single-story construction result in reso-

nant periods of the structure close to the

ground-motion periods, and relatively

large loads from seismic motion. Assum-

Ultramar Warehouse ing a dynamic amplification factor of 3 for

A casual classification of this struc- the roof response vs the anticipated

ture with reference to seismic resistance ground motion of 5 cm/sec, preliminary

indicates that it is a modern single-story calculations indicated a 100-ton charge

reinforced concrete structure. This would overstress the upper portion of the

class of structure would be expected to columns in column line 1. Adequacy of

withstand the established damage thresh- the block portion of the wall could not be

old value of ground motion (5 cm/sec) with determined as precisely, since the

no structural problems. A closer analy- strength of a block wall is highly depend-

sis, however, revealed the contrary, and ent on the quality of the construction.

this structure's ground-motion resistance Based on the calculated stresses for a

became the limiting factor for determin- 40-ton detonation, the column stresses

ing the maximum safe size of the Tugboat would not exceed allowable values based

del.onations. on a one-third inct ease for seismic lead-

As shown in Fig. 140a, this structure ing. The block portion of the wall was

is a single-story building 100 ft by 100 ft judged safe against gross shear failure,

in plan dimension. An 80- by 100-ft por- but the possibility of minor cracking

tion has a precast concrete roof and con- could not be ruled out.

crete and/or concrete block in-fill walls Based primarily on the behavior of

(Fig. 140b) between the perimeter frame this structure, it was recommended that

columns. The remaining 20- by 100-ft the initial Phase I detonation should not

portion is a steel frame lean-to which exceed 40 tons. Response spectra 2 0

h.s essentially no effect on the seismic were later calculated for the Ultramar

response of the concrete portion. The foundation station Echo detonation and are

two 80-ft sides of the concrete portion shown in Fig. 141. Based on approxima-

act as shear walls and are approximately tions of the building periods, the assumed

symmetrical and of equal rigidity. The amplification factor of 3 for the radial

1 t0-ft rear ,vall (column line 1) is a direction appeared reasonable.
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Fig. 138. Typical cross section of sugar conveyor support structure.
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Fig. 140b. Elevations, Ultramar Warehouse.
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Other Structures lation was by far the most expensive

The Mauna Kea Beach Hotel was not a within the general vicinity, the same in-

limiting factor for a 100-ton detonation. strumentation as used for Phase I was

Based on a scaling factor of 4 for seismic recommended for Phase II.

rzodiun from a 100-ton detonation applied At the Roth house, Plywood mill,

to the Phase I Echo event, peak horizon- Spencer Park pavilion, and the heiaus, the

tal accelerations would create inertia predicted motion for a 100-ton Phase II

forces from one-half to two-thirds of the detonation appeared to be no problem.

initial design lateral load. The buildings During the period between Phase I and

involved no exceptionally fragile features Phase II, a new building for the Hawaiian

and construction appeared to have been of Telephone Company was completed. An

high quality throughout. Since this instal- analysis of this building indicated that

100

a9, NO
C.

E
U 0

0 *0 0%
> 1010 0

/I

Damping~ ~ 0.0 0.2000,0.0

00

~ 1 / / 0.02

/'0.05
0.10

0,01 0.1 1 10
i Period --sec

Fig. 141a. Response spectra for Ultramar foundation, Phase I Echo (radmal).
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Fig. 141b. Response spectra for Ultramar foundation, Phase I Echo (transverse).

predicted motion from a 40-ton detonation veyor structure it was recommended that
would cause no structural overstressing. some of the instrument stations be relo-
The structure has tilt-up concrete walls cattd for Phase II as shown in Fig. 142.

and a cast-in-place reinforced concrete

frame. It appeared likely that the joint POST-PHASE II ANALYSIS
filler material separating the top of the

wall panel and the concrete frame would Ultramar Warehouse

show evidence of differential movement A closer examination of this structure

between the two, but such movement was just prior to the Phase II detonations but
not considered to be detrimental, with the Post-Phase I analysis in mind,

In order to obtain more data on the revealed minor preexisting damage. As

Ultramar warehouse and the sugar con- shown in Fig. 143, the concrete coping
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T

(b) Columnn B-1 (right s de) prior to Phase 11
(a) Column A-] prior to Phase 11 detonations detorations

(d) Column B-1 after Phase 'I detonationsj

(c) CoIluTmr B-i (left side) prior to Phase 11
detona ?EOns

Fig. 143. Columns A-i and B-1, Pre-Phase it Detonations; and Column B-i Post-
Phase II-IJKL Detonation.
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beneath the louvers had spalled adjacent tion at ;he Ultramar warehouse site from

to Columns A-1 and B-1. Several verti- eitner of these earthquakes, hcwever, ia

cal cracks in the end wall panel (A-P), considerably Less than the peak motion

extending from the coping to the base of from the maximum Phase [1 detonation

the wall, were also obs.rved. Ne'ther (TI-IJKL). Such estimates are primarily

the spalling or the cracks were noted dur- based on data, from California earthquakes,

ing the Phaae I observations. A possible and possibly utaderestimate seismi:! mo-

explanation .s the fact that bulk fertilizer tion from earthquakes in g ologically dif-
was stored to a height of about 12 ft ferent areas such as Hawaii.

against the inside of the wall. This par- Neither of the first two Phase 1_ deto-

- ticular wall panel is entirely of concrete nations caused any detectable damage to

block and was not designed fnr bulk stor- this structure, but the third detonation

age against it. The other wall panels (II-IJKL) caused a minor spall on the

along this same wall are constructed of copizg block on the opposite side of

reinforced concrete for the lower 12 ft Column B-1 to the preexisting spall

and designed for bulk storage behind the (Fig. 143).

wall. During the Phase I detonations the The roof stations for all of the

two interior panels (B-C and C-D) had no Phase 11 detonations show a definite res-

stcrage load and the other end panel (D-E) onant period in the radial direction of

had bulk material stored full height (18 ft) about 0.26 sec (Fig. 144) that agrees

against it. At some time in the past, very closely with a calculated period of

panel B-C had been loaded to a htight cf 0.27 sec for the radial direction. A com-

about 17 ft, and panel C-D had been parison of the center roof radial motion

loaded to a height of about 14 ft. Hori- records and the radial foundation motion

zontal bending of panels A-B and B-C records for the Phase II detonations is an

causing the vertical cracks could also excellent example of the application of

produce sufficient rotation of the end of spectral response analysis. The roof

the coping to result in spalling w.,ere the response is primarily in a narrow fre-

rotation was prevente-l by the concrete quency band close to its natural frequency

colur.n. A random factor which influ- and filters out most of the higher fre-

enced the probability of spalling of the quency motion in the fir3t second of the

coping was the clearpnce, if any, between foundation record. The amplitude of the

the outer corner of the coping and the motion is within the elastic range of the

adjacent concrete column, structure and the roof "rings' or con-

An alternate possibility is that the tinues to vibrate at its natural period

above minor damage occurred from after the ground motion at this frequency

either the earthquake of 10 May 1969 has esscntially stopped. The roof corner

(magnitude, 4.0; epicenter 11 miles away; station was at the southeast corner for

focal depth, 26 ,niles) or the earthquake Detonation II-ABCD and at the northeast

of 24 September 1968 (magnitude. 5.0; corner for Detonations Il-EF and II-IJKL.

epicenter 60 miles away; focal depth, Essentially its radial motion was similar

26 miles). Estimated peak particle mo- to the center roof station but both corner
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Fig. 144b. Velocity records of Ultramar Stations, II-IJKL.
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locations show an added stiffness since short period (below 0.09 sec) motion is

the higher frequency foundation motion filtered out. Transverse roof motion of

(about 0.1 sec) was not filtered out as the other periods, especially about

completely as at the center roof station. 0.1 sec and about 0.3 sec, closely follows

The calculated period in the radial direc- the foundation motion but shows an unex-

tion is based on the combined stiffnesses pected and moderately uniform amplifica-

of the concrete frames and the wall along tion of the foundation motion. A possible

column line 1. The greater stiffness explanation is that the actual response is

along column line 1 is apparently re- the result of a combination of frame and

flected in the increased response to shear wall resp .nse which for the actual

0.1-sec radial ground motion by the cor- range of amplitudes exhibits a variable

ner station compared t3 the center natural frequency. There are shrinkage

station, cracks at most of the column-shear wall

Structural response in the transverse joints; hence, an initial portion of each

direction does not correlate with the cycle of the motion might be due to frame

analytical approach as well as in the action (resulting in a relatively long

radial direction, and the discussion of period) with the shear walls participating
this motion is part conjecture. The cal- as the joint between the columns and walls
culated fundamental period in the trans- closed thereby tending to stiffen the struc-

verse direction is 0.06 see. In the ture and producing a shorter period.

calculations most of the stiffness derives Estimated widths of the cracks (a few
from the two shear walls along column hundredths of an inch) are consistent with
lines A and E with the E line (southeast the amplitudes of displacement which oc-

wall) being somewhat stiffer than the A curred. For higher amplitudes the shear

line (northwest wall) but both walls being wall action would dominate and the struc-

considerably stiffer than the concrete ture's transverse response should be

frame. The transverse period is shorter more consistent with the calculated re-

than the periods of the foundation motion; sponse.

hence, the expected transverse roof mo- Relative displacements between the

tion should be nearly identical to the roof and the foundation of a single mode

foundation motion and should show very of vibration structure, such as the Ultra-

little amplification. This type of response mar warehouse, are a direct measure of

is well-demonstrated by the vertical rec- the stresses in the structure, since a

ords. The roof instruments were all on given dynamic displacement would pro-

top of columns; hence, the vertical funda- duce the same stresses as a static dis-

mental period was very short, and the placement of the same amplitude. Approx-

vertical roof motion records are nearly imate relative roof displacements for

identical to the vertical foundation motion Detonation II-IJKL motion were calculated

records, by two different methods. Figure 145

The transverse roof motion records shows the calculated response spectra for

look very similar to the transverse foun- the radial and transverse foundation mo-

dation motion records except that the tion. Reading the 5% damping curve at
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Fig. 145a- Response spectra, Ultramar foundation, Phase 11, lI-IJKL (radial),.

the calculated radial period of 0.27 sec. (0.28 cm) for the center stations and

(Fig. 145a) indicates a relative displace- 0.8 in. (0.20 cm) for the corner roof sta-

ment of 0.30 cm. Figure 146 shows a tion (Figs. 146(a) and 148(b).

time history plot of ralative displacement Similar plots of relative displacements

obtained by integrating the relative veloc- ib the transverse direction are not as con-

ities between the foundation station and sistent. With the response spectra

each of the roof stations. The relative (Fig. 145b) for the foundation in the trans-
velocity between each pair of stations as verse direction, the calculated building

obtained by subtracting the foundation period of 0.06 sec indicates a relative dis-

velocity record from the corresponding placement of only 0.02 cm. The derived

velocity record at eac~h of the roof sta- time histories of relative displacement,

tions. From the relative displacement however, indicate a transverse relative

plot the peak center roof relative displace- displacement of 0.07 in. (0.18 cm) for the

ment for the radial direction is 0.11 in. center roof station and 0.06 in. (0.15 cm)
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Fig. 145b. Response spectra, Ultramar foundation, Phase 11, If-IJKL (transverse).

for the corner roof station-Figs. 146(c) nr,.K.y ground station would have about
and 146(d). As previously discussed, the 20% higher amplitudes since it was closer

bui'ling, in the transverse direction, is to SGZ, Actual peak values for horizon-

not !spondIng at its calculated period for tal motion averaged about 80% higher.

the motions experienced, but is behaving Two explanations are plausible. Due to

as a somewhat less rigid structure, different -oil condctions the ground sta-
Another item of interest is the com- tion was nearly resonant with the surface

parison of the ground motion 200 ft from waves and herefore amplified this fre-

the building and the ground motion at the quency much more than the foundation

bv.'!&ng foundation (see Fig. 144). There station. A second possibility is that soil

is a definite horizontal resonance in the conditions were similar at both stations
nearby ground motion at a period of and that the foundation station, without

0.37 sec which shows clearly on the ye- the building in place, would have shown a
locity records. It is anticipated that the similar amplification, but the building
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had the effect of attenuating the ground soils information no preference for either

motion at the foundation station; hence, it or both possibilities is offered.

was no longer resonant with the high-
energy surface waves. Witbout detailed Sugar Conveyor Support Structure

As shown by the Phase 11 motion rec-
0.2 ords in Fig. 139, the temporary timber

struts radically reduced the transverse

0.1 -response of this structure. The struts

AA were not adequately restrained for the

S 2 3 first Phase 11 detonation (II-ABCD) and
see

0.1 - about half of the struts fell to the walk-

0.2 -way. Prior to slipping out of position,

(a) Corner roof (radial) however, the struts had efftctively

damped the peak pulses which repre-
0.2[- sented the major portion of the
0.1 Ienergy. Prior to the other Phase II

detonations, the struts were adequately

Z- V VVVrestrained and they served satiefacto-
2 3

sec rily for the remainder of the Phase

aII detonations.
CL 0.^4 The "jerk" in the motion record near
.4 (b) Center roof (radial)
- Cneach point of maximum transverse dis-

0.2 placement v:.s found to be the movement

of the longtudinal conveyor support truss-

3, work at it. - upport points where it is

0 W IV-W+ loosely pinned to the primary sugar con-
2 3

0.1 sec veyor structure at each bent. An initial
examination of the structure revealed one

0.2 unwelded bracing joint at the vertical
(c) Center roof (transverse) frame where the seismic motion pickup

3.2 - was mounted and was originally consid-
ered the probable cause of the jerk. Fol-

0.1 - lowing the first Phase 11 detonalion this

Oa - '..48 5 ,,--. joint was welded, but the "jerk" still
V ~V 3  appeared in the motion records for Deto-

0. - see nation II-EF. Quick-drying spot seals

0.2 were then placed on three of the longitu-

(d) Corner rooi (tran.verse) dixal conveyor support trusswork pinned
joints, and movement of two of th~ese

Fig, 146. Derived time histories of rela- joints nd emn two oubse
,vve displacement for TV -ama jointa was noted during the subsequent
foundation, II-IJKL. Phase II detonations.
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Other Structures behavior of critical structures and to
No residual effects of the Phase II furnish data for more accurate predic-

detonations could be detected at the other tions of structural response are very

structures. In Hawaiian Telephone Corn- desirable.
pany's new building the anticipated minor The res'onse of nominally simple
shear movement in the filler material structures, such as the Ultramar ware-

between the top of the precast panels and house, can be very complex. Empirical
the cast-in-place frame could not be ground-motion thresholds, which ignore
detected. The joint is not readily acces- the possible amplification due to the re-
sible, and minor differential movements sponse characteristics of the structure,
between the wall panels and the roof can be misleading and result in signifi-
framing could not be ruled out although in cant structural damage. Tech.i-ques are
the one area closely inspected before and available for interpreting such behavior
after the detonations no break in the paint but the time and effort required will nor-
film over the joint could be detected. mally limit extensive analyses to only

those structures which are critical.
CONC LUSIONS For some structures, such as the

sugar conveyor support structure, rela-
Predictions of building response to tively simple temporary mea:2ures can

ground motion from cratering detonations radically change the dynamic response.
can be a determining factor in establish- Typically such structures have high
ing the feasibility of an explosive excava- amplification factors because of very
tion project. Pinpointing the critical little damping and a close match of theLr
structure (Ultramar warehouse) and deter- fundamental frequency and the peak
mining the maximum motion the structure energy frequencies of the ground motion.
could withstand without structural damage, Temporary modifications which increase
enabled Project Tugboat to be carried out their damping value o: shift their reso-
safely and without the threat of large nant frequency to a mismatch with the
damage claims, ground motion are then very effective in

Calibration shots to verify the expected reducing the structure's response motion.

Section 7
Air-Overpressure Measurements

OBJECTIVES stallations where claims could be

significant.
A program was set up to measure T he objective of this program during

airblast from the Project Tugboat Phase I was to provide air-overpcessure
detonations to d e t e r in i n e conditions effects data, as a function of distance and
that might result in damage claims charge weight. The data were used to
especially at the more substantial in- make a thorough safety evaluation of
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proposedlarger yield detonations to exca- Phase I Predictions

rate the berthing basin and an entz ance chan- With so little precedent on which to

nelin Phase 11. It was expected that over- base pressure expectations, the predic-

pressures in Phase I would be so small tions for Phase I were made in a simple
that no airblast damage would result. waj. Predictions of peak overpressure

The principal objective of this program as a function of charge burial depth data
during Phase II was to c7 cument airblast were available for a series of 1000-lb
for use in the event of claims, and to TNT shots2 9 in Albuquerque alluvium.
provide a better understanding of airblast Data were for a scaled distance of 5 ft/
from rows and arrays of charges. lb, or 63 ft from a 1-ton charge. A

This s e c ion is an abstract of a limited number of NM detonations in the
more complete report of the program same soil showed peaks higher than those

published by the Sandia Laboratories for TNT by a factor of 1.57 for the

(Ref. 21). ground-shock-induced peak and a factor

of " 67 for the gas-vent peak. The over-
PREDICTIONS pressure predictions for each Tugboat

Phase I detonation were based on the more
While airblast measurements have conservative NM data and were as shown

been made on many single-charge in Table 27. All overpressures were
chemical-explosive cratering detona- assumed to attenuate with distance as R_ 1

tions 2 2 - 3 2 and a few row-charge detona-
tions, 0 , 3 1 ,3 3 -3 5 and array-charge detD- Phase II Predictions
nations, 6 ,2 7 there were two conditions Phase II predictions were made follow-
on Project Tugboat for which there was ing the Phase I detonations and were
little experience. based on an analysis of the Phase I data.

First, the explosive was an aluminized Each of the three Phase II events involved
ammonium nitrate slurry (AANS). Most a planned detonation of four I 0-ton
previous airblast data were for TNT and charges at burial depths of 42 ft-about
nitromethane (NM) cratering explosions, the burial depth of the Echo event. De-
The AANS :as a total heat of detonation tails are given in Table 28. Overpres-
of 1700 cal/g, compared with 1093 cal/g sures produced by the Echo event would

fot- TNT and 1227 cal/g for NM. Detona- be the lowest possible from a Phase II
tion velocities for the same three explo- event were there no addition of overpres-
sives are 13,100 to 18,000, 23,000, and sures from individual charges or were
27,700 ft/sec, respec'ively. only one of the four charges detonated.

Secondly, the charges were placed in Preliminary information indicated that
water-covered coral limestone. There the Echo event gave a peak ground-shock-
are no reported airblast measurements induced overpressure of 0.022 psi at
for charges detonated in coral or other 3000 ft. the approximate distance to the
water-covered media, although data have nearest private p:.-.)perty subject to poten-

been reported for explosions at various tial blast damage. This overpressure
d.!pths in water. 3 8 " 4 0  and an R 1 attenuation rate constituted the
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Table 27. Detonation summary and predicted overpressure for Phase 1.

Wind Over-
direction Depth Q-d pressure

and Charge of DOB predicted
Deto- velocity weight DOBa  DOB b  water DOB at 50 ft/
nation Date Time (ft/sec) (lb) (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft/lb 1/ ) lb1/3 (psi)

la 11/6/69 9:01 ESE 29 2,000 16.33 17.33 5 1.38 0.019
lb 11/6/69 11:01 ESE 23.5 2,000 16.66 17.86 5 1.42 0.015

lc 11/4/69 10:01 ESE 37 1,975 20.12 21.72 6 1.72 0.009
Id 11/5/69 9:01 ESE 29 3,950 24.74 25.84 5 2.05 0.0068

le 11/7/69 11:01 ENE 22 20,000 41.6 42.9 7 1.58 0.010

aBelow Mean Low Low Water.

Below actual water surface.

Table 28. Summary of Phase I detonations.

Wind
direction Depth

and velocity of Delay
Detonation Charge Date (ft/sec) DOB water (sec)

II-ABC D 4/23/70 SSW 4-9 0

1-A 43.2 8
11-B 43.2 5
Il-C 42.6 7
11-D 41.0 6.5

II-EFb 4/28/70 WNW 7-10 0.1

II-E 42.1 6

Il-F 42.4 7

II-IJKL 5/01/70 W 9-10 0

11-1 41.9 6.5
11-J 41.7 6
Il-K 42.1 5.5
II-L 41.5 5.5

aBelow Mean Low Low Water.

bThe other two charges in this row (I1-G and Il-H) did not detonate as planned (see
Section 2).

Table 29. Data for iLve-charge square array detonation, one charge in center, 64 lb
TNT per charge, 6-ft burial depth.36

Ground-shock-
induced peak Equivalent

overpressure for single-charge Ratio of
5-charge array overpressure overpressure

Spacing (psi) (psi) array/single

10 ft or 2.5 ft/lbI /  0.0131 0.0046 2.85

16 ft or 4 ft/lbl13 0.0081 0.0046 1.75
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lower limit of expected overpressures pressures would be less than given by the

from Phase II events. An upper limit above expressions.
would occur were there simple addition Data from similar nonsimultaneous

of overpressures from the four charges detonations with about the same scaled

of each event. Less than simple addition delays as planned for Detonation II-EF

of peak overpressures was to be expected showed that peak overpressures were
for reasons given in the following below those of simultaneous detonations.
paragraphs. There were no airblast data for square

In previous row charge detonations 2 8  arrays of buried charges. A five-charge

where 64-lb charges buried 6 ft deep square array detonation3 4 of 64-lb
(1.5 ft/lb 1 /3) and spaced 8 ft apart (2.0 ft/ charges at 6-ft burial depth (1.5 ft/lb1 / 3 )

lb 1 / 3 ) were detonated simultaneously, the gave results at 500 ft as shown in
peak ground-shock-induced over-pressures Table 29. These measurements were
measured at the same distance increased made perpendicular to only one side of
with the number of charges as follows: the square. Because of this, azimuthal

effects are unknown. Ratio values for
Off the end of the row: four charges should be less. The larger

Tugboat spacing (4.4 ft/lb 1 / as compared
Ap row = n0. 0 5  to 4.0 ft/lb1 - 3 ) would also reduce the peakap single

overpressure expected.

Perpendicular to the row: In summary both the row-charge and

square-array data suggested peak over-
pdtrow s0 8n pressures should not be more than three

times those of the Echo event. Accord-
where Ap is overpressure and n is the ingly, predicted overpressures at the
number of charges in the row. For four approximate distances to the ten stations
charges of Detonation Il-ABCD, these were as given in Table 30.
expressions give ratios of 1.1 and 3,
respectively. INSTRUMENTATION AND

impici inth ab ve xpessonsisSTATION LOCATIONSimplicit in the above expressions is ST IOLCAON

the unproven assumption that values of Ten stations were used for all detona-
the exponent of n are not also a function tions. Their general locations are shown
of medium, type of explosive, or charge in Fig. 147. Stations AM-i th:ough AM-7
size. It was observed in the five-charge were at locations of potential blast dam-
Dugout cratering detonation3 1 that values age. Stations AM-8, AM-9, and AM-10
were lower than would be predicted with were located on the coral fill area to pro-
these assumptions. The spacing pro- vide some close-in measurements for
posed for Phase II was larger than any establishing good attenuation curves.
for which airblast data were available; Specific station locations were the same
however, data for smaller spaci'igs sug- for both Phase I and 11 for Stations AM-I
gest that the exponent of n decreases with through AM-5. Stations AM-6 and AM-7
increased spacing, so that expected over- -were at different locations on the Mauna
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Table 30. Tugboat Phase II range of expected overpressures.
II-ABCD I[-EF [l-IJK(L

Approx- 11-ABCD Aprox-
imate imate irriate

distance Low High distance Low High distance Low High
Station Ut) (psi) (psi) (,t) (psi) (psi) (ft) (psi) (psi)

AM1 4800 0.015 0.045 4450 0.015 0.045 4200 0.015 0.045

AM2 4000 0.020 0.06 350 0.20 0.06 3400 0.020 0.06
AM3 2900 0.025 0.075 2800 0.025 0.075 2900 0.025 0.075
AM4 3800 0.020 0.06 4150 0.020 0.06 4400 0.020 0.06
AM5 6150 0.010 0.03 6500 0.010 0.03 6750 0.010 0.03

AM6 7050 0.009 0.03 7400 0.009 0.03 7650 0.009 0.03

AM7 8000 0.008 0.025 8350 0.008 0.025 8600 0.008 0.025

AM8 1200 0.06 0.20 850 0.08 0.25 600 0.12 0.35

AM9 1500 0.045 0.15 1150 0.06 0.2 900 0.075 0.25

AMlO 2350 0.030 0.09 2000 0.035 0.1 1750 0.04 0.12

Kea Beach Hotel roof during Phases I and were double-hung sashwith six smallpanes

II. Stations AM-8, AM-9, and AM-10 each. Most other houses in Kawaihae also

were moved between the 1-ton detonations had windows with six-pan., sash.

and the 10-ton Echo detonation on Phase I

and again to a slightly different location aTable 31. Window census-Tugboat .

for Phase II to maintain an almost

straight blast line between the SGZ and Approximate
distance

Station AM-2. The stations are more from SGZ Number of panes

specifically described in the following (ft) of each size

paragraphs: 2,000 to 3,000 3n A b 68 B,c 3 C d

Station AM-l was about 40 ft in front 3,000 to 4,000 434 A, 165 B, 178 C,
of the Doi general store. The store and 2 Ee 2 Ff

the service station across the street con- 4,000 to 5,000 160 A, 100 B
stituted most of "downtown" Kawaihae. 5,0u0 to 6,000 20 B, 40 C, 40 E

Both had plate-glass windows with maxi- 6,000 to 7,000 nil
mum sizes of about 50 and 30 sq ft, re- 7,000 to 8,000 20 C

spectively. (A detailed window census is 8,000 to 9,000 97 D g 923 E
given in Table 3). There were numer- a From John A. Blume & Associates, :

ous other windows in the store, house, San Francisco, California.

and station, with panes of 2.5 to 5 sq ft. bA size-less than 2 sq ft.

The Chock Hoo store nearby had eight B size-between 2 and 5 sq ft.

panes, 2-1/2 X 2-1/2 ft. as well as dC size-between 5 and 16 sq ft.

several six-pane casements. eE size-between 23 and 35 sq ft.

Station AM-2 was across the street fF size-between 35 and 45 ft.

from the old school buildng. Windows gD size-between 16 and 23 sq ft.
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Station AM-3 was 35 ft southeast of the back from the leading edge. Station AM-7

home of the caretaker of Spencer State was moved from the roof of the hotel to a

Park. The i.ouse was of simple frame point near the ground in a garden east of

consi'uction, with 14 windows containing the rooftop location for Phase I. The

double-hung sash, six penes per sash. hotel had 252 rooms, each with four

Station AM-4 was about 40 ft north of 3 X 7.5-ft sliding glass doors. Glass and

a guest house on the property of Mrs. frames were heavy and exceptionally well-

Roth. The property contained a large mounted. The dining pavilion and dining

number of glass picture windows, room both had heavy plate-glass windows

Stations AM-5, AM-6, and AM-7 were or sliding glass doors (not included in
at the Mauna Kea Beach Hotel. Station census) with typical dimensions of 9 X 9 ft

AM-5 was about 900 ft from the hotel on for the pavilion and 8 X 9 ft for the dining

a line toward the explosion location, room. Stores end shops in the hotel con-

During Phase I Station AM-6 was on the tained other glass, most of it facing

roof of the original (high) section of the inside courts.

hotel at the end nearest the explosions, Stations AM-8, AM-9, and AM-10

and Station AM-7 was on the roof of the were on a coral fill immediately north of

new (low) section, at the end of the hotel the explosion site. Together with Sta-

away from the explosions. During tions AM-1 and AM-2, they constituted an

Phase IL, Station AM-6 was moved from almost unidirectional blast line.

the corner of the hotel roof to a point well Distances from each of the five detona-

tions to each station are given with the

Table 32. Instrumentation for Phase I. results Each station had two gages, one

to measure higher-than-expected over-Station Gage Serial No. pressures and one set to measure the
AM-iS (high) 1670 Transmitter 3t Station 2 predicted overpressure. The difference

p (low) 12688 Transmitter at Station 2 w..; usually a factor of five. Interim
AM-2S (high) 1740 Transmitter at Station 2

2P (low) 10771 Transmitter at Station 2 adjustments were not made in set ranges
AM-3S (high) 1668 Transmitter at Station 2 but in gage sensitivity. These changes,

3P (low) 17832 Transmitter at Station 3 based on the results of the first two
AM-4S (high) 1665 Transmitter at Station 4 events, were necessary only at the three

4P (low) 12685 Transmitter at Station 4 closest stations.
AM-5S (high) 1633 Wire to recorder

5 P (low) 17839 Wire to recorder Gages used were of three types: van-
AM-6S (high) 1635 Wire to recorder able reluctance, unbonded, and bonded.

6P flow) 12686 Wire te recorder Table 32 gives gage type and serial
AM-7S (high) 1626 Wire to recorder number for each station during Phase I.

7P (low) 17844 Wire to recorder A few changes in the types of gages at
AM-8D (high) 44068 Transmitter at Station 10

8S (low) 1742 Transintter at Station 10
AM-9S (high) 1744+ Transmitter at Station 10 These changes are given in Table 33.

SS (low) 1667 Transmitter at Statioi 10
AM-10S (high) 1655 Transmitter at Station 10

loP (low) 11366 Transmitter at Station 10
See Tables 34a through 34h.
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Table 33. Changes in instrumentation for 0.006
Phase II.

Gage 0.004-

Station Serial No. -.
I 0.002 -

AM-2 (high) 1632 0
(low) 1745 0

AM-3 (high) 44065 00
(low) 1743 -0.002

AM-4 (high) 1631 I I
(low) 1634 3 5

AM-6 (high) 44067 Time - sec
(low 1741

AM-9 (high) 44068 Fig. 148. Air overpressure record at
Station AM-4 for 1-ton BravoAM-10 (high) 44050 detonation of Phase 1 (1 July

(low) 1630 1970).

Information from one, two, or three 0.015
stations was transmitted by telemetry

from the stations to a recording facility 0.01

in Room 753 of the hotel. Information "

from gages near the hotel was transmitted i 0.005

by wire directly to two 7-track tape re- 0

corders. One tape of each of the first

three detonations was sent daily to a play- -0.005

back facility at Barbers Point, Oahu, to _ _ _ _ _

provide information by which gages could
Time -secbe set for the next event.

Final playback provided adequate rec- Fig. 149. Air overpressure record at
Station AM-4 for 10-ton Echoords for all except Station AM-i during detonation of Phase i.

Phase I although signals at distant sta-

tions were degraded by vind noise on

must 1-ton detonations, pulses; gas-venting pulses were very

small and difficult to identify.

RESULTS Typical pressure-time waveforms for

the detonations are best illustrated by

Summaries of results including azi- comparing those at one station for all of

muth and distance, set ranges, calibration the detonations. Station AM-4 records

steps, arrival times, measured peak posi- provide a good sample. Figure 148 is a

tive and negative pressures, times of waveform observed at Station AM-4 for

peaks, and measured positive and nega- the 1-ton Bravo detonation. It is typical
tive impulses for all stations are given in of the 1-ton detonation records at all

Tables 34a through 34 h. Peak overpres- stations. The waveform for the 10-ton

sures were always ground-shock-induced Echo detonation at Station AM-4 (Fig. 149)
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Table 34a. Summary of results-Detonation Alpha.

Call- Time Time-z.- e. 't brat.jr, if of
muth tance rarige Slep Xrrt%,il tame p. peak p- peat I,S tat ion' (de'g) I ft) (psi) 4ps;i) (seel) (psi. 6: CO (psi) (s;ee) PpfI-see-) IpsI-.ec)

.\\1-81) thigh) 5.36 401 0.30 0.12 O.062. 0.2E5 0..,O .0. 0.0% 0.6,,2 0.6V 0.0J3
as (lion) 0.06 0.0106 0 .0 6 ?a ) -2 - __ -- --

A5I-"S (higl.) 1.71 691 0.15 0.0224 0.550 "' 0.564 0.0 0.9.21 0.0041 0.00629S (Ion) 0.01 0.021 0.127.
a 

0.527 0.042 0.559 0.028 0.819 0.0032 0.0063

AM-lO
, 

(high) 2.33 176,1 0.08 0.0192 1.432 0.9151, 1.453 0.01131 1.712 0.00145 G.00255
I0. (ol) 0.013 0.003 C _ C 0.0057 rI 1.7..3 F -

A N-3S ('tgh) 16.4 1) 22h6 0.045 0.011, 1.9 ? 0.01197 1 992 0.00775 2.311 0.00132 0.00186'P (Io%, 0.004 0.010 .911 0.0005 0.992 0.0094 2.313 0.C01(2 0.0020b

AI-2S (high) 1.52 3433 0.03 0.02 2.71:2 0.0078 2.810 0.0062 3.140 0.00068 0.00177
21t (Im) 0.00G 0.0107 2.786 0.008 2.811 0.0064 3.140 0.0008 0.C.0S

NNI-4S (nagn) 172.14 4042 0.02 0.0191 3.412 0.00475 3.497 0.00425 3.793 0.0005 0.000S8
41' Ilow' 0.004 0.010 3.411 0.00325 3.496 0.003 4.802 0.00034 0.00063

A l-!i% (high) 345.'0 4:11'. 0.02 0.U24 41 d d d d d d
I' 1io, 0.004 0.01!8 . . . . . . .

AI-5S (high) 17G211 £417 0.01 0.01 5.470 0.0C32 5.552 0.0028 5.862 0.000445 0.000705
51 ilo%) 0.002 0.0057 ..433 0.9031 5.547 0.0025 5.875 0.00043 0.00063

AM-6Z (high) 176.50 7107 0.01 0.001. 6.254 0.0_OS65 6.335 0.0085 6.680 0.00d26 d61' 'lo.) 0.002 0.0067 6.2!5 6302 6 547 __

AM- S (hagn) 174.08 274 0.01 0.01! 7.165 0.00182 7.227 0.00187 7.510 0.00031 0.00051
7P IIow) 0.002 0.0101 7.073 0.00192 7.250 0.00195 7.550 G.00031 0.00058

a irri.a! of groan-i-transmatted strface w4ve.

b ied.

Poor rtGrd.

d.%n i Prord.

Table 34b. Summary of results-Detonation Bravo.

Cali- Tim;: Time
Azi- Dis- Set bratton of of
muth tance range step Arrival time p. peak 4- peak I+ I-Station (deg) (ft) (PSi) (psi5 (see) (psi) (sc) (pit) (sec) (psi-sec) (psi-oez)

A.M-8D (high) 358.63 310 0.12 0.12 0.073.' 0.210 
0
.!N 0.!q8 0.07. 0..0 0.0RP 0.0183

8S (low) 0.025 0.0206 0.074& -' -b

AM-OS (high) 57.69 604 0.06 0.0224 -0.468 ? 0.539 0.033 0.85a <0.0051 <0.007998 (low) 0.012 0.021. 0.103.
a 

0.455 0.0405 0.506 0.031 0.857 0.0048 0.003)5 i

AM-lOS (high) 0.91 167. 0.03 0.092 1.360 0.014 1.408 0.0127 1.816 0.017 0.00316toP (low) 0.006 0.008 -¢ _C -C 0,0107() 1.763 -C .C

AM-3S (high) 138.77 2321 0.02 0.019 1.893 0.0139 1.967 0.1083 2.316 0.0013 0.002043P (low) 0.004 0.01C 1.852 0.0135 1.967 0.0092 2.319 0.00125 0.00226

AM-2S (h.gh) 0.30 3345 0.012 0.02 2.733 0.0081 2.780 0.0056 3.167 0.0008 0.001472P flow) 0.0025 0.0107 2.707 0.00835 2.781 0.00565 2.167 0.00087 0.00151

A.M-4S (high) 172.91 4124 0.008 0.0191 3.424 0.0064 3.499 0.004 3.802 0.000551 0.000576
4P .ow) 0.002 0.010 3.431 0.00415 3.500 0.003 3.857 0.00033 0.00062

AM-IS (high) 35.01 4244 0.008 0.024 _ d d d d d d
IP (low) 0.002 0.0118 _ __d d _d __d _d _d

A.I-SS (hi~h) 179.69 6505 0.004 0.010 5.475 0.003f 5.552 0.00385 S.SO1 0.00048 0.00092
59 'lowl 0.0008 0.0057 5.472 0.0038 5.552 0.0037 5.902 91.0-04 0.001

AM-S ihigh) 176.69 7394 0.004 0.009 6.223 d 6 285 d 6 685 -1 d
6P (low) 0.0d08 0.0067 6.235 6:274 d 6:7i0 J _d

AM-7S (high) 174.45 8358 0.004 0.C!! 7.065P) ' 7.190(0) ? ? 7
7P (to-) 0.0008 0.0101 6.500(7) 0.004 6.640') 1 7.653() ?

aArrimal of grru..nd-tran.mntted surface wave.b imited.

"Poor record.

dNo record.
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Table 34c. Summary of results -Detonation Charlie.j

C- rieTime
Azi- Via- set b atico of o * 1

muth ance ange step Arvltm - pa _ pa a-- (s

kit-9S (high) 0.09 M3 0.03 0.0224 0.46a 0.041 0.3n. 0.0235 0.91M 0.00 0.007

P10 (low)' 3.10 1704 0.015 0.19 1.330) 0.0143 1.424 0.0083 l.-r7 0.0917; 0.0026
loelw .a .0 __C - .. _C F

A.M-3S (high) 136.10 2386 0.009 0.019 1.969 0.007 82.031 0.0054 2.519 0.OWiI2 0.001'.1
3F' (low) 0.002 0.(040 1.S 0.0078 2.032 0.00675 2.473 0.00111 0.002 12

A51-2S (1:Lgh) 2.-30 337e 0.C06 0.020 2.70S 6.0055 2.764 0.0042 3.296 -. W-, 2 0.0012b
2? flow) 4.0012 0.010? 2.711 0.00575 2.76M 0.0041 3.26M e.&"75 0.001277

AN: 4 htgh 171.1: 4116 0.004 0.0191 3.464 0.00438 3.520 0.0034S 3.1-5 0.0044 __OS

4P5 (logw) 785 41 0.01. 0.010 5.470 0.001385.520 0.002. 3.466 v0.00 0.00060

AM-IS (htgh) 176.91 736 0.002 0.009 6.2 0. .d d
OP (low) 0.0004 0.0067 4 -d _d4) 0.00 t 6. _d00~2i l0~

AM-7S thizgh) 177.53 8345 0.002 0.011 G.Us8 7.230 88
7P' ilvrn) 0.O.'04 02.0i0i 6.93 0.0036 7.220 0.0010 8.005 J

Czi~iof ground-transz:tted st, fote, wave.

ePoor record.

dorecord.

Table 34d. Summary of results -Detonadin Delta.j

Cslt. Tirme T:mc
Azi- Dis- 5 t bration cf of . I-
iu tance ?rre step Arrival time P, peak P_ peak Ipsi.

ANM-8) 'high) 16.37 255 0.03 0.12 0.051 0.!49 0.'% 0. 1 %5- O.4V. 0.738 o.oOK
4

5 0.0548
;Is (".w) 0.006 0.0206 0.0I1-z - 0.740-I~ - -

AlM-OS (high) 5.88 543 0.015 0.0224 0.3771 0.038 0.423 0.021 0.i-a0 0.003 ji.0333
9S (low) 0.03 0.02!5 0.082,a 0.3V1 0.033 0.427 0.02 1.060 O.M02l 0.00-,c

A N-lIOS (high) 3.79 1612 0.008 0.Ci92 1.295 0.01 12 1.125 0.00-1 1.*46 0.00112 0.001111'
!Or (low) 0.0015 0.008 C C C ' C C

AXM-3S thtghl 138.33 2421 0.0045 0.01S 2.027 0.0068 2.092 0.004. 2X. 0MOM542 0.00160j
41' iOar: 0.01^1 0.010 2.027 0.0066 2.0545 0.0043 2Xi'. 0.000111 0.00173

ANI-2S Gitgh~) 2.20 3281 0.003 0.020 2.63C 0.042 2.720 0.0031, 3.243 0.0"P,4 4 -
2P' (Iow.' 0.0005 0.0207 2.646 0.0042 2.721 0.X0425 3.2.-f 0.000475 -

AXI-4S (high) 171.95 4197 0.002 0.0191 3.532 0.0034 1.63 0.0022 4. 14 0.000i37 0.00-i
4? (low) 0."e05 0.010 3.500 0.0923 3.638 0.0015 -1.143 0.01,021. 0.00015

AMl-IS (hgh) 345.65 4163 0.002 0.024 d d d d 8
11' (low) Q.00v4 0.0118 8 _ d d _8 _

AM-SS highl 179.00 C569 0.001 0.010 5.SiO 0 00?63 ;.67 4 0.0019%i G.25 0 0.00032 0.00548s
51- flowi 0.0002 0.00s7 5.567 0.00254 e4.6-1. 0.0or, G. 25 1 0.00012 0.00060

AM-6S (high) 176.30 746' 0.001 0,009 8.350 6 7.31. -d d
SP' (lo3w, 0.0002 0.0067 6.1250) ~6'.43041) -..A - 6P 8 :

AM-75 (high) 173.95 8429 0.001 0.01!
71' (low) 0.0001L2 0.0101 ' .- C __ __ _ _

5
Arri val of grou.md-tranarntted sirfarc %ave.

'Poor record.
d.orez-ord.

eCignal fromn wind =4l.
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Table 34e. Summary of results - Detonation Echq.

1

Cali- Time Time
Azi- Dis- Set bration of of 1+ 1-
muth tance range step Arrival time p+ peak p- peak (psi- (psi

Station (deg) (ft) (psi) (psi) (sec) (psi) (see) (psi) (see) sec) see)

AM-8D (high) 18.53 285 0.20 0.12 0.079, a 0.170 0.259 0.274 0.Ib3 1 .03.1 0.0333 0.0793
8S (low) 0.04 0.0206 0 . 0 7 9 a b __ b __ __o __b

AM-9S (high) 19.80 553 0.09 0.0224 -0.413 b b b b
9S (low) 0.02 0.0215 0 . 1 10 a 0.413 b - b . .

AM-lOS (high) 19.41 1554 0.G5 0.0192 0.2 10,a 1.213 _b 0.0 7 2.0, >0.00 0.0114
lop (low) 0.01 0.008 0 . 2 1 0,a 1.235 -b _b 0 2.0_, _P..

AM-3S (high) 134.00 2808 0.0275 0.019 2.247 0.0225 2.366 0.0148 3.070 0.0032 0.0064 I
3P lw) 0.0053 0.010 2.238 0.0187 2.370 0.0158 3.060 0.00305 0.00693

AM-2S (high) 7.08 3163 0.02 0.02 2.540 0.0185 2.627 >0,033 3.362 0.0029 0.0057
2P (low) 0.004 0.0107 2.540 0.0185 2.629 0.0115 3.362 0.00313 -

AM-4S (high) 166.93 4412 0.012 0.0191 3.632 0.0128 3.744 0.0075 4.451 0.00125 0.00277
4P (low) 0.0025 0.010 3.617 0.0075 3.746 C.0053 4.460 0.00084 0.00194

AM-S (high) 351.14 3942 0.015 0.024 "_ --c -- -c -_P _- __F
IP (low) 0.003 0.0118 .. . .. ..-c __ _c _

AM-5S (high) 175.53 6731 0.006 0.010 5.604 0.0089 5.730 0.0063 6.460 0.00145 0.00279

5P (low) 0.0015 0.0057 5.596 0.00875 5.730 0.0061 6.460 0.00140 0.00272

AM-6S (high) 173.30 7640 0.006 0.009 6.360 0.0085 6.496 0.0055 7.245 0.00127 0.00239
6P (low) 0.0015 0.0067 6.407 c 6.490 C ? _C _c

AM-75 (high) 171.34 8622 0.006 0.C11 7.195 0.0Q435 7.332 bb 0.0011 b

7P (low) 0.0015 .Oinl 7.213 0.0038 7.440 0.0044 8.010 0.00117 0.00198
aArrival of ground-transmitted surface wave.

bLimited.
CNo record.

17
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Table 34f. Summary of results-Detonation II-ABCD,

Call- Time Time
Azi- Se:t brationt Arri al of of !+ 1-
mutha Distance range step time p+ peak p- peak (psi- (psi-

Station (det) Ift) (psi) (psi) (see) (psi) (sec) (psi) (sec) see) see)

AM-8D (high) 324.54 8 5 3 b-1 0 6 4c - 0.20 0.245 0 . 1 1 9 e 0.0647 0.925 0.0773 1.656 0.0167 P.020
1167d 0.817

8S (low) (332.09) f (820-10.7- 0.06 0.575 0 .118,e 0.0628 0.925 0.0770 1.663 0.0166 0.0286
1119) 0.817

AM-2D (high) 327.64 11 3 4b 1 3 4 c- 0.15 0.205 0.996 0.0469 1.161 0.0586 1.896 0.0130 0.0210
1437

9S (low) (332.36)f (1089-1286- 0.045 0.063 0.996 0.0491 1.162 0.0805 1.888 0.0135 0.0285
1387 )f

AM-lOD (high, 26.98 2 0 7 6 b-2 2 73 cm 0.09 0.121 1.883 0.0251 2.030 0.0316 2.749 0.0073 0.0131

10S (low) 0.03 0.0335 1.883 0.0248 2.030 -- - 0.0072 >0.0129

AM-3D (high* 118.67 2 8 53 -2 62
c  0.075 0.0776 2.487 0.0243 2.532 0.0242 3.300 0.00640 0.C075

2900A
3S (low) 0.025 (+0.027- 2.361 0.0247 2.532 0.0244 3.314 0.0065 0.01075

0.028)

AM-2S (high) 13.47 3 67 2b-3 8 65 b 0.06 0.0612 3.160 0.0149 3.316 0.0200 4.061 0.00450 0.00810
39 4 9 d

2S (low) (1 4 .3 4 )f (3605-3788- 0.02 0.0198 3.161 0.0153 3.317 0.0202 4.062 0.00459 0.C0815
3 8 83 )f

AM-4S (high) 158.17 3 9 4 5d-3 9 6 6c 0.06 0.0591 3.403 0.0150 3.522 0.0160 4.254 0.00495 0.007804099d
4S (low) 0.02 0.0194 3.404 0.0150 3.521 0.0163 4.251 0.00500 0.00780

AM-IS (hig)h) 358.59 4 3 4 6 b 4 5 0 0 c- 0.045 0.0465 3.821 0.0129 3.978 0.0161 4.698 0.00400 0.00600

IF (low) 0.015 0.0141 3.816 0 .0 10 2 h 3.975 0.0168 4.699 0 . 0 0 3 3 5h 0.00607

AM-5S (high) 170.55 6 1 2 6d- 6 1 9 6b 0.03 0.0039 5.346 0.00989 5.475 0.0104 e.112 C.00317 0.00540
6333b5P (low) 0.01 0.0092 5.338 0.00983 5.484 0.0099 6.121 0.00317 0.00540

AM-6S (high) 168.81 70597126c - 0.03 0.0367 6.218 0.00753 6.342 0.00838 6.994 0.00259 0.00424

7 2 5 8 b
6P (low) (7098-7165- 0.0C9 0.0086 6.214 0.00769 6.343 0.00844 6.995 0.00265 0.004317297)

f

AM-7S (high) 167.28 8 0 6 2 d-8 12 7c 0.025 0.02G5 7.021 0.00550 7.181 0.00765 7.868 0.00238 0.00373
8 2 5 5b

7P (low) 0.00. 0.0077 7.019 0.00472 7.199 - -- 0.00230 >0.00370
"To midpoint between Charges Il-A and 1-D.
bTo Charge 11-1;.
CTo Charge 11-B.

dTo Charge 11-A.

eDirect ground shock arrivbi.

finferred from time of positive peak.
gLimited.

hpositive phase suppressed by RF band width.
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Table 34g. Summary of results-Detonation I-EF.

Cali- Time Time
Azi- Set bration Arrival of of 1+ I-
muth Distance range step time p+ peak p- peak (psi- (psi-

Station (deg) (ft) (psi) (psi) (sec) (psi) (see) (psi) (see) see) see)

AM-8D (high) 322.73 6 4 3b-7 4 4 c 0.20 0.245 0 . 16 1 d 0.162 0.656 0,.26 1.402 0.0346 0.0616
0.51"

8S (low) (335.46)c (590-750)' 0.06 0.0575 0.160, 0.162 0.652 0.127 1.403 0.0341 0.0614
0.519

AM-9D thigh) 327.38 9 0 8b- 10 1 6  0.15 0.205 0.749 0.118 0.896 0.087 1.650 0.0244 0.0418
9S (low) (3 3 4 . 87 )e (853-973)e 0.045 0.063 0.749 0.122 0.896 0.090 1.650 0.0251 0.0434

AM-10D (high) 25.62 1 8 4 6 b 1 9 6 0c 0.09 0.121 1.556 0.0494 1.781 0.0394 2.502 0.0115 0.0189
10S (low) 0.03 0.0335 1.566 0.0497 1.781 0.0393 2.502 0.0117 0.0189

AM-3D (high) 122.71 2 8 4 2 ;-2 9 1 1 b 0.075 0.0776 2.405 0.0266 2.656 0.0227 3.255 0.00655 0.01050
3S (low) 0.025 (+0.027- 2.405 0.0283 2.655 0.0223 3.254 0.00692 0.01169

0.028)

AM-2S (high) 11.82 3 4 4 3b 3 5 6 5 ' 0.06 0.0612 2.978 0.0265 3.117 0.0231 3.846 0.0tA700 0.01090
2S (low) (1 2 . 0 7 )e (3 37 5 - 3 4 9 8 )e 0.02 0.0198 ".973 0.0265 3.118 0.0243 3.859 0.00720 0.01115

AM-4S (high) 161.69 4 16 3 0 4 2 8 0b 0.06 0.0591 3.50b 0.0209 3.842 0.0150 4.490 0.00574 0.00901
4S (low) 0.02 0.0194 3.515 0.0211 3.843 0.0148 4.498 0.00501 0.00824

AM-5S (high) 172.4i 6 4 1 5 ' 6 53 8b 0.03 0.039 5.508 0.0132 5.831 0.0097 6.462 0.00332 0.00500
5P (low) 0.01 0.0092 5.506 0.0127 5.833 0.0091 6.465 0.00316 0.00480

AM-6S (high) 170.51 7338c-7450b  0.03 0.0367 6.260 0.00965 6.671 0.0080 7.230 0.00280 0.00408
6P (low) (7 3 71- 7 4 113 )c 0.009 0.0086 6.260 0.009 6.683 0,00710 7.290 0.00250 0.03380

AM-7S (high) 168.82 83J2c 8454b 0.025 0.0265 7.210 0.0073 7.490 0.00655 8.120 0.00171 0.00394

7P (low) 0.003 0.0077 7.207 0.00!7 7.514 0.0070 8.151 0.00199 0.00413

aTo midpoint between Charges II-E and 1I -F.
bTo Charge lI-F.
CTo Charge IH-E.

Direct ground shock arrival.

elnferred from time of positive peak.
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Table 34h. Summary of results -Detonation lI-IJKL.

Cal:- Time Time
Azi- Set bration Arrival of of l 1-
muth Distance range step time p+ peak p- peak (psi- (psi-Station (deg) (ft) (psi) (psi) (Sec) (psi) (see) (psi) (see) see) sec-)

AM-8D (high) 284.42 6 3 5 b 7 0 2 c 0.20 0.245 0 . 1 1 1,e 0.326 0.593 0.180 1.324 0.067 0.1245

772 d  0.38i
8S (low) (291.84 (512-570- 0.0: 0.0575 O.ll.e >0 . 2 3 6g - 0.184 1.302 >0.065 0.1235633) f  

0.388

AM-9D (high) 60.85 8 2 5b 9 0
c  0.15 0.205 0.156, 3.20 0.771 0.125 1.460 0.048 0.0845

f 9 59u 0.574
9S (low) (5 5 . 1 5 )f (721-791- 0.045 0.063 0 . 1 5 5e 0.205 0.793 0.130 1.480 0.0495 0.0875864) f  

0.572

AM-1OD (high) 38.97 1 64 2b 17 2 2co 0.09 0.121 1.343 0.0804 1.596 0.057 2.300 0.0223 0.0380
1804d

1OS (low) 0.03 0.0335 1.325 0.0773 1.597 0.0554 2.303 0.0225 0.0363

AM-3D (high) 127.97 3 2 28 d 3 3 cc- 0.075 0.0776 2.796 0.0432 2.938 0.0329 3.675 0.0111 0.01943391
d

3S (Iowl 0.025 (+0.027- 2.775 0.0363 2.937/ 0.026 3.676 0.0096 0.0157

0.028)
AMN-2S (hig.) 17.78 3122 b-3506 c m 0.06 0.0612 2.63? 0.0370 2.788 0.0343 3.507 C.'0118 0.0225

f 3290 
a

2S (low) (1816) f 
(3057-31 1 1- 0.02 0.0198 2.633 0.0362 2.788 0.038 3.507 0.0118 0.0205

M25)
z

AM-4S 'high) 160.10 4601b-4662 '  0.06 0.0541 3.938 0.0413 4.146 0.029 4.314 0.00845 0.0149, 472 4 d

4S (low) 47d 0.02 0.0194 3.939 -. 6 -9 -2 -.- 0.00820 ,0.0141

A-15 (nigh) 35.73 37S2 -3809e- 0.045 0.0465 3.237 0.0385 3.454 0.0313 4.045 0.0102 0.016631886
d

11' (low) 0.015 0.0141 3.235 0.0361 3.455 0.0235 4.094 V.0102 0.0145

ANI-5S (high) 170.69 M68,-6 e7
c  0.03 0.039 5.835 0.0266 6.123 0.0160 G.833 0.0573 0.00973

6958u

SP (low) 0.01 0.0092 5.936 0.0245 6.120 0.0155 6.a33 0.00555 0.00965

AMT-6S (high) 169.08 77,!-b78 15
c
- 0.0. 0.0367 6.763 0.0205 6.997 0.0130 7.687 0.00465 0.00805

7885dt
aP (low) (7889-7858- 0.009 0.0086 6.761 0.0210 6.996 0.0135 7.587 0.00485 0.00825

7 9 2 8 )f

AM-75 (high) 167.64 8746b -884em 0.025 0.0265 1.563 0.0161 7.b26 0.0124 8.431 0.00438 0.00675
8883e

7P (ow) 0.008 0.007? 7.560 .- -9 - -_ >0.00430 >0.00656
aTo center of square array.

bTo nearest i-harge.

eTo center cf square array.
dTo farthest chargt.
eDirect ground sho~k arrival-

flnferred fron, time of positive pea,:.

g Limi ted.
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0.02 Iindicates oetter resoiution of the individ-

I ual peaks making up the first positive

0.0- pulse. Records for the three major det-

I onations of Phase II, If-ABCD, II-EF,
0 and II-IJKL, are shown in Figs. 150

through 152. These records indicate a

-0.01- very complex first positive pulse for each

I__ detonation. All records are character-

1 [ ized by a large negative pulse (almost as
3 5 7

large as the first positive pulse,, and a
Time - sec

second positive pulse.
Fig. 150. Air overpressure record at

Station AM-4 for Detonation II-
ABCD of Phase 11 (18 August DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Arrival Tirres

0 I I Arrival times of the beginnings of the

always be identitied with pr-cision.
0.0| -Times of peak overpressures, because
0 peaks were sharp, ordinarily were iden-F tified with an accuracy of ±2 msec.

S-0.P (I Ambient pressure and temperature

were not measured at detonation times,

1 3 5 7 but, if sea-level pressure and a temper-
Time - sec ature of 83 0F are assumed, sonic velocity

Fig. 151. Air overpressure record at v.ould have been 1145 ft/sec. Plotting of
Station AM-4 for Detonation 1I- the arrival time data gave an estimated
EF of Phase 11. velocity of 1180 ft/sec. Differences

between this measured shock velocity and

1 ambient sound velocity were within varia-

0.04- tions attributable to overpressure in the

0. blast wave and to relatively strong winds
0.02 at shot times.

0
Peak Pressures"-0.02 - ,-

_______ Phase I
3 5 7Peak overpressures and negative
Time - sec pressures are plotted vs distance in

Fig. 152. Air overpressure record at Figs. 153 through 157 for the five detona-
Station AM-4 for Detonation 11- tions of Phase I. A linear least-squares-
IJKL of Phase 11 (11 August
1970). fit line was drawn for both positive and
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Fig. 153. Measured peak pressure vs dis- Fg. 155. Measured peak pressure vs dis-
tance for 1-ton Alpha detonation tance for 1-ton Charlie detona-
of Phase I. tion of Phase 1.
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overpressure ovezpressure

0 & Negative peak 0 a Negative peak
pressure over pressure

0. 1a
IP+ - r-1.16

a2 NNa

a 0.1 oN0.1 NSEr-1.09 
2/ p -

.

Letr N ,S

L e tt e rs N , S E , S nd ic at e 
" in d c r i e i r e c o n . Z S "

directon from SGZ toS

m auig station 
" s GZto measuri n -

__0 . . ,i . . .
* O.aal , , l. I .., ... ..

100 1 ,0 0 0 ! 0 ,0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 10 ,0 0 0 :

D is ta n c e - f t 

D is t anc e f t

Fig. 154. Measured peak pressure vs dis- Fig. 156. Measured peak pressure vs dis-

tance fsr l-ton Bravo detona- 
tance for 1-ton Delta detonation

tion of Phase I. 

of hase 1.
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10 . frequency negative-phase, implying a

High Low Range change in waveform with distance.
low high sensitivity Because high ambient wind velocity

a 0 Positive peak affects pressure attenuation with distance,
overpressure some azimuthal variation was to be ex-0 a Nega ive peak

pressure e pected from the high winds. Hiowever, it

- r "0was difficult to define clearly any trends,

P+ 0 and it was concluded that whatever azi-

-1 muthal effects existed were no lare

than the scatter characteristic ot the
0.1 airblast measurements.

Measured peak overpressures are

V2 mbor SE comrared with predictions in Table 35
: threshold] -

for window N and in Fig. 158. Ground-shock-induced

breakage-'S0.01 b a -  peak overpressures were five times those

predicted on the basis of measurements

Letters NSES indicate A . from NM detonations in Albuquerque allu-
direction from SGZ to vium. This result suggested especially
measuring station

good coupling of the explosion to the

0.001 . medium, as well as effective shoctc trans-

100 1,000 10,000 mission through the medium. This, in

Distance - ft turn, led to the comparison in Fig. 159

with airblast from underwater explo-Fig. 15. Measured peak pessure vs dis- 38-40

tance for 10-ton Echo detonation sions. Agreement of Tugboat peak
of Phase 1. overpressures with air-transmitted water-

shock- induced peak overpressures from

negative peaks. There is a slightly other underwater explosions was excellent,

greater rate of attenuation of peaks for attesting that the effect of coral limestone

the higher-frequency positive-phase am- on explosion coupling and shock trans-

plitudes than for those of the lower- mission to the surface was small indeed.

Table 35. Comparison of predicted and measured peak overpressure-Phase 1.

Peak Peak
Scaled overpressure overpressure
dob predicted at measured at

Detonation (ft/lbl/3) 50 ft/lb1 / 3 (psi) 50 ft/lbl/ 3 (psi)

Alpha 1.38 0.019 0.06

Bravo 1.42 0.015 0.054

Charlie 1.7' 0.009 0.046

Delta 2.05 0.0068 0.037

Echo 1.58 0.01 0.050
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1 ' ''1 ' " D= 3.71 X 103A 22 Ap 2 7 8,

where D is the number of broken panes

per thousand, A is the individual pane

area in square feet, and Ap is overpres-

sure in millibars. This relation gives
Delta- the results shown in Table 36 for he

a- Charl ie 10-ton detonation.
I Echo It was cicar th-.c the probability of~~~Bravo -Alpha glass breakage was extremely small and

S 0.1a.-/ that the Roth estate was the most vulner-

SMeasured'l able. Windows at the hotel were espe-

cially well-mounted and the calculated

probability for that location was certainly
0.01L an overestimate.

PredlctedJ i ~ ~100= '"l ' 'Predicted- to Tugboat Phase I peak; I toner

c Tugboat Phase I peak; 10 tons-

. Air-transmitted water-

0. 1 10- shock-induced peakScaled burial depth --ft/b / 3  1

[ \
OL

An evaluation of the risk of damage

from airblast was made based on the T Alpha
Phase I Echo observed peak pressures. [X Beta hC rlie
A:i overpressure of 2 mbar is often Echo"'°2elta

accepted as a threshold for breakage of
large windowpanes. No structure with 0.1
glass was closer than about 2800 ft from

Detonation Echo. The closest station
with windowpanes (Spencer Park) and all
more-distant locations were well below 0.01 , 11, 1

this threshold. Actually, such a thresh- 0.1 1 10

old does not exist. Reed4 1 showed that Scaled burial depth - ft/b 1 / 3

the probability of glass breakage in- Fig. 159. Comparison of airblast from
creased as the 2.78 power of overpres- underwater detonations and
sure and could be predicted from the Phase I detonations of Project

Tugboat at a scaled distance of
empi-ical relationship: I0 ft/lbl/ 3 .
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Table 36. Estimate of risk of damage from airblast for Detonation Echo.

Over- Probability
Pane size pressure of breaking

Station Location (sq ft) (mbar) a given pane

AM-3 Spencer Park 1 1.53 0.000012

AM-4 Roth estate 35 0.94 0.00024

AM-1 Doi store 30 0.82 0.00014

AM-7 Mauna Kea Beach Hotel 81 0.52 0.00013

AM-7 Mauna Kea Beach Hotel 22.5 0.52 0.000027

10 1 1 1 lit times the probability for Detonation Echo,
EHigh Low Range or about 0.005 for the Roth estate.

low high sensitivity

o a Positive peak P
overpressure Phase 11

0 a Negative peak Detonation I-ABCD peak pressures

overpressure -- are plotted in Fig. 160. The most un-

Detonation le - usual aspect revealed by the plot is that

S+rnegative peaks were about 20% larger

0.1 - -. than positive peaks. Positive peaks for

%b p - r  the station farthest south (AM-8) were
a 0.I-- P %N NN -low, due probably to the station's location

- ,which was on the ground where it waso N

S SEN shielded from the direct line of sight to
indicate defion NV N -  SGZ by the hotel. The negative pulse

from SGZ to with its larger duration had a peak not0.01 measuring station appreciably affected.

In an experiment3 0 in dry soil, exam-

ination was made of the ratios of pres-

sure perpendicular to a row to pressure

0.001 * , , off the end of the row as a function of the
100 1,000 10,000 number of charges in the row. Results

Distance - ft showed that the ratio for ground-shock-

Fig. 160. Peak pressure vs distance for induced positive peaks was close to 1 forf
Detonation I-ABCD. spacing as large as the 100 ft (3.7 ft/lb I :/3

of Detonation II-ABCD. For Station AM-3,

Since four 10-ton charges were planned which was nearly pprpendicular to the

for each Phase I detonation, the maxi- row, the ratio with respect to the rest of

mum probabilities of breakage from these the line (most of which was not nrceisely

charges (assuming equal distances perpen- off the end of the row! w;.s 1.25.

dicular to the rows and comparable mete- Figure 161 is a plot of peak pressure

orology) were predicted as 22 1(40.8)2.781 vs distance for Detonation II-EF. Again,
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10 wave was propagating downwind, and wind
H igh Low Range velocity was quite low.

Measured peak pressures are plotted

0 0 Positive peak
overpressure vs distance in Fig. 162 for Detonation I-

Negative peak IJKL. In this case all four charges deto-
presslte

1 Dtestto n nated satisfactorily and positive peak
Detonection
le overpressures were 50% greater than

Sr.0negative 
peaks.

o. \P+ N .r.15 Probabilities of glass breakagr- for

P+ Detonation II-IJKL were compuLed as for

0. PN the Echo detonation, yielding the results

* given in Table 37.

N Maximum probability of breakage

Letters N,SE, S \ S shifted from the Roth estate on the Echo
indicate drectio detonation to the Doi store on the Phase I,

measuring station II[-IJKL detonation. Again, probabilities

at the hotel were certainly overestimates.
.I

o.ooi High - , ,,,i , , , n] Low Range
1001,000 10,000 o' high sensitivity

Distance - ft f 0  Positive peak
- overp essure

Fig. 161. Peak pressure vs distance for [ 4 a Negative peak
DetnatonII-F.pressureDetoatin IIEF.I [i-r-Detonation

\ le -. -0. 9 7

the results of Detonation Echo have been P+ -1.00'l'0N I

added for comparison. For Detonation { % NI

Echo, peak overpressures were 50% \ 0.N-\ N

greater than negative peaks, while for

Detonation II-EF, positive peaks varied a. SEN_ 0S - ,-

from 13 to 39% greater than peak negative S s
pressures. An exception was the record LesS J

:E 
%

obtained at Station AM-7, where positive 0.01 indicate direction %

peaks were only 80% of the negative from SGZ to measuringr

peaks, again attributable to shielding station

by the hotel. The negative peak at

Station AM-7 was consistent with those

of other stations. 000"

Station AM-3 showed a positive peak 100 1,000 10,000

which was low by comparison with other Distance - ft

stations, as might be the case were the Fig. 162, Peak pressure vs distance for

wave propagating upwind. However, the Detonation I-IJKL.
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Table 37. Estimate of risk of damage from airblast for Detonation II-IJKL.

Over- Probability
Pane size pressure of breaking

Station Location (sq ft) (mbar) a given pane

3 Spencer Park 1 3.05 0.00008

4 Roth estate 35 2.18 0.0025

1 Doi store 30 2.72 0.0038

7 Mauna Kea Beach I-'otel 81 1.29 0.0016

Although probabilities of breakage were pulse are compared as a function of

greater than for the single charge, they scaled buria! depth at a scaled distance

were acceptably small for a field oper- of 50 ft/lb 1/ 3 . When the positive-phase

ation. impulse of Detonation Echo was scaled to

1 ton for comparison, it fell below the

Impulse impulses for the 1-ton detonations. (Agrte-
ment was much better for negative-phase

Phase I

Even where wind noise is appreciable, __________--_rr

positive-phase peak overpressures can be

determined with reasonable accuracy if High Low Range
-low high sensitivity

the rise between arrival and the peak is l
clearly defined. However, the records 0 0 Positive impulse

0 a Negative impulseshow that impulse included an effect of 0. 1

wind. Measured impulses, therefore,

were adjusted by defining arrival time,
u -1.02

fixing zero pressure and impulse at ar- 0 - r

rival time, and adding or subtracting

either a constant or linear pressure vari- I 0.01

ation from the pressure-time record to -5

achieve an impulse-time record of char- _E

acteristic shape. These adjusted impulse

values, both positive and negative, are .
plotted vs distance in Figs. 163 through 0.001

167. Low0

For all detonations, negative-phase
0

impulse was larger than positive-phase

impulse. Midrange ratics of negative- 0.0001 11l ,

phase to positive-phase impulse were 100 1,000 10, 000

1.7, 1.75, 1.75, 2.25, and 2, respectively, Distance - ft

for Detonations Alpha through Echo. In Fig 153. Imptilse va distance for 1-ton

Fig. 168, values for positive-phase im- Alpha detonation.
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[ High Low Range High Low Range
low high sensitivity low high sensitivity

0 0 Positive impulse- 0 a Positive impulse

0 a Negative impulse 0 a Negative impuls
0.1 0.!-

-*-t
"0 "9 9  u'r ! -..- 0.98

a. -. -1, +r !04-r-.04
0.01 ~ 0.01_- N

N
SE

SE1, - r10LS '

0.001 -0. 001 S -

Letters N,SE,S S:

o indicate direction "
a from SGZ to "

- measuring station "

. . . ..I , .. . 0.0 1!  . .. ... I, 0 A . . :

0"0100 1,000 10 0000 100l 000.
Distance - ft Distance - f

Fig. 164. Impulse vs distance for 1-ton Fig. 166. Impulse vs distance for 1-ton
Bravo detonation. Delta detonation.

S10I

High Low Range High Low Range
low high sensitiv-ty low high sensitivity 4
o a Positive impulse o o Positive impulse

0 A Negative impulse 0 a Negative impulse I
0.1 - 2

0.01 0o.1 _.02

0. -, .07

0.0

0000 v...sI ,.. 0.0 1 * .... ..
1 1,000 10,000 100 1,000 a 10.000

Dismnco - ft Distunce - ft

Fig. 165. Impulse vs distance for 1-ton Fig. i67. nrilse vs distance for 10-ton
Charlie detonation. Echo detonatic.a.
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I I I I lt ' JThis result was cpite unexpected, inasmuch
as the positive impulse for shots in

soil included contributions of both the

,a Albuquerque alluvium ground-shock-induced and gas-venting
0 Nevada Test Site pulses, whereas no gas-venting pulse was

0. 1 alluvium identified in the Tugboat Phase I meas-

o v Dry lake playa urements.

DtntosGas-venting pulses were not discern-. Detonations
Echo ible in either these Tugboat Phase I

Bravo- (measured) records or the Pre-Gondola III records.0.01 =- ha- I Carl
Alpha Charlie In both cases motion-picture films showed

Eo almost uninterrupted mound growth into a

Echo O high vertical cylinder. Venting of explo-
(value sive gases appeared relatively late, by
0ca0do ton) L-Delta which time the cavity had grown to0.001 to I ton) -  a

a ,uimensions permitting cavity pressures

to approach ambient pressure. (In dry

soils cavity gases vent relatively earlier,

while the mound is dome-shaped and

0.0001 I l , i cavity pressures are still relatively high.)
0.1 1 Venting times for Tugboat Phase I were

Scaled burial depth - ft/lb1/ 3  estimated from motion pictures to be 120,

Fig. 168. Positive impulse for Phase 1 130, 200, 220, and 200 msec, respectively,

events, for the Phase I detonations. Because
positive-phase durations for the 1-ton det-

impulse.) This low impulse was probably onations were about 250 msec, a gas-vent-

due to a reduction in pressure between ing pulse, were it to be observed, would

the two pressure spikes which occurred occur just before crossover. It is pos-

on most Echo records, but a reason sible (1) thai gas pressure could cause

for this reduction was not obvious, the mound to grow at a higher velocity

Direct airblast measurements have not and (2) that the mound- growth piston could

often been made as far out as 50 ft/lb impart some of the gas pressure impulse

Unextrapolated data available for compar- to the single pulse which was observed.

ison with any but the closest Tugboat

stations were sparse. Data scaled to Phase II

1 ton were added to Fig. 168 for compari- Impulse vs distance is plotted in

son, including one detonation in Nevada Figs. 169 through i71 for the three deto-

Test Site alluvium, one in dry lake playa, nations of Phase II. When the entire

and eight in Albuquerque alluvium. Tug- blast line was considered, rates of atten-

boat impulses were roughly five times uation for the three multiple-charge det-

ahose from detonation in soil-the same onations were close to that of the single-

multiple found for peak overpressure. charge detonations. Another rommon
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10- I I I It Five 64-lb charges in a square array

High Low Range with one charge in the center gave ratios
low high sensitivity of positive impulse for the array to im-

o 0 Positive impulse pulse for a single charge of 3.23 for a

0 a Negative impulse charge spacing of 2.5 ft/lb1 / and 3.05

for a charge spacing of 4 ft/lb11 3 . The

corresponding value for the four chargeLs

U of II-IJKL was larger. Either because of

the medium or the type of explosive, the

0.1 I -r-0.98 multiple charges of the Tugboat series
0.1 produced more airblast relative to a sin-

I+ r gle charge than was seen for TNT charges

0.0 N in a dry soil.

0.0 E- Comparison of Waveforms

Letters NSES S Four charges were detonated simulta-
indicate direction\\ S Sneously in Detonation II-ABCD. Charges
from SGZ to
measuring station 1

0.001 111121 ",7

100 1,000 10,000 High Low .Range

Distance - ft low high sensitivity

0 c Positive impulse
Fig. 169. Impulse vs distance for H- L a Negative impulse

ABC D detonation.

feature was that the difference between .Detation le

positive and negative impulse was always r -- -1.05

less for the multiple-charge detonations N 014

than for the single- charge detonation. NF
Ratios of the multiple-charge impulse E

to the single-charge impulse increased N

from Detonation II-ABCD through Detona- 0.SE

tion II-IJKL and were roughly equal to the -

number of charges, if it is assumed the Letters N.SE, \

two low-order detonations of JI-ABCD indicate direction
from SGZ tomade little contribution. The time delay measuring station

between the two charges of Il-EF provided 0.001 1 1 t 1... 1,

greater impulse than the simultaneous 100 1,000 10,000

detonation of II-ABCD where the effective Distance - ft

number of charges was greater than 2 but Fig 170. Impulse vs distance for Il-EF

les& than 4. detonation.
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102-r- -T I I I I. r'- identified, for the four-charge event

zn,'zivals Letween peaks made it clear thatHigh Low Range
low high sensitivity no one peak should be identified with a

0 0 Positive impulse - particular charge.

0 " Negative impulse Station AM-3 (Fig. 173), which was

more nearly broadside to the row, also

showed the high initial peak followed by a
uDetonation l sharp decay and an irregular rise to a

S r- 1 00 final peak of lesser amplitude about~04_. r 1 .04 380 msec after the first peak. This time
interval was much greater than could be

"3 N

\ \ \ N S E
"N S 0.02

0.01 =\ \ .Letters N,SE, . 0.01
S eindicate , \ a-

direction from \ \ I 0
SGZ to measuring \\ -
station .- 0.01

0.001 - I ,, ,,1 ,

100 1,000 10,000 -0.02

Distance - ft __
02 46

Fig. 171. Impulse vs distance for II-IJKL
detonation. Time - sec

Fig. 172. Station AM-2 record for Deto-

1I-A and I-B were high-order detonations nation 11-ABCD, typical of sta -
tions to north of SGZ (14 A-,gust

with the plume from Il-A initially lagging 1970).

behind that of Il-B. Plumes of 11-C and

II-D were small, indicating low-order 0.03 ..

detonations even though the shocks from

all four charges appeared to reach the .02

water surface at about the same time. 0.01

Stations to the north which were off the I

end of the U-ABCD row of charges showed

maximum overpressure shortly after 01

shock arrival, followed by a sharp decay, -0.02 -

then rose to a second but smaller peak I
0 2 4 6

120 msec after the first, followed by a

third small peak about 140 msec later, Time sec

and that in turi. followed by a still smaller Fig. 173. Station AM-3 record fcr Deto-
nation 11-ABCD showing slightly

peak about 200 msec after the third different wave form broadside

(Fig. 172). Thus, al'hough four peaks to row (14 August 1970).
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explained on the basis of the space inter- peak from the near -harge would have

val between charges in the row. been seen, followed by a dominant peak

Station Am-4 to the south (see Fig. 150) from the two equidistant charges, followed

showed three peaks of approximately equal by a final peak from the charge at the

amplitude with an interval of about opposite corner.

150 msec between each pair. Peaks at Station AM-8 was almost precisely

Stations AM-5 and AM-6 were similar, opposite a side of the square. The wave-

whereas at Station AM-7 the peaks were form showed two pronounced peaks, the

indistinct. second larger than the first, followed by
Charges for Detonation II-EF were to two peaks smaller than either of the first

be fired with a delay of 0.1 sec between two. The waveform at Station AM-9

charges, beginning with Charge II-E.

Only Charges II-E and 11-F detonpted. 0.04

Because spacing between charges was

120 ft, shock transit time (assuming 0.02

spacing belween charges equaled spacing a-
between points at which ground-shock- I
induced pulses from each charge became 0

air transmitted) was about 0.1 sec, and it

was expected that to the north the peaks CL -0.02 -

would be superimpcsed. Actually, two

peaks were observed (Fig. 174) and were 2 4 6

separated by about 100 to 120 msec. Time - sec

At Station AM-3 (Fig. 175) the wave-

form was quite confusing-a dominant Fig. 174. Station AM-2 record for Deto-
nation II-EF showing two pri-

peak flanked earlier and later by second- mary peaks in first positive

ary peaks of lower amplitude. Two pulse.

approximately equal peaks separated by

0.1 sec would have been expected at a 0.04
station perpendicular to the row.

At Stations AM-4, AM-5, AM-6, and

AM-7 waveforms were similar to that at L.

Station AM-3, whereas two approximately I
equal peaks separated by about 0.2 sec

were anticipated.

Detonation 11-IJKL was a simultane- a- -0.02

ously detonated square array. Had pres-

sure been measured directly opposite a 0 2 4 6
side of the square, a peak from the near Time - psi

two charges followed by one from the far

two charges would have been expected. Fig. 175. Station AM-3 record for Deto-
nation II-EF showing very com-

Measured off the corner of the array, a plex first positive pulse.
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0.3 - 0.1
0.21 -- -

[-r 0.05-
0.1 -

* @3 0

0.1. -0.05-

I I
0 2 4 6 0 2 46

Time -- sec Time - psi

Fig. 176. Station AM-9 record for Deto- Fig. 178. Station AM-10 record for Deto-
nation II-IJKL showing two nation I-IJKL (30 July 1970).
prominent peaks in first posi-
tive pulse as would be expected
in direction perpendicular to
one side of array (30 July 1970).

those of Stations AM-1 and AM-10. Wave-

forms of Stations AM-3 and AM-7 were
0.04 I I close to those of Stations AM-! ana AM-10,

but the waveforms for Stations AM-5 and._0.02 -.02 AM-6 were more nearly similar to those

of Station AM-4. The abrupt change
4) 0

between Stations AM-6 and AM-7 cannot

a. -0.02 4 be explained, inasmuch as the difference

in azimuth was no more that 2 deg.

0 2 4 6 Attenuation of Peak Pressure
Time - sec and Impulse

Table 38 gives results of log-log
Fig. 177. Station AM-2 record for Deto-

nation 11-IJKL (30 July 1970). least-square fits to data of the Phase I
detonations and a comparison with Deto-

nation Echo. Separate fits are provided

(Fig. 176) was similar, even though its for north and south lines and for all sta-

location was displaced from the ax;s of tions combined. Primarily because of

the square. Stations AM-2 (Fig. 177) and low posl ve peaks at Station AM-8, atten-

AM-4 were approximately opposite a cor- uation rates along the south line were

ner of the square and waveforms were greater than Plo.,g the entire line. On

about as expected. Waveforms at Sta- Detonation 11-IJKL high positive and neg-

tions AM-1 and AM-10 (Fig. 178), dis- ative peaks at Station AM-4 contributed

placed slightly from the diagonal axis of to the greater attenuatioa rate along the
the square, were similar. It was antici- south line. Along the north line, attenua-

pated that Stations AM-3, AM-5, AM-6, tion rates were quite similar to those J
and AM-7 would have waveforms like along the entire line.
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Table 38. Summary of attenuation equations for airblast data.

I-ABCD If-EF II-IJKL Echo

Peak positive overpressure
All stations Ap+ = 189r 1 4 6  Ap+ r 2 84 rllb 3  Ap+ = 151r 1 0 0 2  Ap+ = 97r 1' 0 5 8

South only Ap+ = 1856r 1 4 0 6  Ap+ = 1483r 1*6 0 8  Ap+ = 6835r1.418 -p 0 = 0r70.794

North only Ap+ = 187r - 1 , 1 50  'Ip+ = 125r' 1 0 37  Ap+ = 50r1 . 1 6 7  Ap+ = 127r - 1 .0 9 7

Peak negative pressure

All stations Ap- = 208r " 13 4  Ap- = 154r - 1.1 0 2  Ap- = 84r 0 9' 2  Ap- = 56r - 1. 0 3 0

South only Ap- = 126r - 0 83  Ap- 223r 15 3  Ap- = 3793r 1 -3 9 9  Ap- = 851r "1 3 4 1

North only Ap- = 114r - 1 0 5 1  Ap- = 54r - 0 .9 5 2  Ap- = 99r - 0 . 9 9 7  Ap- = 72r - " 0 7 6

Positive impulse
All stations 1+ = 12r 0 9 53  I+ = 28r 1 0 3 8  I+ = 38r 1 0 0 0  I+ = 6.7r 0 . 9 6 0

South only I+ = 36r 1 .073 1+ 919r" 1 4 1 + = 54r- 1 . 0 3 9  + .47r0 9 2 0

-:1 034 3098r"- 1 .0 0 0  = -r0 . 9 8 1

North only I+ = 22r 1 0 3 4  I+ = llr ... 1+ 1+ .00.7

Negative impulse

All stations I- = 27r* 3  I- = 51r- 0 5 0  = 88r 1 0 3 9  = 21r- 0 16

South only I- = 44r 1 0 39  i- = 158r 1 1 8 1  1- = 3 2 9r 1 1 8 5  I- = 293r 1 -3 13

North only I- = 37r - 1 0 3 1  i- = 32r - 0 .9 8 2  I- = 105r.1 06 3  - = 0 5 2

Table 39. Comparison of airblast data from single- and multiple-charge detonations.

Ratio of multiple-charge airblast overpressure
to single-charge airblast overpressure

II-A BU D lI- F II-IJKL

Peak positive overpressure 0.95 1.39 2.46

Peak negative pressure 1.73 1.68 2.59
Positive impulse 1.86 2.15 3.94

Negative impulse 1.59 1.84 3.33

Comparison of Single-Charge and small because (1) on I-ABCD only Sta-
Multiple-Charge Peak Pressure
and Impulse ticn AM-3 was close to perpendicular to

the row, (2) on I-EF no staiions were

Table 39 summarizes the comparison precisely perpendicular to a line between

of airblast parameters for Phase 11 deto- the two charges detonated, and (3) on

nations with the single-charge Echo det- U-IJKL no consistent azimuthal differ-

onation. The comparison was made from ences in waveform were evident. Fits

fits to the entire line at an approximately to all the data may give pressures
midrange distance of 3000 ft. Variations higher by a few percent than would have

of peak pressures with azimuth about been obtained solely off the ends of the

each of the three shots were relatively rows.
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Average ratios of overpressure from array. Positive impulses were about 2,

the Phase II multiple-charge detonations 2, and 4 times that for a comparable sin-

to overpressure from the Echo detonation gle charge. These data indicate that in

are given in Table 39. The spacings for Detonation II-ABCD, Charges 11-C and
Phase II charges were greater than any I1I-D contributed very little to the positive

for which previous information was avail- phase impulse observed. The data per-
able. Detonation lI-ABCD showed a taining to the reduction of overpressure

multiple- to single-charge ratio of peak from the delay of successive charge deto-

ground-shock-induced overpressure of nations in a row were not adequate to

0.95. Corresponding values for rows of draw more definite conclusions.

64-lb charges at closer spacing approx- No glass was broken, and estimates of

imated 1. the probability of breakage based on max-

For the square array detonation, imum measured peak overpressures were
1I-IJKL, a ratio of 2.46 (Taole 39) was never greater than five panes per thousand.

observed for positive peaks. Data from
five 64-lb charges gave 2.85 for the spac- CONCLUSIONS

ing of 2.5 ft/lb1 1 3 and 1.75 for 4 ft/lb 11 3 .

It was anticipated that the Detonation II- Project Tugboat has provided data for

IJKI. ratio would be less than 1.75 both airblast from detonations in submerged

because of the larger spacing (4.4 ft/b 1 /3 ) coral which were not previously available.

and because there were only four, rather Ground-shock-induced peak overpres-

than five, charges in the array. sures were about five times those pro-
duced by TNT and NM in dry soil but

SUMMARY close to those produced by detonations in
water and in a saturated clay shale. Gas

Positive peak overpressures and posi- venting peaks were very small (as they

tive phase impulse from the Tugboat were for N- 1 detonations in saturated clay

Phase I explosions were about five times shale) and could be identified only by time

those predicted on the basis of measure- of arrival. The conclusion is that

ments made from cratering explosions in the magnitude of the gas-venting pulse

soil. Peak overpressures estimated by is more dependent on medium than on

applying multiple-charge overpressure explosive type. The relation of peak

amplification factors to the Detonation overpressures to cavity pressure at

Echo results were small enough that the the time of mound rupture should be

possibility of blast damage on the Phase If investigated in future e x pe r i m en t s in

detonations was expected to be acceptable, water-saturated media. Possibly be-

Peak overpressures for the 1I-ABCD, cause of the two low-order detonations,

IH-EF, and 1I-IJKI, multiple-charge the waveforms of Detonation II-ABCI)

Phase 11 detonations were approximately were not as expected. Detonation

1, 1.4, and 2.5 times that for a single- II- EF should have had nearly single-

charge detonation having a yield equal to peak waveforms to the north and double

one of the charges in the multiple-charge peaks separated by about 0.2 sec to the
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south. Instead, double peaks were sepa- lesser amplitude. The conclusion is

rated by about 0.1 sec to the north, and that the origin of all of the individual

at most other stations the peaks consisted peaks in the first positive phase is not

of a dominant peak flanked by peaks of fully understood.

Section 8
Pressure, Acceleration, and Velocity Measurements

in Water Surface Layer

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES four charges about 2 ft off the coral

surface.

The K-Division of the Lawrence Liver- The instrumentation canisters housing

more Laboratory, fielded an instrumenta- the transducers and associated electron-

tion program designed to measure shock ics were attached to the explosive fill

pressure, velocity, and acceleration in pipes. This was done with 10-ft alumi-

the surface water layer over five of the num beams in such a way as to allow only

twelve 10-ton charges detonated during vertical motion of the instruments. This

Phase It. The objective of the program technique was used to insure proper gage
was to develop instrumentation and field- orientation to the shock wave regardless
ing techniques that would furnish the of the wave action at detonation time.

experimental data needed to determine The canisters were designed to be about

the amount of energy imparted to the 10% buoyant in sea water and wore set

water by the explosions. This infornia- free from the aluminum arms and fill
tion can be used to compare with computer pipe by means of explosive bolts a few

calculations in an effort to understand the milliseconds before detonatio.a. Signal

cratering phenomenology in water-covered transmission was via a special water-

and saturated media.4 2  blocked, neoprene-jacketed RG-58 elec-
tronic sig-.al cable to the recording

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES trailer located about 1500 ft from shore

on the coral fill area. A styrofoam float

The twelve charges were planned for near each canister was used to store

detonation in three salvos of four charges coiled signal cable. This coiled cable

each. Two of the planned detonations was designed to supply additional record-
were instrumented. On the first salvo ing time by uncoiling with the expanding

(II-ABCD), one canister was located on water surface. In addition, an anchored

the surface (WS-1) and one submerged to rope float line was used to deploy the

about 2 ft off the coral surface (UW-1). cables to shore. This prevented cable

Both canisters were over Charge II-D. damage from the sharp coral formations.
On the last salvo (11-IJKL), a submersi- Figure 179 is a plan view of the charge

bie canister was located over each of the array and the K-Division instrumentation.
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Recording trailer Second type of accelerometer-
3000 g

cable runs
F .. / ;, / s' Coral / Frequency-modulated systems were em-

-/7/ /fill / ployed for signal transmission and werearea!
/ aeacombined at the instrume'Laiun ranister

- .to conserve on cable runs to shore. The

UW3 £ kwter transducers were lised with 1-MHz center

_ *' - Float lines and frequency (1200 kHz deviation) voltage-
JiI W' signal cables controlled oscillators. The ariable

K1 Shallow x- reluctance transducers were used to

vo- water \ frequency-modulate a dual-oscillator,

balanced modulator circuit. Center car-
WS-I rier frequencies for this system ranged

-Projected 12-t from 25 to 100 kHz with center carrier

depth channel deviations of ±4 kHz. 3 These frequen-

A! cies and the 1-MHz VCO frequencies
were then combined on a single cable. In

Deep water addition system power requirements were
Fig. 179. Plan view of instrumentation supplied on this cable. The UW2 and

layout. UW4 systems were an exception and each

required two coaxial cables.

Figure 180 shows a typical instrument

canister installation and the canister loca- RESULTS

tions with respect to the explosive charge.
The initiall salvo (Detonation 11-ABC D),

Figure 181 shows the instrumentation

hardware both before and after installation, which was instruented with canisters

The K-Division instrumentation partic- WS-1 and UW-1 on C-.arge II-D, was dAt-
onated on 23 April 1970. It was ascer-

ipation on Project Tugboat was conceived
tained after the detonation that Charge

at a late date. A period of just over 2 mo

lapsed between conception and field execu- 11-D was considerably less in explosive

tion of the surface instrumentation pro- yield than anticipated. However, good

data were obtained from both canisters,gram. Consequently. in such a short

time the gage canisters could be designed The signal cables remained intact for
over 3 sec. This long coverage made it

and fabricated only for a maximum accel-
eration of 1500 g. possible to record the entire velocity

time-history of the water mound. PeakThe following were the useful ranges

of the velocities of 66 and 61 ft/sec were re-

Pressure gages-3000 pi corded by the subsurface and surface

Velocity gage-400 ft/sec gages, respectively. In addition, the

First type of accelerometer- surface velocity gage indicated a velocity

1000 g increase due to the gas acceleration phase
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Styrofoam cablesupport f loot

Signal cable

_j_ --- 12 ft----

Coral surface P A"'@I.

\I
ntrunent \39 ft 4 in.

anister

\ '°Ru

Instrument canister locations Ru
Water Radius

Canister Charge layer (R) to
desig- desig- Distances (ft thickness HE center
nation notion " ' SB nB A+B(ft) (ft)

WS-1 D 8.3 0 8.3 43.7
UW-1 D 2.4 5.9 8.3 37.7
UW-2 I 3.8 8.5 12.3 39.1
UW-3 J 3.5 8.5 12.0 38.9
UW-4 K 4.6 7.9 12.5 40.5
UW-5 L 2.3 3.2 5.5 42.7

Explosive 1 ft 3 in.
charge _

5ft 1 in.

Fig. 180. Diagram of typical instrument canister installation.

of the explosion. Peak accelerations mounted in the bottom of the subiners-
of 356 and 311 g were recorded from ible canister recorded 414 psi. Table 40
the subsurface and surface gages, summarizes these data, and Figs. 182
respectively. The pressure gage and 183 are photographs of each sigal.
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Talet .10. Instrul'iena'itti'ii ri's~UltI 'Voin C Uhavg 11-1) tDutonation,

Tirme or
tiadius to, Si gnat signal
center of I i me (of I 'eak c(ab I f

Type of charge arr ivo si~tgnal b)reakage~
Canister No~t. instrument (ft) (n I-4') value (Het.)

UW- I [Pressure gage 3 7.0 68. 14 1 . psi 13
(suihsu rrac(' Vulocity gage 37.7 24. .5a 6.9 ft/sec 3
c anis t er)

Acceler'omete~r 37.7 11. 2 35,~g 3

WS- I Acculetroncter 43.7 8.2 :i11 g 3,.5
(s uflr raIc Velocity gage 4:3.7 2,, 5 a 61.11 ft/ser, 3. 5

a~urarewatcr Ibellits to Move.

cable floats

(a) Instrument canisters being prepared for (a) Vel ocity gage signal (100 miec/cm;
installation. -30 ft/sec/cm; peak signal: 61.1 ft/sec).

Photo target on HE pipe

SInstrument -

()Accelerometer signal (2 msec/cm;
(b) WS-I canister as installed on Charge If -D. -300 g/cm; peak signal: 311 g).

Vig. 1112. Surface canister (WS-I) data
Fig, 118,1. Instrumentation systems. from Chnrge T1-1).
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'I',iii,vI 41. Il stilt , trt I riit (Il, -K, I I ,,

o r 1 1114'''11-11b li J'

T ypt.l'f lit' t-11- v a ;l br1 a' isgol

CanistI'r N. Insfll t ItI1ur(f'I;t , ) ( )n, .1 rn fl4i ' In , )

UW-4 I'ves~tIve gntL( (iw, X1111, Nwil
C h rg e 1- 1 V e ln ity a' ,v Xt. I N i 01, 8.7

A (ctJt, romt, tt,, 1;h [,,' 27 1M I I ,

IJW- IPr'ssu aI' ,:It 111,; "! I :I 3psi
Charge [[-. Vel('ity gag, :1I1,I' hI I " N1114

A ~~ ~ ~ (; vceI v'I rIi-vr : ,1 g'I

UW-2 'reHstave gul .10.5 5o" 223,5 psi 1;.0

Charge 11-K Velocity gage .10.5 Nmn1. Nin-r

Avvelcronm tvi- .10.15 -. 5 2101 9 g. 1. I;

1JW-3 fPressure gage 42.7 2.5 52581 psi 6,2
Charge 1 Velocity gage 42.7 None Nne- I.9

Accelerometer 42.7 ,1.11 f 1! #: g 4,!)
(j4;atu raIt4-d)

(a) Velocity gage signal (100 miec/cm; (b) Accelerometer signal (2 msec/cm;
-- 30 ft/seccm; peak signal: 65.9 ft/sec). -150 g/cm; peak signal 356.6 g).

(c) Pressure gage signal. O. 5 mse/cm
(7.5-msec delay); 400 psi/cm; negative
signal indicates positive pressure 1.

Fig. 1153. Subsurfai, cai-m.ti(r *%V- It 11 :i tt'rili ('tti 'r , I1-I),
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(a) Charge f1-1 joccaleronioter -,gnul 40i l's'llu ff-J (prestwo (JoQ i0gnals
0.2 msec/em (3. 5-m~wc dwluy); u, iwecAm (5-nisoc delay);

iwtj 1l-K I preisuro goge signal:
(a) Charge fl-K raco tjoo val;2 mrwc /crni (5-msoc delay');

0.2 msec/cm (5-sc ~ ;770 r. /crnI. 430 p~ 'crit 1,

-~~~~ 2201, /v nf,-v Iog i i



The last salvo (Detonation II-IJKL) CONCLUSION
was detonated on 1 May 1970, with signif-

icant but less desirable instrumenation Project Tugboat was very useful in
results. Each chaorge performed prop- developing LLL's eaopability to in-trument
erly and resulted in accelerations which surface wacer environments. Indeed, it

were nearly double the design limit of the wae fortuitous for the Program that the

gage canisters. Exceeding the design instrumented Charge II-D went at a much

limit resulted in the early destruction of lower yield than anticipated as much more

the canisters and the loss of considerable information was obtained about the over-

data. Peak accelerations of 2780 g and all capability of the instrumentation.

pressures of 2513 psi were recorded. Data were obtained which can be used

The signal cables were severed as early to develop calculationai codes for harbor

as 3.3 msec and as late as 11.0 msec. cratering detonations. Calculations were

Velocity data were not obtained for any not made for Tugboat due to the lack of

the charges. Table 41 summarizes the funds for the extensive programs needed

data obtained. Figures 184 and 185 show to obtain equation-of-states for both the

the pressure and acceleration signals. coral formation and the HE energy source.
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